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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
. 3

$L.

No other asact,of the 1976 AmendMents to the Vocational Education

Act has generated more controversy and confusion than the issue of-how

states ark'to distribute federal funds-to.eligiblereciRients. _Almost

four year's after he passage of the 1976 Amendments, clear federal .

guidelines have hot been established,' and every state.operates under

great uncertainty,as to whether it is complying with federal law. Thii,

report analyzes the procedures states have adopted to distribute federal

funds'for vbcationaj education. It is organized in four sections. The

first discusses contradictions and ambigUlties'in federal legislation

and regulations affecting-distrOution of funds. The second develops

a taxonomy of procedures.adoptd by the states and analyzes the strengths

and weaknestes of various approaches. The third suggests a clearer and

simpler approach to funds distribution. The fourth provides-detailed

descriptiOns Of the practices in each state.

Federal Law and Regulations

A number of contradictions and ambiguities in federal vocational

education legislation have hampered the development of clear and effective

distribution procedures'at the state level. The Congresclearly stated

that it woud-not permit procedures that produced.uniform per capita

distribution of funds, but it did not specify what type of non-uniform

distribOtion was to be achieved. Critera affecting the distribution of

funds --.such as location in an economicarly depressed area, proposals.

for programs new to thearea to meet new and.emerging manpower-needs,

relative financial ability, and concentrations of low income families or,

individuals -- have been so vaguely defined that, in most states,

local education agenciei (LEAs) receive some federal, funds'. Moreover,

since neither the legislation nor the regulations specifies'what weights

are to be attached to hese criteria, it is quite likely thit in several

states, the'distributio of funds,is not significantly different from

that which would result om allocating funds on the basis of per capita

enrolliments or thrbugh ma hing_funds on a uniformyercentage basis.

the importance of claC ying these issues cannot be overeMphasi2ed:

Despite-the reOirement that tates distribute funds by formula, there

is nothing inherently fair abo t a formula. By including and excluding

different variables and by manipulating values assigned to different

-coeffiCients of the variables, it is possible to design a formula-to

;,produce any.outcome desired, while still appearing to consider the

`Criteria required in existing legislation. A formula at se is no

assurance ftAfairer and more effective allocation, unless,TEe criteria

. and weights-:tkey are to be assigned are specified explicitly.

4,
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State Distribution Formulas
`3$t

There are three basic steps to designing formulas for distributing

funds: 1) data selection, 2) transformation of data into standardized

',cores, and 3) transformation of standardized scores into dollar alio-,

, cations or reimbursement rates.- The first step involveS Identifying

and defining variables that are used to measure the various criteria ,

affecting the distributton of funds.. States have enjofed great latitude _

in the choice and employment of different variables, and dozens of

different measures have been used. For formulas affecting funds distri-

bution in FY l979, all but four'states employee6e or more measures of

relative financial ability, and only three did not use'some measure of

income. `Twenty -nine states used d variety of measures of unemployment.

Reflecting the difficulty of defining a sensible variable for measurinI

"new programs," only seven states included this criterion in their

distribution proceddres. Thirteen states incorporated some measure of .

relative costs, and only eight used a separate factor designiting.some

eligible'recipiedts as located 'in an economically depressed area.

The states employed a vAriety of different approaches to trans-

forming raw data into standardized scores that permit accurate

comparisons among variables measured on different scales. Twenty-mine

states used non-continuous meth6ds that were judged to be inappropriate

-- imprecise, arbitrary,,and sub &ect to manipulation. Twenty-one states

used continuous method's that, while superior to non-continuous methods,

were sometimes employed incorrectly.

For transforming standardized scores into dollar allocations or

rates of reimbursement; states developed oneof three general methods:,

1) a tabular method, 2) a reimbursement rate equation; or 3) a weighted

points method. Eleven states used the 'tabular method, considered the'.

least appropriate of the three approaches. Typically, this approach'

was poorly explained, and provisions seemed arbitrary. Six states

calculated a reimbursement rate that varied depending on an eligible

,recipient's scores on the viHous.distribution criteria. However, the

'ange of variation was usually.too narrow to,produce significant

4 differences among recipients. Consequently, this approach tends to

direct more funds per student to higher spending, recipients, who often .

are al\o high wealth districts. In short, this approach may often

contradict the st 'ated Orposes of the law and was considered inappro-

priate. Finally; twenty-seven states employed some variation of the

weighted points method, allocating .funds based on each recipient's

total point score as a proportion of total points earned by all

.recipients in the state. While superior to the other two methods,

this approach also suffers from-difficiencies that were poorly

handled by.most states ado Zing this method. .To summarize, no state

was using 'a procedure frerbf technical difficulties, arbitrary

judgments, unexplained calculations, questionable interpretations of

federal law, or,inaccurate and inappropriate data.

Zvi
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An Alternative Formula

For reasons developed in detail in Section II of the report,.

none of the three general methods proposed by the states in FY 1979

`is capable of fairly incorporating all the criteria the Corigress

has specified to determine. allocations of federal.funds for vocational

education Consequently, Section III suggests an alternative approach,

. It proceeds in thr4e steps: First, it calculates each eligible

.
recipient's vocational education enrollment, weighted in terms of

enrollment of target populations and students in -higtf.cost programs.

,. Second, it calculates relative financialability in terms of both

pt4operty wealth and household income. .Third,,it allocates,funds

based on relative financial'ability per unit of weighted
vocational

education enrollments by "levelling up," -- i.e., first bringing

the neediest recipient up to the level of the second needidst, then

those two together to'the level of'the third, and so forth until

funds are.exhausted. The .suggested formula has the virtue Of being

easy to administer and monitor, while simultaneously addressing the

major,objectives of federal vocational educatiOn legislation.

I
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I; GENERAL OVERVIEW

Among the most significant featurei of the 1976 Amendments
to the Vocational Education Act were provisions,modifying funding

arrangements:. Consolidating programs that previously had.beeu
separately funded;, the Amendments created four general types of

grants: ) a "basic" grant that:in addition to regular vocational

education programs, could' be used for other purposes including
work-study, cooperative vocational education, construction, and several

other activities; 2) a grant for program improvement and Supportive
.services," including research, exemplary and innovative programs,
curriculum development; guidance and counseling, teacher training, and

grants to overcome'sex bias; 3) a grant,for "spbCial programs for the'

disadvantaged;" and 4) a grant for consumer and homemaking education;
The Atendments also created a number of national programs, including the
establishment of the Vocational Education Data System (VEOS) and the
National Occupational Information Coordinating COmmittee. .Finally, it
provided for state planning grants, bilingual training, special
renovation and remodeling,and state and oat-tonal advisory councils:

By consolidating programs, Congress pursued a."block grant" approach

that simplified.the basic structure of federal funding for vocational edu-

cation, but at the same time, Congress considerably complicated the rules

by which these grants were to be distributed by the states to eligible

recipients. Maintaining the "setaside" provisions -for handicapped, disad-
vanftged, and postsecondary and adult students -- as wellas designating .

funds_for the Bureau-of Indian Affairs and for efforts to promote sex equity

-- Congress farther specified several new criteria that were to affect

funds, distribution, Henceforth, states would not be permittedto'distribute

funds uniformly to eligible recipients. Rather, they would'have to consider

such factors as,relative financial ability; the relative number or concen-

trationof low-income families or.individuals, location in an economically

depressed area or an area of high unemployment or high drbpout rates, and

proposals for'new programs. Further, subsequent regulations interpreted

the setaside provisions of the Amendment 'to apply only to the "excess

costs" of providing programs for the capped and disadvantaged. 'To

ensure that states met these requirement the B -eau of Occupational and

Adult Education (BOAE) of the Office 0 encouraged states to

adopt funding '.formulas" -- presumably representing objective,.luantita-

tive prodedurii for allocating funds. These formulas were to determine

the distribution of federal funds'under Sections 120, 134,.140 and 150 of

the Vocational Education Act.
/-

-Probably no other aspect-mrthe 1976 Amendments has generited more

contitversy,,.confusion, andlrustration than the general issue of how states

h are to distribute funds to eligible recipients. Almost four years after

passage of the 1976 Amendments, clear federal gufdelineS have not yet been

established, and every state operates under great uncertainty as to,whether,,

4
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it is complying with federal law., Regulations ane guidelines issued to

date have been ambiguous, confused, and contradictory. Procedures approved

one 'year have been disapproved the mext only to be approved again.

This report reviews the procedures states have adoped to di tribute

federal funds for vocational education. fh this first section, '0 offer

a general overview, concentrating on the specific\provisions affecting the

distribution of funds and identifying the issues that have impeded the

development of workable procedures. These issues include 1) the meaning.

of "non-uniform" distribution among app,)ipants, 2) the definition of dis-

tributional criteria 3) the determination of distribution mechanisms,

4) the interpretation of the setaside
provisions, 5) the treatment of

Subpart 4 funds for the'disadvantaged, and 6) the availability of data

that are _sufficiently current and disaggregated.

Section II analyzes the types of procedures that states have adopted

and develops a taxonomy of data transformation and funds distribution

procedures. Section III develops a "Suggested Formula" that; in our

judgment, meets the requirements of the 1976 Amendments and could be

used as a model for state systeMs.
Finally,tection IV provides

.-detailed descriptions of procedures used by the states in FY 1979

for distributing federal funds. .-

By far, the bulk of our report concentrates on individual State sys-
4'

tems and the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches. that states

have adopted for distributing federal, funds. We are very critical. We

have found no state that has designed procedures free of mathematical

errors, arbitrary judgments, questionable
interpretations of federal law

dud regulations, and inaccurate or inappropriate data. Nevertheless, we

find it difficult to fault individual states. As will become apparent in. e

,the sectionsthat follow, federal leadership-has been woefully inadequate.

The Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE), has been unable to

define unambiguous criteria and to design clear procedures for distributing

federal funds. A partial explanation for this failure is'appai.ently tff-

adequate expertise for aoalyzing and designing school finance systems.

Howeyer, greater technical,profidency at BOAE cannot remove much of the

ambiguity., Clearer,directions
are needed from Congress. Present legis-

lation is irresolvably vague on several important issues.' Moreover, the

legislation pursues too many objectives with too few inAtrumentt and too

little attention to which objectives havepriority, .Until such problems

are resolved at the federal level, state responses are likely to continue

to reflect'a chaotic state of disarray,

Achieving "Non-Uniform" Distributions

A major chisge of the 1976 Amendments was the provision of more ex-

plicit requirements for distributing funds. The 1964 kmendments had fn-

structed states to give due consideratiort to the results of periodic evalu-

ations, to the relative need for vocational education amOng,different popu-

lation sub - groups, to'the relative ability of -school districts to provide-

resources, tnd.to the excess costs of vocational programs.
Yet, such provi-

sions had proven inadequate. For example, the House Committee onEducation

and Labor reported:

-9
:
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From,ou'r oversight of the [vocational education] PrograM during

the last twoyears, we have,found that these requirelpents are

too general in nature to carry out the intention of Congrett

which eras to provide additiodal "resources to those schoodq-

tr4cts'and agencies most in,heed of those resources tb provide *

'programs (House ofsReiresentatives, Report, No. 94-1085, May

1976, p.13). r

Similarly, the Senate Committee on Labor and Public welfare noted:

.
.

Exi sting law prohibits the allocation,of funds among eligible

applicants in a manner which fails to take into account the statu-&

tory criteria for allocation, such as the matching of local expen-

ditures at a uniform percentage ratio. The pui-pose of such a prb-,

vision was to require State boards to take into account the rela-

tiveneeds of applicants for Federal funds, and their relative

ability to match such funds, in relation to other applicants within

the-State. Deskite'this' provision,'a number of states allocate

4 funds among school districts on the basis _of a flat forMulavith-

out taking relative need or ability to pay Ito account (Senate, - :

Report, No. 94-882, May 14, 1976, O. 71).

. In the 1976 Amendments,,the Congrest clearly states that henceforth

,uniform distribution of federal funds to eligible recipients is unaccep- -

thble:

. .
.1he'Stateltillnot allocatesuch funds among eligible

. .

recipients within the,State on the basis of per capita enroll-

basis (P.L. 94-482; Sec. 106(a)(5)(13)(ii)). \le
ment or through.matching of local expenditures on a Unif

percentage

orm

s,

Instead, state -administratiOns'are to direct federal funds to local agen--

ties most in need of additional resources.
"Need," in this instance, takes,

several forms Thus, the Congreis directs

that the State'thall, in considering the approval of such appli-

cationsjfor funds], give priority'to those applicants which --.

(i) are located fh economically depressed areas and areas.

With high rates of unemployment, and are unable to provide the

resources necessary.to meet the vocational educatidn'needs of

those.reas without Federalassistanceoand
'(ii) propose_ programs which are new to the area.to -be served

and which are designed to meet new and emergingimanpower needs

and job opportunities in the area and, where.relevant; in the

State and the Ration . . (P.L. 94-482', Sec. 106(a)(5)(A)).

more explicit than the 148.Amendments, these directions reMain-

.

ambiguous. -Whatconstitutes an
"economically.depressed" area or'a "high"

_ rate of unemployment is not 'defined, and liberal interpretations have

enabled ,some states to-label almost all recipients "economically depressed.

For example, of 62 counties in New York, all but two --- Dutchess aid
Tomkins -- are defined by the.19Z9,Annual 'plan a$ economically depressed.

/
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Further weakening the ability of the two criteria to target funds

- is the lack of any strong correlation between location in an economically

depressed area and location in an area with "new and emerging manpower .

heeds." Indeed, one might expeCt the second to be'more characteristic of

economically. vigorous communities with high rates of growth and low unem-

ployment. Thus, one criterion may well be offsettipg the other, effec-

tively permitting uniform distributionof federal funds despite specific

criteria for targeting. Such a possibility needs to be verified by em-

,pirical analysis, but even without hard data, it is easy to 'see how the

two criteria could be used to cast a large net that would:include most,

if not 411, localities.

Perhaps-anticipating such difficulties, the Congress specified fur-

Tther criteria:
e ,

. . . the State shall, in determining the amount' of funds avail -'

able under this Act which shall be made available to those appTi-,

cants approved for funding, base such distributions 8n economic,
..

social and demographic factors relating to the need for vocational

---education among various populations and the various areas of the-

State, except that --
(i) the 'State will use as the two most impbrtant factors in

determining this distribution (I) in the case of local educational

agencies, the relative financial ability of such agencies to provide

the resources necessary to meet 'the need for vocational education

in the areas they service and the relative number or concentration

of low-income families or individuals within such agenciei, and (II)

in the case of other eligible recipients, the relative financial

ability of.tdCh recipients 0 provide the resources to initiate or

maintain 'vocational education programs to meet' the needs of 'their '

students and' the relative number or concentration of students whom

they serve whose education imposes higher than average costs, such

As handicapped students, students from low - income families, and

students, from families in which English is not the dominant language

(P.t.: N-482, Sec. 106(6)(5)(B)(i)).

Here again, the language is much more specific thanpreviouslaw,but

an important question remains unanswered. Are these criteria to be ap-

pliedafter a local 'agency has been identified as eligible by the previous

two criteria.--1ocationAn an economically depressed area or proposing pro-

grams for nevi,and'emerging manpower needs? Or, are they to be appliedjn- .

dependently with additional money:going to localities with low financial

ability regardless of need baseCon other criteria? Does the law require

an approval process by which eligibility it first based on high unemploy-

ment and low financial abilitY,'or does it merely require a process by

high\unemployment °ow financial ability are sufficient for

eligibility? 'A process in which eligibility is determined by meeting any

one bn several criteria will distribute funds more broadly "and,uniformly

than a process requiringthat all criteria be satisfied. Indeed, the

fprmer process is likely to lerd-lo an outcome in which all applicants

receive some funds, and depending on the weights assigned to each criterion,.

capita distribution.

11
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Is it legal to fund all applicants in this way? 80AE has said yes. .

In the Karch 198O' raft(of its Policy Manual for. Federal Vocational Edu- ..

cation Fund Distri tion, the bureau,states:
,-

4

States may dis ibute Federal VGA funds to all applicants. Al.

- -- though P,L. 9444p? describes sepkrate approvalAelection,and funding

stages,, there'Wnothing in the Law or Regulations 65 prohibit

. . a State fqm furfaing all applicants. Where all applicants are
.

.-,

, ..funded, States.cC use a combined prioritizing and funding pro-
.

.

.

.cess, as lonç as the two most important factors (1) relative finan-''

- dial ability and 1 ow-income families (for LEAs ) or (2) high cost

students(for.other'iligible recipients) individually receive the

greatest,weight in'the.process. (80AE Information Manual for

Federal Vocational Education State.Grant Fund Distribution 'Pro- ,

cedures, March.1980,'p. 6). #

.

. .
.

BOAS also gives states the option of using a to-siage process of approval

and funding but does not require it. . '' ,
-

, 0
.

,

-,Despite 80AE's assertion that It is legal to distribute funds to all

applicants, much doubt remains. Reporting on the 1976.1egislation to amend

the Vocational Education Act, the SenateCommitteen Labor and Public Wel-

fare stitesthat the purpose of these criteria are to help StateS-make

'hard,chbicee about whom to fund, implying that only :the neediest appli-

cant-.s are to receive funds:. -
'

. :e 00

The Committee hopes that the specific provisions for the

eligible' recipient applications will, prpvide the- State board

with the necessary information to make .hard oices among com-

peting applications forjcarce feder41 fbnds.

However, even this statementis ambiguous because the report continues:

. ; . Of course, succpssfeon-going programs, should continue

to receive assistance. However, iAth the development of new

.vocational programs corlipeting.for limited dollars, State boards

maY have to'Aecide to fund pew and innovative programs, allowing

'Stale and local funds to pfbk up the cdsts of soMe operational

prlgrams. k -

A .. .

4 , . . . . ,
a

lip.? 4

Short-of more.exPlicit legislation, the question'of whether all applicants

, may receive some federdl.funOs cannot be answered. A clear.response has

import policy implicatiOns, affecting not only what types of distribution '

.procedure s dre appropriate but also the effectiveness of Congress' efforts

to target resources where'needs are greatest. More will be said on these

'issues in-Sectidn .1I.-"

I.

Criteria Affecting Funds Distribution.

While ieis.unclear whether. Congress intended all applicants to receive

s
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federal funds, there is no-doubt that it intended some to receive more.

than others. Applicants with large PopulatiOns Of handicapped and dis-

advantaged students, poor .area's with high unemployNant and difficulties.tn.

providing vocational education' programs, and areas with newrand emerging

training opportunities are all to receive priority'in distributing federal

, funds to eligible recipients. HoWever,.the legislation offers'little

-guidance on operational definitions'ofIthese objectives or.the'weight each

is to receive. Each,criterfom deserves some discussion..

P

Location in an-Economically Depressed Area: States.have enjoyed

'much discretion in defining economically depressed areas. Many have em- ''

V ployed.the"criteria.used to designate, areas under the Public Works and

Economic: Development Act, criteria.sollroad.that most areas'Ot,91b state

qualify:: Id its *posed policy manual on funds distribution,-BOAEdoes

not explicitly outlaw
this.practiceand.instructs states to define economi-

cally'depressed areas in Annual Program Plans. Henceforth,states must fin-

dude in their definitions measures of.unemployment rates and inability to

providp resources tOr vocational education programs. 'Thuso.BOAE encourages

gates to abandon dichotomous variables and td employ continuous variables

at will force states to recognize that someareas,are more economically

depressed than others. Implicit in these'directions is the requirement'

that, among localities designated as economically depresied, states allo-

cat&-greater.resources to thok with greater needs:

°However; such,a :requirement is Power explicitly stated,' and 'the manual

subsequently waffles and begs the question. It instructs states to adopt

one of two approaches in approving applications. First, a state may fund

. . only those applicants in economically depressed areas by ranking them ac-

cording to. need and using a "cut =off mark" to determine eligibility:, The

cut-off point is'never defined; nor are states given any guidance as to

how to determine 4t. Second, states may fund all applicants and include

depressed areas asa "weighted" factor in the distribution formula. BOAE

provides'ne, instructions as to bow (this is to be done or what "weighted"

means in Operational terms.

'2. -w Pro rams. Similar ambiguities\plague the definition of pro-

gramS des gne to meet. hew and emerging manpower needs. The intent of the'

requiremen seems clear -- namely to discourage localities from continuing

to operate outdated or unnecessary training programs and to adticiAte

labor market needs that might cause shortages in the absence of adequate .c.7,..

numbers of trained workers. Such an interpretation is consistent'with

other sections of the Act that stress program planning based on careful .\

.

h
assessment of current and future needs forpartiwiar job skills (see,

for example, Sec. 107(b)): Unfortunately, the e asis on "new" programs

and BOAE' literal interpretation.ofathe word creates incentives that poten-.

tially nt0( radist the broader aim for.souhd planning that matches training

to exp cted labor market conditions. Thus, too literal an interpretatioh

:would declare ineligible. a locality that sought to expand an existing pro-

.
gram'to meet. emerging new demands for workers with the particular skills.'

By.BOAE's definition, and indeed the language of the legislatidn itself,

such a program only qualifies if it is "new to the area.". Similarly, an

existing program that isradically reorganized -- for example,'redesigned

to use updated:new equfjent and-curriculum at substantial additional costs
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-- would not qualify for federal funding under a strict interpretation

of the "new program" criterion.

Such outcomes are clearly inconsistent with concerns expressed else-
where in the legislation. The Act begins with a declaratipn of purpose
thht leaves no doubt that Federal funds'are intended, amdRg other aims,
to help states extend and improve existing programs, but the, later em-
phasis on new programs as one of only two criteria fotl approving appli-

cations, discourages sensible planning. Instead, such heavy priority on
wnewness" may encourage potential recipients not only to rush into poorly
'developed programs for the sake of doing something new, but also to design
elaborate new disguises for old programs that do not change at all. .

The extent of such practices requires empirical analysis. Regard-

less of empirical findings; however; the emphasis on new programs is
misplaced. Not only is it a poor criterion for encouraging localities to
use existing resources efficiently but also it'unfairly rewards localities

with the most limited offerings. It is much more difficult for a.large
recipient with a widely varied program to develop new ones, though it may
be important to expand existing ones. As written; the legislation.is. un-

necessarily inflexible on this point.

3. Relative Financial Ability. One of the "two most important" fac-
.tors. affecting funds distribOtion; relative financial ability has two pos-
sible meanings,'according to the VEli Regulations, First, it may be-defined

as local property wealth per capita, a measure similar to those used in
school finance formulas seeking.to neutralize the influence of tax base
parities on spending for education. Alternatively, it may be defined as

total local tax effort, per capita local tax revenues divided by local per
capita income. This latter measuredneof the criteria affecting alloca-
tions ofilkeral revenue sharing,, recognizes that property taxes are ulti-
mately pal out of current income. Measuring the burden relative to income
thus provides a better indicator of,.ability to pay than a measure of assessed

value per capita. Assessed value per capita ignores not only revenues ac-
tually generated, but also variations in burden relative to local differences
in the distribution of income..

Despite the superiority of the tax effort measure, BOAE urges states
to use property wealth per capita to -determine%relative financial ability.
The Bureau argues that a measure of total tax effort is too difficult to

implement. Two major problems impede implementation. First,'in many states,

the jurisdiction responsible for education is not geographically coterminous
with other jurisdictions responsible for other services. Consequently, ag-

gregates of tax revenues for alYlocal services are very difficult to cal-
culate. Second, in many states, there are nd current, accurate measures of
local income for school districts. Typically,.states levying income taxes

can calculate distl'ibutions of income for counties and municipalities, but
unless school district boUndaries coincide with these jurisdictions, dis-
tributions for school districts cannot be determined. A few states have

solved thiS problem by requiring taxpayers to include on their tax returns
the name of the school district in which they reside. Others have developed

trict boundaries; the programs permit easy and reasonably accurate estimates

-7
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of ikome distributions for school districts. In short, several states

are capable of calculating per capita income for school districts,

and'BOAE could encourage, or indeed
require, that,these states use per

capita income in measures'of,relative financial ability.

BOAE has. prohibited states;from embloying assessed value per student,

ADA or ADM, as a measure of relative financial ability: Suchmeasures

fail to recognize that age distributions vary greatly among jurisdictions.

Consequently, districts with xelatively few school age children may enjoy

a fiscal advantagoin providing educational services, but this advantage

is offset by greater difficulties in financing other public services in

greater demand by adults, especially the elderly. Further, measures em-

ploying ADA or ADM tend to penalize districts with large private school

a
populations, high ates of absenteeism, and rapidly declining enrollments.

Such places have relaiiyely higher fixed costs for education.- Thus, tax

base per capita is a superior measure, more neutral with respect to demands

for non-school services andivariations in fixed costs.

Despite the superiority f the per capita measure, it is difficult

for many states to calculate a curately.. Most states do not have data on

the resident population of scho 1districts. Such data are available from

the decennial census, but they come quickly dated. Only where school

districts are coterminous with mu 'cipalities or counties can states secure

accurate counts of resident popula on.' BOAE recognizes this difficulty

and permits states:that can substant to their inability to secure popula-

tion data to substitt)te assessed value.per student. The vast majority do

employ this proxy. )

4. Low-Income Families. The second of the two "most important" fac-

tors determining-funds distribution is :therelative number or concentra-,

tion-of low-income families or individUalk within such agencies." The

major unresolved ,question regarding this criterion is relative to what --

the number of low-income families relative to the total population of the

LEA, or the number of low-income familTei relative to the total number of

low - income families in the state? BOAE has opted forthe former, a choice

that can lead to some rather peryerse
outcomes unless' variables are care-

fully adjustedrfor the size of the LEA. To see why, consider the extreme

case of a state with only two districts of vastly different size. One has

.4 population of 100,000, of whom 800 are low-income individuals. The

second has a population of 1,000, of whom 800 are low-income. Thus, the

concentration of low-income individuals relative to the popufatiqn of the

district is 20 percent and 80 percent, respectively. By BOAE's rule,unds

are to be directed to the second district, despite the fact that over 85

percent of the state's population of low-income individuals resides in the

The critical question here is whether the criterion is .intended to

direct funds to individuals or geographic areas. BOAE's procedure directs

funds to areas with the possibility, that ve7TiTzable numbers of target,

populations will receive little special assis ance. Further, on the very

reasonable assumption that population heterog neity increases with size, a

'procedure that measures'proportions of targe populations within LEAs in-

-8-.
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evitably favors small juri dictions.- There maibe some justification for .

this practice. If it can b shown that high concentrations of targetpop-
ulations within LEAs produce higher costs gier student, some adjustment
is called for. However, if t e probleM is that target populations,gen-,
erally require more costly pro rams, regardless of where .they reside,
then distributing funds on the sis of numbers' relative to the state

totals would be more'equitable aid effective. -

A second difficulty affecting the implementation of this criterion
is the lack of data that are suffl iently disaggregated to target funds
precisely. Where states maintain income data only It the county level,
the number oflow-incoMe individuals within LEAs within each county can _

only be obtained by-pro-rating county\totals among districts. Typically,

pro-rating is based on the distributio of the county's total population
among LEAs. Thus, to the extent that t rget populations are not evenly
distributed in relation to the total po lation, some LEAs are penalized

while others' ,are favore. As was noted-'bove, several states have pro-
cedures for pbtaining more accurate measu es of school district income.
distributtons,and BOAE could be urging um ersal adoption of these pro-
,c dures.,

5. Above Average Costs. Many. LEAs eligible for federal funds
eceive,po local revenues and are wholly supported by state,funds. Hence,

conventional measures ofrelative financial ability are not'applicable,
and where states allocate equal amounts per student, the criterion has no
relevance at all. However, in such. Adstances, the law directs states to

consider "the. relative number or concentration of students whose education
imposes higher than average costs, such as handicapped students, students
from low-income.families, and studentsJrot families in which English is
not the'dominant language." Here again; BOAE has interpreted "relative"
to Mean concentrations with% institutions' rather than the size of the
LEA target population relative to the state total. The practice has the

same problems as.those discussed above.

Additionally, BOAE presumes that LEAs do in fact incur above verage
costs in educating these students. The'Bureau instructs states to count
students; it does not require evidence that such costs are incurred*Or
that additional funds based on such counts are actually to be spent on

students identified. The failure tointist on direct evidence of above-
average costs may ignore important differences among LEAs. Costs are

likely to vary substantially -- by factors of two or more -- among types
of students and types of services offered. Simple population counts are

crude measures at best; at worst, they signify nothing.
gplo

6. Weighting Criteria. AssuMing these criteria could ,be clearly
defined and accurately measured, the problem would remain as to.hOw each
should be weighted in determining the distribution of funds. On this point,

the legislation is extremely vague. States are directed to "give priority
to" or consider "most important' various factors, but these phrases have
no operational meaning. Until Fall 1979, the regulations simply repeated
the language of the law and provided no additional insight. The draft of

'BOAE's policy manual issued in March 1980, fails to offer any guidance
other than to specify which factors must receive the "greatest" weight.

411



Presumably, a formula giving weights of .26 to two variables, relative

financial ability and number-of-low-income individuals, and weights of

.24 to two others is legal for there is no specified minimum by which

the' weights of these factors must exceed those of others,.

A more fundamental question is whether it is appropriate at all to

try to solve a number of differrAtobjectives simultaneously through arT

bitrary weighting schemes. Art rnative approach is to prioritize ob-

jectives and devote resdurces to realizing the first before proceeding to
the second", Thus, Congress might specify that federal funds-are to be

used first to eliminate vocational education spending disparities pro-

ducedduced by differences in relative financial ability. If resour s remain

after that objectiveis atisfied, they might thembe applied to compen-

sating for-above avgrage costs of educating special students. I some

federal funds still remained, they might then be applied to supporting

programs aimed at new la r'market_needs. Pespite the relatively small .

proportion of vocational ducation dollars that federal funds represent,

such prioritizing may not be far-fetched. Some states, after all, have

already achieved substanttal expenditure equalization through school fi-

nance reform, and in these states the criterion of relativl financial

ability has no meaning. /What objective are they to pursue next? We sug-

gest a form of this approach and'develop it more fully in Section IV.

One of its attractivi4eatures is that it avoids the issue of mathematical

weights, which is usually arbitrary and is occasionally subject to abuse.

C. Distribution Mechanisms

'Prior to the 1976 Amendments, states distributed fundt to eligible

recipients im a. wide vaeietP'of.,ways. 'State plans rarely described the

distribution procedures precisely, and tt is practically impossible to re--

const'ruc't the distribution mechan1sMs actually used. However, generally

one of two types of procedures was adopted. Funds were distributed either

on the'basis of applications for grants tosupport proposed projects or on

the basis of a predetermined entitlement. Under the first; eligible recip-

ients submitted a project proposal and budget which was reviewed by the

state administration-ad approved, modified, or rejected., All those eli-

gible did'not necessarily receive funds, and statioffjcials enjoyed sub-

stantial discretion in determining what projects would be approved. Under

the second,'state officials determined an entitlement for each eligible

recipient, which then submitted an application agiinst the funds. The

entitlement might be based simply on a flat amountl'per.student for each

recipient or it might attemp , by mathematical formula or administratin

adjustment, to vary entitlements among recipients depending on need or

other criteria,

Although the 1976 Amendments explicitly forbade_ uniform dtstribu-

tions, the legislation did not preclude states from-:continuing to employ

either of these apProaches. 'Henceforth, states wpdld be required tp apply

the varieus criteria discussed in. the previous section to either the en-

. titlemeht or project based distribution. The legislation nowhere speci-,

A. fied how these criteria were to be applied, and indeed the regulations dio'

little to 'clarify the type ofmechanisms states'-are to employ. For the

most part, trig regulations issued in October 1977, merely repated the

. I
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language of the Act.

.
However, ih Appendix B of the.Regulations, a peculiar word appears:

Question flo. 1: To'what,part of'the Act does the Section 106(a)(5)

funding formula apply? :

Answer: The settionidta)(5) funding 'formula mustbe applfed to

iiT-ridera'r.funds 4distribu:ted under sections 134, 140 and 150.

(Federal R;ister, Vol.'42, No. 191, Monday, .October 3, 1977, p.

538.5, emph is added)`
.

"Formula" appears nwhere in the Act and 4 used only once in the main

body of the Regulati. s -- referring to the computation of expenditures for

persons with li
_
mited fish-speaking ability (Federal Register, Vol. 42,

'No. 191, Monday, October 3, 1977, Article 104.313(c), p. 53841). Seem-

ingly, while never explicitly stating th requirement,'without providing

a single example of how th"e computation were to be performed, without

offering any guidance as to what variab es were to be included and how

they should be weighted, BOAE had intended states to employ a formula to

distribute federal funds. Yet it is odd to relegate,such a formidable

requirement to one sentence in the appendix.to forty-three pages of de-

tailed regulations. How were states expected to implement the requirement

for distributing funds by formula? The question has been at the center of

four years of regulatory debate between BOAE and the state agencies over-

seeing'the distribution of funds.

What precisely is meant by the term "formula"? Though the Regula-

tions offer few hints, we take the term to mean a clearly delineated method

-- usually though not necessarily mathematical -- for allbcating funds.

Its chief feature is that it makes explicit and replicable each step in

Ithe allocation process. Ideally, it should produce the same outcome

regardless of who performs the required computations; the need:for subjec-

tive judgment is minimized and its influence teirpered, At the very least,

an outsider ought to be able to follow and understand how,a parti:culir out-

come was produced._

To employ a formula effectively and fairly, there are some additional

criteria that it should strive\to meet:.

1. Definitional Clarity'. Eath of the 'variables employed.in the

formulas the criteria governing-funds distribution --'must be

clearly defined. The definition should apply uniformly among eligible

recipients within each state, and perhaps among states as well. Each

'variable should strive to reflect or measure accurately the intended phe-

nomenon.

2. ease of Understanding. In one sense, a formula*"works" if it'

produces the outcome intended byithe controlling legislation.. Hence, one

might argue that it is necessary only to understand the outcome rather

than the procedures that produces it. However, often the *intended out-

come is not realized/it- perhaps because objectives conflict or perhaps

because mathematical or statistical errors have been made - and it is

18
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important to be able easily to identify the source of the problem. More
importantly, there is not always consensus on the legislative intent,
and it is therefore useful to be able to understand how a particular for-
Tula reinforces one interpretation or.another. Consequently, formulas
should be designed to allow easy understanding by federal, state,and
local,officials, legislators, partnts, teachers, and others concerned with
operating educational programs.

3. Use of Current and Reliable Data. Often it is possible to define
, clear criteria for distribution, but data are not available that are suf-
ficiently current and reliable. Lagged data that deviate significantly
'from current conditi6ns will produce unwanted results. Some data, while
reliable in the aggregate, are suspect when disaggregated or prorated
Data may be missing for some states or for some recipients within states,
and bias in the pattern of missing data will bias distributiOns based on
such variables.

4. Geographic Specificity. Related to problems of datacurrency
and reliability_)s-the problem that data may not be available in a form ,

that permits effective targeting of funds. At what_IWET is it necessary
to distinguish eligibility -- among states, counties, LEAs, schools, class-
rooms, or individuals?

5." Stability. Also related to problems of data reliability and geo-
graphic specificity is the formula's,sensitiyity to small chtnges in the
measures employed. High sensitivity may be desirable, although this will
lead to large differences in allocations among recipients and over timt._.
Larb changes may impair recipients' ability to.plan effectiyely; on the
other hand, formulas insensitive to'real differences among recipients
defeat objectives to target funds,

.
,

.., .

6. Unintended Incentives. Even formula that all of the abdye - k.
criteria can create unintended 'incentives and consequences that counteract -.,'

the intended objectives of the formula, The formula may encourage recip- It

ients to report false or misleading data, to relabel students, Or,shuffle j

financial accounts.
,

. . v

Even:when, the e criteria for good forMula design are respected, a
formula may Dotpro uce the intended result. ,There is nothing inherently : -

fair about formulas. The most important decisions affecting a formula's
outcome -- the; hoice of variables, the mathematical specification of the ''

relationships Omong,variables, the values given to coefficients or exponents
- -are all exttrnol to theforMula itself; they are policy decisionsthat -

must be made by administrators and legislators and therefore subject to
political'debate and cbnflict. From-this roader perspective,, formulas
are not objective at all, despite their ap arent quantitative precision.
Indeed,"by.incfudipg and excluding differe t variables and by manipulating -

values assigned to different coefficients, it is probably possible to de-
sign a formula that would produce any outcome desired, while still meeting :
the criteria outlined above and those specified in legislation. A formula
per-se is no guaranteeof fairer or more effective alocation.

. p-
UnfortUnatelyo, this point has been missed bilOAE, as ell as'others
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pressing'fo the adoption of formelas as the ptimar/ mech nistri for dis °

tributIng ds. Although formulas help to explain the s eps followed by

states to locate funds,- in the absence of unambigUous nstructions about

what varia les to include and how they are to be prioritized or weighted,.

formulas are no more likely to produce desirable outcomes than any cother

method of distribution. In this sense, the concentration on developing

_different "models" of formulas may be misplaced; more fupdamental issues
must be resolved before these models have any real operational meaning,

D. Setaside Provisions s

The setaside requirements of the 1976 Amendments are anpther_area of

on-going confusion and debate. The legislation contains three primar'

setaside provisions. FirstAat least 10 percent of each state's basic

grant is reserved to pay not more-than 50 percent-of the excess costs of .

vocational education programs for the handicapped. Second,, ateleast 20

percent of each state's basic grant isto be used to cover no more than 50

percent of the excess costs of programs for the disadvantaggd. Third, the

Act reserves 15 pertent of each state's basic grant for not Inore:than 50 .

percent of the costs of vocational educatidn for persons MI° have completed

or left high school or who ar& unemployed or-already in thelabor'market

',.(the postsecondary setaside). Additionally, a portion,of thes:disadvan-',

taged setaside is reserved for persons with limited-English proficiency,

the amount varying with their number as a proportion of each state's pop-

ulation aged fifteen to twenty-four, incluOve.
4 a

The original legitlation dienot specify that funds reserved for the'

handicapped and disadv ntaged could be used to cover only the excess costs

of programs and services. Following the publication of proposed regulations.

in Apri11977, a letter to Commissioner of Education Boyer from Represen-

tatives Perkins and Quie and Senators' Pell and Javits Made it Clear that,

the setasides were intended to help cover the costs of "special forms of

$ assistance, over and above the regular program." The Congressmen argued

that any other intetpretation would.not lead to an*expansion of services

for the handicapped and "disadvantaged and mightlead to a reduction. Con-

__ sequently, subseqUent-regulatians required that the setasidestforfthe hand-

icapped and disadvantaged be applied only to the additional. costs-of. "-

special programs, services and activities.

Much confusion remained, however, especially as to whether the prinL

ciple of e cps cost applied to both,mainstreamed programs and--separate

specialize programs. Consequently, in March 1978, OE issued a further'

interprets op. First, the interptetation reiterated the emphasis of the

' Vocational Education Act on mainstreaming:

o The State shall use, to the maximum extent possible, the funds,

expended for handicapped and disadvantaged persons to enable.

these persons to pattcipate in regular vocational education:

programs (Federal Register, Vol. 43; No. 59, Monday, March 22, Ak

1978, p. 12357).
.

For students placed ihir:legular programs, excess costs refer.to expendif

ture-per studbnt fqr n -handicapped-or non-disadvantaged students in :

-13-
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'vocational education.

When it isnecessary to place a student in a separate specialized

program, the entire cost of this programimay be counted as excess costs,

provided the average.statewide (state and 10cal)"expenditure per student

equals or exceeds the average per student expenditure for non-handicapped

or non-disadvantaged students. Unfortunately,*this interpretation' creates ,

a poWerful incentive to isolate students rather; than mainstream. Consider ...,,

the following hypothetical-example: Suppose a state spends $1,000 per

student for non-handicapped students. The state has 1,000.handicapped

students in vocatiohal education and 10percent of its basic grant amounts

to $300,000, or $300 per handicapped Student. If the state mainstreams'

these students, it must spend $1,600 per student, including an additional

$300,000 Of state - local expenditures to match the federal setasides dollar

for dollar. However, if the state elects to place all students in_spe-

cialized facilities, it need spend only $1,300 per _student. In this case,

average statewide.state and local expenditure is the required $1,000 per

student, $300 of which can be counted as the 50 percent match for the 1300

per student of federal funds. The state need _not spend the additional

$300,000 required if students are mainstreamed. Consequently, the larger

the_setaside, the greater is theincentive to isolate students in special

programs rather than mainstream them as the legislation would prefer.

The excess cost provision has made it difficult for some states to

match federal setaside funds, and a few have threatened to return funds

to OE.. It is easy.to see why they are experiencing difficulty. In effect;'.

the operation of the excess cost provision creates a perverse incentive

structure. On the onehand, spending small amounts per student in setaside

dollars forces states to match at unusually high total matching ratios.

Spending larger amounts decreases total matching ratios but forces states .

to raise substantial sums of new dollars. Foreexample,assume a state

spends an average ,of A1,000:per student for vocational education. Assume

furtier that the federal setaside amounts to $50 per handicapped- student

..lo/vocational education. For a mainstreamed student, the state must put

up an additional $50, bringing the state local total to.$1,050, or a

total matchjng.ratio of 21:1. As the,per student setaside increases, say

to $300 in our previous example, this -qtio declines greatly but states

have substantially more difficulty genehting additional funds.

In shcrt, the excess cost provision is a clumsy mechanism for tar-

; geting funds. It is.insensitive to'existing levels of state spending

and matching ratios for target' groups and creates strong disincentives to -

use the'money at all. Attempting to respond to the problem, Congress

amended the Vocational Educa on Act in 1978to allow states to exceed the

50 percent limit on the fed share for eligible recipients "financially

unable", to provide programs o target groups. Howevqr, the amendment

.
merely perpetuates the basic sh tcomings of the excess cgst notion and 43

creates additional problems as.tohow "financially unable" recipients are

. to be defined.

A simpler and more effective approach might be torreserve setasides

for special purposes -- services, programs, and activities -- but drop

the matching requirements altogether. ,To avoid supplanting state local

4.
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funds with federal funds -- the major concern of the Congress in insist-
: ing on the excess cost interpretation -- states could be requit-ed to

maintain-existing/levels of support (on a per student basis adjusted for
inflation), as well as document that state-local average expenditures per
student for target groups equaled or exceeded average expenditures per
student for'non-handicapped aryl non-disadvantaged'students.. Such an ap-
proach would be consistent both with efforts to encourage mainstreaming .,
and with Congressional objectives to provide necessary special services. .

;Ithat facilitate participation in vocational education.

E. Summary,
-

- While.by no means an exhaustive treatment of the ambiguities and
problems complloating implementation of the 1976 Amendments, the discus-
sionthus far serves to highlight some of the major issaes. ,Important
questions remain to be answered by Congress before one can reasonably.
'expect states to adopt,clear,distributiop procedures that respond
effectively to the aims of the Congress:

1. Can federal funds, be distributed to all LEAs and institutions; or
must monies be directed first to thosy most in need on the basis Of
ability to pay and other criteria outlined in the'legislation?

- .
,..

2. If universal distilbution is permitted, what is the operational
,meaning of the "priority" assigned to the various factors affecting ,.
distripution?

.

,

o a

3. If universal distribution is not permitted, is eligibility deter-
mined by satisfying_ only one of the several factors or must all be

satisfied? ,

4. .Are states permitted, to use dichotomous variables -- e.g., location
in an economically depressed area or operating a new program -- to
determine eligibility or must they employ continuous measures of

, these characteristics that distinguish among different levels of need?

How should such measures be defined? ,

5. Where data, such as'measures4pf low-income faMilies, are not currently
available at the relevant. level of geographic specificity, to_what extent
will proration or the use of proxies be permitted? Will states be re -

quired to collect such data? by what deadlipes?

6. Does Congress intend to direct funds to needy individuals or needy

areas? If areas, what types of distribution mettods should statesmploy
to avoid unintended concentration of all resources in a few small juris-

dictions?

7. Is ge presence of target populatiops sufficient evidence that.recip-,
ienWiiicur above average costs for certain students or must such costs

be documented?

8. Should such objectives as overcoming the disadvantages of low relative
financial ability or high concentrations:of low-income families be priori-

-15- ,
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tized and addressed- sequentially, or should states seek, to address all

simultaneously?

9. If objectives are to be addressed simultaneously, hot./ is each to be

Weighted?

10. Did Congress intend states tQ adopt a mathematically based formula

, to,allocate funds, and if so, .ito what parts of the Act does such a for-

' mula:apply? How much discretion are states to have in formula design and

application?

11. If a formula is to be employed, how will the basic decisions be made

regarding what variables to include and how to weight them?_

Does the matching requirement for excess coats lead to'the result,

--intended by Congress? Would full federal funding of excess costs be more

lfkely' to realize Congressional intent, while'greatly simplifying compli-

ance and eliminating perverse incentives?

These are but a few of the Unanswered questions. In light of such uncer-

tainty, how have states responded? 'What 'procedures for distributing fuAds

have actually been adopted? To that subject we now turn.

*

C
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II. STATE DISTRIBUTION FORMULAS

'Although never explicitly required by the 1976 Aiendments, the hall-

mark of:the new legislation has -become the funds distribution formula. As

set fokh in the Regulations, distribution formulas are to govern the, al-

,locaiion of funds distributed under Sections 120, 134, 140; and 15p -.

approximately 90 percent of the 495 million spent in 1977-78, ho other .

.aspeCt of vocational education funding has caused greater controversy and

confdsion. More than three and one-half years after passage of the legis-

lation, BOAE began to prqvide states with some specific examples of ac-.

ceptable procedures. Even these were not yet free of ambiguities and

misspecificattpn, and BOAE subsequent1Mbandoned them. In. this 'tedtion.

we analyze.tht4Pes of formulas states have adopted. By way of baCkground

it is helpful to begin with a general Took at intergovernmental fiscal,relar

tions in education, including the major factors affecting 'funds distrf-

bution-iand thkgeneral types of allocation formulas that have been developed.'

A. Someeneral Concerns in Education Finance
:

During the past 15 years or so, a great deal of attention has been %,

paid to improving the ways by which states distribute money for education

to local schdol districts and-institutions. Generally, these efforts-have

had two objectives, firit to improve the diittibution of state money with

respect to local differences in costs and second to impr ve the distribu-

tion with respect to local differences in fiscal ca aci to meet those t

costs. Thus, the gereral aim of school finance reform as been to design .

distribution -systems that provide larger amounts of state aid to local re-

cipients that fact higher costs in providing a given level of OuCation or 1
that possess less capacity to finance a given level of spending from locAl

sources of revenue. : -

ft. .

.

With regard to costs, the task fol. state governmAnt has been to dis- .

. tinguish between differences in expenditure that are attributable to cost

differences and those which ate attributable simply to differences in local

.
.J:ireferences, toward"either extravagance or pariimony. As a'rule, states

have considered two types of cost differences acceptable for compensating

aid, costs attributable to differences among students and those attributable

to differences among districtst'dtInstitutions. . ..
)

. .
.

,

(1) Student Characteristics. Some students, such as the'handicapped,

require specia-f and costly services.. Districts with higher thanleverage ,

proportions df handicapped studeAts have higher than average costs, -other

things equatlitThe argument has been extended to disadvantaged, td' bi-

lingual §tUdenti, and to gifted students. An unresolvecrissue is, the ex-

tent to which student- preferences should be recognized as-establishing dif- N..,,

ferendes 'in nedessary costs. If, for example, students in a giveo'district

seek to enroll thimselves in disproportionate numbers in expensive courses

-and programs (expensiciikcm account, say, of the requirements for specialized

teaqhing'skills or capital equipment), should the state on that account-pro=
,.......

vide the district with an extra amount of funds, -oi should the Tocal,author-

ity be held responsible either. to find the extra money or ration student

places in the faftred programs? ,

.
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(2) District or'College Cost Characteristics. It may require more

dollars to provide a certain amount of instruction to students in some

districts than in others. Sparsity of student poplation increases trans-

portation costs and makes realizing scale economies digicult.. Districts

located in extremely cold or extremely hot climates f higher energy

costs than do districts in temperate places. Central city districts often

have higher costs forbwilding maintenance because of the age of the strut-

ture and because of vandalism. These cost differences so far mentioned

are related primarily to the physical aspects of the local authority.
.

Additionally, ;there is increasing interest in cost or pHce differ-

ences related to the market power or position of districts. It costs ,

some districts more money to obtain services of teachers of given compe-

tence than others. In general, older industrial cities are in a weaker

market position to hire teachers than middle class suburbs, teacher quality

held constant. In measuring these kite differences, one must separate

the effects of local- preferences toward hiring teachers of given types and

toward having large or small' classes policies that are within the con-

trol of at least some districts -- froth conditions, such as the relative

attractiveness of the district's students to teachers, that and beyond the

capacity of the district-to change. Only the latter conditions are appro-

priate to recognize in preparing an educational price index for a set of

- local authorities. Sophisticatedformulas now in use in education- take

explicit account of all of the above differences in necessary expenditures.

Lacking a well defined production function in education, we do not yet have

the capacity to makeprecise estimates Ot.true differences in costs, but

we can at least make approximate estimates of the main sources of differen-

tiated need.

To recount, the first objective in drawing up a well -functioning

set, of intergovernmental.fiscal arrangements is to recognize interdistriCt

differences in necessary expenditures. The second objective is to take

proper account of differences in local fiscal capacity. This second-aim

assumes, of course, that the grantor government expects the local authority

to meet part (in some cases all) of -the previously defined necessary ex-

penditures from its own taxabloources. it is not required that things

.work this way. There are respectable arguments in education to the point

that services should be fully paid for,by federal and state governmehts.

Education in Hawaii is fully funded by the state,'and New Mexico, Florida,

and, Washington are states that come close to this condition. Because in-

dividual local educational authorities have lost virtually all-power to

set local tax rates and to datermindthe level of expenditures per student,

it is reascna4le-to.say that the educational system of California is financed

fully by the state and federal,governitents. Nevertheless, local contribution

is- still regarded as an important source of revenue - in-most states. Accord-

ingly,,state-governmentslry to equalize local taxable.capacity by making

bigger grants, other thiris equal; t6 local authority 'that are belOvaverage

,in local tax base,per capita or:_per student and by making relatively smaller

contributions to authOrities that are rich in taxable resources.

However; varying state and federal grants inversely.witti taxable

resources per_student is no guarantee ,that these.funds are properly dis-

25
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tributed. .Local taxes are levied mainly on real property, .and at first

blush, this seems a,suffiaient measure of local taxable resources. How-

ever, this measure ignores the possible significance of ilteraistrict

differences in average household income or, alternatively, the. proportion

of families iwthe-district below poverty level.of income. Take two dis-

tricts, A and B, and let, them both have equally high assessed valuation per

student. Let A be population by upper income people and let B be inhabited

by lower income. By tbesfact that valuations are equal per student, we

can Iogically assume that B has alubstanilal amount of industrial or JP*

commercial property, i.e., non-residential property per student. B can

' "export" part of its local tax burden and the tax payment o'er-household in

B may be rather low. Yet, the local tax borne bylocal familigs may be-

.

givater as'a proportion of household income inB.than,in A.

'States have responded to this problem in'two main ways. The more

precise adjustment is-to offer income-specific property tax relief to low

income families. -The second is to adjust the actual assessed taxable

values in the'districts by an, index based.on district average household in-

come figures. In the example above, district would have its total assessed'

valuation adjusted downward and A's Would be raised. This action would

serve to increase the entitlement of B to state aid. and to reduce that Of A.

A second problem in the measurement of local fiscal resources is sum-

marized py the phrase, "municipal overburden:" Other local services,-such

as fire, police; streets, libraries, health, and (sometimes) welfare are

paid for from the same local tax base as is education. rn central cities,'

expenditures per capita for these non-school services may be so high that

there is little effective.taxing pow6r left oncethese requirements are met.

Since protective services, at least, have absolute priority 'over education,

the schools of central cities may be inadequately funded even though the

tax baseper student appears to be reasonably high. To an increasing degree,

state Ijovernments are introducing a correction to their aid formulas to deal

with the problem of municipal overburden.

With the considerations in mind, whattypes of grant-in-aid formulas

have states employed? There are five general models:

*?l) Flat Grants -
,

Flat grants provide equal distributions per capita or per student.

Because flat grants recognize neither dtfferences in necessary expenditures

non differences in locally taxable resources, they are seldom used at

present, and are explicitly forbidden for use invocational education.

Only for Small,programs in which student need is not thought to be different

from one district to another have they a place.

2) Fixed-Unit Equalizing grants

In educational circles, this arrangement is known as the foUndation

program plan, but the more neutral label is toe preferred. Under

-19-
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this system, the state guarantees a specified amount of funds per student,

Yl- provided the'district levies a minimum local tax. If the minimum local tax

fails.to raise the guaranteed amount per student, the statt supplies-ttle

difference. For example, the state might guarantee $1,600 per student to

all districts levying a local property tax of at least'ohe percent of market

value. A district with assessed value per student of $60,000 would raise

only $600 from local sources; therefore, the state would supply an additional .

$9D0 per student. If. the district chose to levy a higher rate, say 2 percent,

. it would still rece4ve $900.from the state but would be able to 'spend an

additional $600, or a total of $2,100 per student.

;*The,,general formula for Fixed-Unit Equalizing Grants is, the following:

A.=141.0 --r Y.
.

where
a

,A.
1

= 'state grant to the ith district

4 -

N.2= student count in ith district

u = state's-guaranteed level of expenditur'e per student toward

meeting the costs "of the given service

Yi = Assessed ValUe in the ith- district

r = Computapopal tax rate

Thu's, thefIrst product on the right hand'side stands for an estimate

of necessary expenditures in the given district and the second product is

an estimate of a fair.loca3 contribution. If r is set sufficiently low,

then all districts can provide their students with the, given service at no

higher local 'tax rate than that required of the richest local authority. It'

is noircommon practice'to adjust the value of u by the characteristics',of

students in a particular district and to adjust Ai by a cost of education

index.

3) State-local Sharing Formulas (Reimbursementkate)

With this type of formula, the state pledges to reimburse a certain

percentage of expenditures determined 6,Y, thelocal budget. The percentage,

or ratio of state to:16cal expenditures, varies depending on the relative

financial ability of local districts. The percentage is relatively high in

low wealth districts and relatively low in high wealth. In its pure form,

the formula produces ,this result: any two districts that have the same

expenditure' per student also shave the same local sthool tax rate--and vice.

versa.

The general form of the formuZis:

27
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where

Ai grant to the ith district

X = arbitrary constant, 0<x sl, representing approximately the 0

statewide local share of the-costs of the given service .

yi = assessed value per siude* in the ith district

y = state-wide average assessed value per student.

Ei = total budget or total state-local budget 'in the ith

district
\

,. ',.\.

\.

There are many variations of the basic formula. -tome mod\fications are

adopted to stimulate low spending districts and to curb the extravagance of

high spending. Other modifications eliminate-high wealth distris from
receiving any state aid at all; but when this:is done, the result of equal

expenditure-equal tax rate is not forthcoming. At first glance, this may

seem paradoxical, but only until it is realized th#t A. can take o negative

values. In other words, this formula may dictate that'high wealth districts

turn over part of their local tax receipts to: the state for redist ibution

to low wealth places. This is called recapture. / .

Differences in relative costs per_student can be taken into ac ount by

directing separate sharing formulas toward programs that se ve diff rent

categories of studen.ts. Alternatively, they can be recogni ed by A signing

extra values or weights to high cost students- and using a w ighted tudent

count to compute y.. As before, differences. in the educatto al prise index

can be dealt with 15; simply using the index to adjust Ai.

4) Levelling Up Formulas

Levelling up formulas proteed sequentially. State money fi st

directed to the poorest district, then when the poorest distric i ds "rich""

as the second poorest,.these two districts receive state money t ring them

Up to the level of the third poorest, and soon. The process stops when the

state reaches'some target, such as seeing to it that no district is poorer than

the average district of the state, or when the state money runs out. Although.

New Hampshire distributes very little state aid for education, the money it

does pay out is distributed in this fashion. - .
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51 Weighted Population Formulas

This approach adopts some variation in the gereral model:

r

A. = WADA
i

- A
1 EWADA

i P

where.WADA.I=A6Aj 4.yADAk
+ zADA

x'

.

A1. = State aid I° the ith district,

WADA
i

.

='Weighted Average Daily Attendance in the ith

district,
. ,

A- = Total state funds available for distribution, and

x,y, and j'are weights for different types of students j1 k, and A. Thus,

for example, ADA4 might represent ADA for handicapped students who are given

a weight of 2.0,4ADAL, might represent ADA for di'sadvantaged students given

a weight of 1.5 and ADAA might represent ADA for all other Students weighted

at 1.0. There is no limit to the number of student classifications that can be

employed in the procedure: The primary policy decision is the weight to be

accorded each classification. The formula is administratively convenient, `

simple to operate and easily applied to any amount,of available money with

no changes required in the formula if funding fluciDates.

- There are numerous Variations on each of these five formulas and each

of the five types can be combined-with one or, more of the others. The actual

specification can become quite complex, as will become apparent when we see

how these moderere employed in vocational education.

B. Characteristics of formulas Used to Distribute Vocational

Education Funds.

The remainder: of this section examines the common features in

procedures used by each state to distribute federal funds for vocational'

education. No two formulas we have reviewed are exactly identical; however,

some share one or more characteristics.- Thus, this section develops several

taxonomAes that enable, one to speak generally about funds distribution. The

specific procedures adopted by each state af-e outlined 'in Section rm.

For the most part, our analysis is based on procedures proposed for

FY 1979 We use the word "proposed" to recognize that%tate authorities

may have made within-year changes in its formula, possibly in response

to comments from BOAE and that we may not have caught all of these changes.

Hence, we cannot be absolutely certain that the formula Isle describe is

the one employed by the given state in the given year. In-a few stgtes,

either no formula was used in FY 1979 or procedures were so ambiguous d

that analysis was impossible. In these instances, procedures for

FY 1980 were examined. For all fifty states, we reviewed Five Yiar Plans,

Annual Plans, and ahy other doiuments describing distribution Rtocedures,

Additionally, in
eighteen states, we followed up these document reviews 'with

telephone calls to state officials for clarification and additional informitfon.

,These eighteen states were the following:

29
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Alabama Massachusetts Pennsylvania'

California. . Minnesota South Carolina

Colorado . New Hampshire South Dakota

Florida New York Texas

- - Illinois North Carolina Utah

Kansas Oklahoma a Washingtork

Our analysis concentrates on three basic steps of formull design:

1) data selection, 2) transformation of data into standardized scores,
and 3) transformation of point scores Tnto4dollar allocations or reimbursement

rates. In the first step, the state determines which characteristics of the

eligible 'recipients (i.e. school districts, community co/leges, vocational-

.technicar schools, etc.) will be used in the formula to determine'rel'ative

levels of need. The number of students who come from low-income families,

the rate of unemployment, and the assessed value of property in the area

sOved by the eligible recipient are examples of someof the characteristics

that a state may choose to employ.

In the'second step, the raw data that were selected in Step ] are converted

to standardized scores' in order to make them more usable in a formula. This

is done'because the widely divergent orders of magnitude of the raw data

distort their relativ vels of importance.' For example, the average number-

of students from low -z ome families in a school district may be 10 times the

size of the average rate of unemployment in a school district, (say, 100

students from low-income families vs. a 10% unemployment rate); but this

does not mean that the number of students from low-income families should

'count 10 times as heavily as the unemployment rate in determining an eligible

recipient's level of need for funding. Therefore, it.is necessary to convert

all characteristic measurements to a uniform point scale. For example, each

eligible recipient might receive a score of between ] and ]0 points based on

its unemployment' rate and a scoreof between 1 and 10 points based on its

number of students ft'om low-income families.

1) Data Selection

Although the 1976 Amendments specify a number of criteria that are to

,influence the distribution of funds, the legislation does not describe what

measures states are to use td implement these criteria. Regulations, provide

some directions; for example, states are instructed to use,wealth.per capita

to measure relative financial ability. For the most part, however, states have

enjqyed.wide latitude in defining the variables they employ in distribution

formulas. The Variable List at the beginning of Section IV defines several

dozen measures often found in formulas. The descriptidns of individual

state's procedures include a number of additional measures that, in their

'details, are pique to the particular state under discussion.

The wide variety of meavres employed makes taxonomy of variables rather

uninformative- Rather, we have sought to determine what factiii7s7W1rmlbded

in each state's distribution formula. In some casesa state may use only

_ one variable to measure a particular factor; in other cases, a state may use

, several variables,to build a composite score that is entered into the formula,

11,



Alabama

Alaska '

4,1116.

Arkansas

Arizoha

California

Colorado .

4-

Connecticut

Delaware

Florida

.orgia

Hawaii .

Idaho

Illinois

Indiaha

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana'

Maine

MarylaA

Massachusetts

Michigan'
(

'minnesota

Mississippi

Table II- .

Criteria Proposed in Formulas Distributions
Section 120 Funds .to Eligible

Recipients FY T979 ,

Assessed° )isessed Local

Value Value Per Tax ,Income Employ. New Cost Depressed

Per Capita ADA ' Effort Factor Factor 'Program Factor Area

X

\
, X X X

.

X

.

.
.

X X

X X. X .

X X

,
. x

. X X X' X* X.

'X X 9

X ,

.

.X . , X X

.
.

X

* SiNGLE
.
DISTRICT

J t

X X X

. . i X X

X . X X X*

X . X

.

. X - X X X

.,
. , x X X

X, X
.

X
1

X
.

X

,

X

. ..XX. X

.

,

.

X

.

.
X . X

.

.

"X X X

.

X

.

.

. X X X

.

X
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Missouri'

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New. Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

.uklahoma.

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas ,

Utah,

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

'4(!st VirginiaI,

Wisconsin

Wyoming

TOTALS

Assessed Assessed Local

Value .Value P r Tax- 'Income Employ. New Cost Depressed

Per Capita ADA
i

Effort Factor Factor Programs ,Factor Area

"W.

I
,

X x

1

X X X x

i

x X x
\

X

X

4 .

. X

11

\

- Is

_, x X

,

I

X x

..-- X

x

._

.

X x

. x x

e .
x x

.
. 0

.

X X . X X. ,.

.

_

.
X X'

6?

X X X X X

X X x

X - X X X

L X / X 4

X. X X X

X X' X

.

i

,

X X
.

. i

,

X
.

.

,

4X,

.

.

.

X : X X

X X ' X

X X X X . X

JrX X

.

.
.

k X X X

, X ' Xt *1 X , x'

34 .8 47 7 13 8
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or it may enter s.everal measui4esof general criterion°directly into the formula'.

For example, one state may measure concentration of low-income families with .

a single measure f the number of families below the poverty level in each,

LEA; another stat might employ three low-income measures -- a count of families

below poverty, a count of children receiving AFDC, and asount of children,

eligible for free chool lunches.
t

jrable II-1 su rizes the types offactors each state usts in its distri-.

bution formula. 'T a reader mayrefer to the descriptions of each state's

procedures*in Section III to determine how each state actually measures

a particular factor We have considered a state to employ a particular'

factor only where are able to determine that it explicitly included the

factor in its distri ution procedures. In some instances, the'descriptidns

-of these procedures- ere too vague to discern whether a particular criterion

was actually employe

The first thee ..lumns of Table II-1 identify three types of measures

typically used as relatiie financial ability faQtRrs. VEA, Regulations specify

that states may measure relative,financial ability using either local property

wealth per capita or per capita local tax revenue as,a percentage of local per

capita income. As was noted in Section I, many states are unable to determine

the resident populations of local school districts. Hence, they have

substituted property wealth per student as a measure of relative financial --

ability. 'Mast states employing a wealth per student measure use average:

daily attendance (ADA) in thedenominator, but.some use,average daily

o
'membership (ADM}, and some use enrollment .(E). In FY 1979, 34 states used '

wealth per student as a measure of relattvekfinancial ability; eight used

wealth per capita; and eight used local tax effort (of which six also used

either wealth per4rcapita or per student). In two states that used-wealth ."

measures, we were unable to determine which of the two measures - -per capita

or iir student--was employed. As best w could determine, four states used

no ffllasure of relative financial abilitNt all.

Only three'itates did not propose some sort of income 'factor, although

the actual measures.varied widely.
Similarly, 29 states used aoariety of

measures as an employment factor including. local unemployment rates, labor

markedt projections, youth unemployment rates, and drop-out rates.

Perhaps reflectiv the difficulty of quantifying a sensible hnew program'

factor, only seven-states included this criterion in their distribution

procedurei.. Moriovert among" -those claiming to use this factor, definitions

were ofteff vague, as were explanations of how the measure actually affected'.

distributions of funds.
.

Thirteen states indorgorated some measure of relative costs. For some .

. states, this is simply a mersure of differences in expenditbres per student.

A few employ more sophisticated measures of relative costs by program or type'

of, student served.

eight states pagposed a separate factor designatinpoome eligible

'recipients as'located in an economically depresged area. In everyinstance,

'these states alsoincluded other income and employment factors. As best we

could determine, only three States did not use at least orle measure related

. to designating an_eligible recipient as located in an economically depressed

area.
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As has been noted previously, there is usually more than one way to

measure any of these factors, and de number of options available to states'
raises a pdkentially serious, problem. /Where, more than one measure is.

available, the choice of one measure over anothbr is, likely to favor, a particular

population or type of eligible recipient. For example, as a measure of relative ',,

financial ability, assessed value per student-may have the effect of making

inner - city- schools look less needy than if assessed value per capita is used.
In this case, the choicd'of the one method over the other implicitly carries
with it a preferencefor helping schools outside large urbamdittricts.

°- A similar problem exists, with two possibV methods'of,countirig the,'
number of students an eligible recipient serves. One measure, called',FT&,,

enrollment, is a count of the number of full-time equivalent students who are
officiallyLenrolled with a particular eligible recipient. Average Daily

Attendance, or ADA,"on the other hand, i, a measure of average number of

students mto actually attend each day. An eligible recipient's,ADA
of course, be lower than its FTE enrollment if there-is ny absenteetsm at all,
and-the more absenteeism a school has, the lower its ADA will be. It is often

said that inner-city" ahools have.a higher rate= of absenteeism than su. rban
schools, meaning 'that inner city schools would tend to look less ne f

ADA is used in the denominator of measbre_of relative financial abili y if

FTE enrollment is used instead. .

A
If School S, a suburban school, has the same FTE enrollment as does .

School I, an inner-city school, and if School S also has a lower rate of:

'absenteeism than does School I, then School S will have a higher ADA than

School I. If the distribution of funds is,based partly upon each school's
number of students as reflected by its ADA, then School 'S with its hjoi ADA

will receive more money than School I, other things beinb equal. That

even though both schools have the same FTE enrollment, the suburban school

will receive more dollars per FTE enrolled student than the inner-city school

if ADAis used to measure Level.. of. Need. Selecting ADA.as a measure of, Level

of Need is then a way to favor suburban schools over inner-city.schools.

Where-there are two or more possible methods of measuring a pakjcblar

factor included in the formulas where each of these methods will tend to favor

different groups of eligible recipients, and whereitoan be shown that any

one of these methods is-objectively .proper, the choice'of a particular method .

over the others implicitly carries with it an intention to favor one group of

eligible recipients over others. We emphasize this point because it shows. the

objectivity of a formula as a method of distributing funds can sometimes be

illusory, A formula may appear objective because it seems to eliminate the .

possibility of arbitrary funding decisions on the part of state officials, but

several subjective and often arbitrary decisions(suctras whether to use ADA or

FIE enrollments) are almost always Part of formula construction:

Thus,the specificity withwhich states explain the methods that they'.

use to measure general characteristics takes oh great importance. This has.-

-been especially evident in analyzing states that purport-to measure program

quality in their fOrmulas. If a stake is not explicit about the precise

manner in which it measure program quality, then there IS no-way of knowing

,whether its decisions bout program qualitkaze arbifrary or biased., Where

a state is extremely va about the way Wwhich.4t measures particular

- formula factor, we will s y that it is using Malleable Data. The term

-27-
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"malleable" is used to-suggest-that-we_haue no way of knowing that the

state does not adjust or mold its data set in order to achieve a particular

distributional result.

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO STANDARDIZED SCORES

States transforth raw data into two types of standardized scores, non-

continuous and continuous variables: Table 11-2 subarizes approaches of

each state.

a. Non-Continuous Variables. Twenty-nine states employed non - continuous

variables in their distribution procedures. To calculate non-continuous

variables, states typically followed one of six methods. Data"are convertef to

whole number point scores only (as opposed to allowing the use of fractions).

11) UNSPECIFIED METHOD

Here, the state converts all measures to a scale of, say, 10 points,

but will not'say how it does this. It may be that a well defined mathematical

procedure islollowed, but it is also possible that someone arbitrarily

decides what point score to assign to each eligible recipient. In 10.sptes,

we found no explanations of how these transformations are made.

(2) NON-PROCEDURAL POINT SCALE METHOD

Mthin this method, point scores are read irom tables such as the

following, but the procedure by which the scale was developed is not

explained. For examplge to convert a measure of the percentage of families

below poverty level to a five-point scale, a state might use the following

table:

Percent of Families
Below Poverty Level Point Score

2 - 5.9

6 - 9.9 4

10 - 14.9 3

15
- 19.9 2

20 or more 1

State plansoffer no rationale for this particular method of transformation.

When 'state officials are queried, they longer remember the origins of the

table We found non-procedural pol es in use in 12 states.

(3) 'PROCEDURAL POINT SCALE METHOD

This is best explained through an example. A state wishes to convert

4 'its measurements to 10-point scales, and one of these measurements is

unemployment. The Highest rate of unemployment observed for any-eli6ible

recipient is 15% and the lowest rate is 5%. .The following calculation.is

performed to determine the size of the steps in the scale:

15% 5% 1 % /paint

10 points

35
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TABLE II- 2

METHODS OF DATA TRANSFORMATION
STATE SUMMARY

'"``The following table indicates the type of data transformation method ori.methods that each

State uses to accomplish Step 2.. Some States use a data transformation method that is similar

but not identical to one of the methods outlined in Section II(B)(2) of. this report. For

these States, we have marked the bbx for that data transformation method, that is similar to the

one actually used.
States which ease more than one data transformation method have more thin.one box marked.
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1
The following scale results:

Unemployment Rate . -Point Score

15% 1C,

14% 9

13% 8

12% 7

11% 6

10% , 5

9% 4

8% 3

7% 2

.6%

5%

1

;4

0

Although this is an improvement over the first two. methods, it is

severely distorted by extreme values. For example, suppose that in the above,

only one district had an'Unemployment rate of 15 percent and that all others

had rates of 10 percent orless. Half the scale would then be determined by

the value existing for One district. We found s ven state's using procedural

oint scales.

(4). RANKING METHOD

Using this procedure, one state'ranked eligible recipients from highest

to lowest on some raw score. For example, if there are 100 eligible recipients 4

in the st te, the district with the highest percentage of,low income families'

(either a a percentage of the district or a percentage of the state total) 1

receives a score of 100; the district with the lowest percentage receives a score

of 1. The primary defect of this method is that if the actual rank'-i.e;, 100,

76, 44, 3, etc. - -is used in aformula, it bears no relation to. the raw data.'

Thus, in our example just cited, the highest ranked recipient receives a.score

100 _times the lowest, although the actual value df the recipients raw score

might be only twice the lowest, or any other ratio. Ranking is a sensible

method only for establishing cut -off points or for levelling.up. Employing a .

ranking'as an operdtional value is inappropriate and mathematical nonsense.

(5) QUARTILE METHOD

_One state used this variant,of the ranking method., Recipiehts are first

ranked from highest to loWest and then divided into quartiles (or some other

if subdiviSionquintiles, deciles, etc.). Recipients in the highest quartile,

are all,giveri scores oft, recipients in the lowest- scores el. This -

procedure suffers from.the same defectsas.the more general ranking method.

Additionally, it ignores possibly important differences among recipients in

-.each quartile.- .

(6) STANDARD-DEVIATION METHOD

TO assign points based on districts'. numbers of low income families, this

'method finds_theltead number of low' income families per district Pi) and the

standard deviation of this figure (SD).- Points are then assigned by the

'following-

34 -
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No. df Low Income Families Point Score

M + 4SD) to + 5SD) 10

M + 3SD) to M + 4SD) 9

M + 2SD) to M + 3SD)

M + .SD) to M + 2SD) 7~
P

M) to M + SD) , 6

M- SD) to M) 5
M - 2SD) to M - SD) 4

M - 3SD) to .M - 2SD) 3'

M - 4SD) to M - 3SD) 2

M - 5SD) to M.- 4SD) 1

44.

. A_

Deceptively precise, this method depends critically on the attribution of

values around the mean and the reietionship of the point score to the standard

deviation. Thus, if the raw, scores are normally distributed, approximately ,
.

-two-thirds of all recipients will have scores between 5 and 6 in the table.

illustrated above; fewer than 4 out of 100 would be likely to have scores of

more than 7 or less than 4. Twci states employedthis approach.

°

,

None of these non - continuous methods constitutes an appropriate approach

to transforming raw data, In Addition to the'defects already mentioned, all

A . suffer from a commoncshortcoming. 'With:non-continuous methods, a small that*,

in a characlertstic Of ,an @Oigible rectpient,t,ah sonietimesmearia change of

one whole point in its. stet, wh'ileAther time-a relatively large Change in

that characterist4c will yield 'rig change in the score and, therefore, ho change
.

in funding level. This practice lacks precjion And' tan produce arbitrary

results. The following example illustrates:th&s.pdint. c
.A.

Table 11-3 0 4'

-

,
.

..,

Percent of Families I 4'

:

Below Poverty Level Point Score ,
, ,

.. , ..,
e .

0

. 4

r©

2.0- 5.9
6.0 - 9.9

10.0 - 14.9
15.0 - 19.9
20.0 or more,

'

0

5'
41
3

2

1

.

t

According to Table 11-3, if 5.9% of eligible recipient A's families,

and 6.P% of eligible recipient. B's families, and 6 eligible recipient

C's faMilies are below poverty level, then A, B, a receive 5, 4, and 4 .

point$ respectively. A difference of 0.1% between A a d B gives A one whole

extr /point, a result that is' likely to hiVe a notc re effect on their

rela ive allocations of funds. On the other hand, the same OA% difference

bet een B and C will not have the effect.of giving B a .funding advantage over

C. This ie arbitrary. I one case, a difference in the concejtration of low'

. income families will hav in effect on relative funding levels, and,in another

.case, theisame differen e will have no effect whatsoev r.

47
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This type of method creates the possibility that a state can manipulate

the table to favor certaih eligible recipients over others. For example,

suppose that B and C are eligible recipients which have characteristics which

are basically very similar except for a slight difference in their concen-

tratiofis of low income families (0.1%) as indicated above. Now, if B is

favored over C for political'reasons, the state may wish to increase B's

allocation without increasing C's.' This could be done with a slight adjustment

of the table-so that instead of 5.9% being the cutoff, now eligible recipients

with low income family concentrations of up to 6.0% would receive 5 points.

This adjustment is just sufficient to give Ban extra point without giving

one to C. This type of manipulation is possible wheneVer a state uses-the .

Non-Procedural Point Scale Method.

Bedause non-continuous methods contain several technical defects and

because -they are easily subject to manipulation, we conclude that such

methods are inappropriate for transforming data that influence ,the distri-

bution of funds.

b. Continuous Met. As summarized in Table 11-2, twenty -one states

employ one or more of fou ontinuous methods of data transformation.

(1) PROPORTION OF,TOTAL METHOD

The simplest of the four continuous approaches,. this method expresses

each variable as a percentage. The critical issue is the definition of the

denominator. Por example, if the variable being transformed is the number of

low-income families, thisxmay be expressed either as a percentage of all

families in the district or as a percentage of the total number of low-income

families in the state. The first calculation measures relative contentration

within districts, while the second measures relative concentration within,he

state. As was noted above in Section 1.B.4, BOAE generally prefers the first

approach, despite its tendency to direct resources to small districts and to

bypass large numbers of target poi:Mations. Fourteen states use this method.

(2) PROPORTION OF MAXIMUM VALUE METHOD

This method expresses each recipient's value as a percentage of the,

highest value for all recipients. For example,

Low income = No. of low income families in districtd1

store
d Highest rib. of low income families

obsArved in any district,

(4).

,
The method is-equivalent to using the proportion of total method above;

when the state total is used ip the denominator. Mathematically, it is

equivalent to assigning the highest score in the percentage of state total

method a value of ,1.0 and adjusting other values accordingly. For example,

.,,

43
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,A

".B

C

Raw.Data

Proportion of Proportion. of,

sMaximum.Value State Total

2,000

1,000

500.

1.0

.5

.25

40%

20%

4 10 %--

D 100 .05 2%

E 1,500 .75 30%

F 900 .
.45 18%

5,000

The relative values are unchanged. Recipient A's score is twice B's and four

times C.'s-regardless of which method islused. Two states employ this method.

,(3) RATIO TO AVERAGE VALUE METHOD

The eleven states using this approach computed virecipient's score as

the ratio ofthe recipient's value to the average value for the state.

For example,

(a) Points assIgned
eligible recipient d % of d's families that are low income fcl

based bn number of % of state's families that. are lbw . "'

low income families income (i.e., average %)-

(b) Points assigned to-''

eligible recipient d
based on assessed

`-value of property

or

state average assessed value of property

per capita (6)-
assessed value of property per capita in

district d

Both of the above examples axe constructed so that the number of points

assigned to an eligible recipient varies directly with need (i.e., the greater

-7the need, the greater the number of points assigped). Sinc'a high concen-

tration of low income families is indicative of high need', Example (a) is con-

structed to assign points in direct proportion to that'figure by. placing'it in

the numerator. Since a high assessed value of property per capita indicateloW

need, Example (b) is constructed to assign points in inverse proportion to that

figure'by placing it in the denominator. In employinriNeZgetio to Average

, Value' Method for a particular measure, one chooses the structure of either

Example (a) or Example (b) depending on whether 'the value of thit measure/varies

directly or inversely with need.. Also note that where the score is a ratio of

- 37 -
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percentages, it is equivalent to the propOrtion of state total and
proportion of maximum value methods.

(4) STANDARDIZED VALUE METHOD as

Three states used.a method that creates a standized variable $ith a
mean k and a stihdard deviation of 1, as illustrated in the following example:

Points assigned to 4 no. of low income families m
district d based on in district d
no. of low income SD
famiAiei

The con4tant k is set such that lc exceeds the value of the smallest obser-
vation minus the mean, the result divided.by the standardAeviation. This
insures that no score will equal zero. Because of the need to employ a
constant, this method is difficult to use for standardizing variables that
have widely varying distributions; k will be larger for variables with very
small or negative values.

All four continuous methods of data transformation avoid the major defects
of 'non- continuous methods, and any single method will produce standardized,
measures of several variables. However, caution must be exercised not to mix
methods for different variables that will be used in thesame equation.

4

,3. TRANSFORMING STANDARDIZED SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS OR
REIMBURSEMENT RATES ,

States empl4 three geFral methods for converting the scores computed
in step two above into doller.allocations or-rates of reimbursement: 1) a
tabular method, 2) a reimbursement rate equation, and 3) a weighted_ points
method. Table 11-4 summarizes the distribution of these three approaches
among the fifty states. In reviewing these three approaches to distributing
fpnds, it is useful to keep in mind the two basic purposes. of an explicit

_ allocation procedure:, 1) to treat eligible recipients-similarly insofar .

as their needs are similar, and 2) to treat them in a way that is appropriately
different insofar as their 'heeds differ, Assuming a formula employs one Of
the continuous methods of data tranSformation on factors defining needs,
the first purpose will be fulfilled. That is, the formula will treat
similarly eligible recipients whose needs are similar: However, there
is no reason to believe that formulas employing then Meth will succeed..

- in fulfilling the second purpose of treating eligible recipients Whose needs
are different in a way that is appropriately-different.' The formula itself
cannot determine how many mare dollars are --nee0ed by a more needy recipieht in
order to provide a vocational education program that is.as effective as one

. .provided by a less needy recipient. These parameters must'tmiset outside
the formula, and it is 'often difficult, to determine how these decisions were
made.

50'
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TABLE If4

METHODS OF FUNDS DISTRIBUTION
STATE SUMMARY-

The following table indicates the type of method or meihodi

that each State uses in Step 3 to transform point scores into c

dollar allocationtlkor reimbursement rates: Some States use a .

method that is siTilar, but not identical, to.one of the methods

outlined in,Section II(B)(3) of this report. --
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TABLE II- 4 (cont'd.)

e ,..
tf1 a.
akaa

,
4) C C %.

ati Cl-r

0 0 '0
II) In

a-
o = _12 =''

V 1k 03 ,
'0 0 Li3 *0 or V P.'

= .0 W. E 0 .0 0.0 . I- '
V0 .0 0 .0 0

4 ...a
11 &

4at - 0C
4.4 00 1.4

I/ RI CU
CC CC

0' L3 1 ,
61 a... 0
v.. 0) Sr. 0
IJ lai. Vc

*
New York

North Carolina

North Dakoii x

Ohio x

.x

Oklahoma

Oregon

x

Pennsylvania* x..

- -Rhode Island

South Cafolina

South Dakota

x
4

x .

Tennessee

Texas

Utaf(

VerMon

X

a.

X 6

X

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

TOTAL

x

x

11

x

x

6 27 3 2 4

I
, ,

*The State's formula distributes funds to large-planning regions., each

of which" contains many LEAs. The planning regions do not use a formula

in distributing funds among LEAs.
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Evenwhen a formula gives money to amore needy eligible recipient at

a. higher rate than it is given to a less needy eligible recipient (and it is

not certain that this,4411 always happen), it is not clear thatthe amount
of extra money it receives is commensurate with the,amount of extra money

that it neesisin orderto run an effective vocational education program.
Though such a formula does treat differentlyeligible recipients whose
needs are different, it is possible that the degree -to which this is done

is-not appropriate to the degree of differpCe in their needs:
,.

(1) TABULAR METHOD,

The most poorlydocumented of all four approaches, thts methodused by
eleven states (see Table 11-4) consists of a prfnted table listing the reim-

. bursement rate or amount per -student an eligible recipient may receive'for

the total nueber of.points computed-when data are transformed sming- one of

the methods described previously. Typically, no explanation of the'derivatidn

of the table is included in the State Plan, and telephone conversations
with various*State personnel usually dtd not produce much additional clari-

fication. Although a more needy Acipient generally receives a higher reim-
bursement rate or dollar alloCation than a less needy one, as far as we knOw,

this differential is set arbitrarily. It cannot be assumed that a clear -

rationale underlies the distribution. Therefore, we conclude that the
TabblariMeihod is not an acceptable procedure unless it is accompanied by a"

clear explanation of how it was-derived and of the thinking that led to

this pafticular outcome.

(2) REIMBURSEMENT.KATE EQUATION

This approach Was used in si states and calculates a percentage of

the recipients' costs .that wi e reimbursed"by-the-state. It is a variant

of the percentage equalizing model discussed at the outset of Section II.

For-most vocational education' funds', the eqUetion assumes the general form:

R
d

= wA
d
+ YBd "F zC

d
(8)

where Rd = the rate of reimbursement for recipient d,

4 Ad, a
d'

"and C
d
are scores earneeby eecipient'd for different measures of

need,(e.g.,'fisCal ability, concentration of ow- income famiiies, unemploy-

INent rate),and w;,y, and z are constants set to weight each variable and

- control the statewide average rate.of reimbursement.

The reimbursement method suffers fr.= a'major defect. Although a more

.needy recipient earna higher rate than a less needy recipient', the more

needy recipient &Yet not necessarily receive more\federal dollars than the

less needy one, even if both apply the same tax effort. For example, suppoie

that a poor eligible recipient is-assigned a reimbursement rate of 50% and a

wealthy eligible recipient is assigned a reimbursement rate of 25%, that their

general-and student populations are exactly the same size, and that when they

both apply the sate reasonable . level of. tax effort (i.e., the same mill rate),

- 48;
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the poor eligible recipient As able to raise $1000, and the wealthy eligible

recipient is able to take in $6000. If the poor eligible recipient spends

eligible recipient spends
ire'$6000, it will receive $2000 in federalits $1000, it wilt be

matigiai$1000 in federal funds. If the wealthy

funds. So here, even though the poor eligible recipient appears to have an

advantagin that its reimbursement rate is higher than that of the wealthy

eligible recipient, in reality, it is at a disadvantage. Even though it

applies the same tax effort as the wealthy eligible recipient, the poor

'eligible recipient actually receives fewer dollars than'the wealthy one.

To be equitable, the poor eligible recipient'i
reimbursement rate would

have to be sufficiently higher than that of the wealthy eligible recipient s4

that if they apply the same local tax effort, the poor eligible recipient will

receive enough additional dollars to equalize local, state, and federal dollars

for vocational education. If the Reimbursement Rate Equation'Method accom- mp

--'plishes this goal in'a partitular case, itis'only'by Coincidence since this

purpose is not built into it.

There Is an additional problem with this approaches adopted in the six

states ,using it in 1978-79. Typically; states have narrowly constrained the

range of-reimbursement.rates so that the poorest eligible recipient may be

reimbursed at a rate of 52 percent while the wealthiest is reimbursed at a

rate of 48 percent. The state may perforM elaborate procedures of data

collection, transformation, and manipulation to determine which rate applies

to a particular recipient; hdwever, the' range of- differences in rates,
of

remibursement is so narrow that the practical .(6utcome is almost equivalent to

.a uniform rate for all .LEAs.` Moreover,,
combined with the above mentioned

problemthat wealthy-recipients-usually-raise more local money per student,'

narrowly,restricting the range of reimbursement rates 'distributes substantially

more dollars per student to wealthy LEAs than to poorer ones. Therefore, we

conclude that the Reimbursement Rate Equation Method, as presently used by the

states, is not an equitable means for distributing federal funds. ,

3) WEIGHTED POINTS METHOD '

By far the most popular approach to distributing'federal funds for

vocational education, some variation of -the Weighted PointsMethod (WPM) is

used by- twenty-seven- states.
WPM.allocates funds based on each recipient's

total point score as a proportion of total points earned by all recipients in

the state. Thtis, the genleal form is

P

S
d

= Total-Federil.Funds
d (9)

E
A

,al eligible
recipients j

Where 1

d 1, 2, ...,nv

h = total no. of eligible recipienti;

- 43 -
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Pd = sum of weighted points received bpd;

P ,= sum of weighted points received, by j.

'(If this notation-is not familiar to'the reader, it will suffice to
understand that Pd refers to the total weighted points received by d, that

EP refers to the total of all weighted points received by all eligible

,recipients j,)

There are fi6"'variations on this basic4fOrm:

Variation 1:

Pd x Enrollmentd
S
d

= Total Federal Funds x
1: (Ps x Enrollments)

all j

.)11'aeN,

(9a)

This -variation, is preferalbe to the'one shown in (9) in cases where the
values of P do not reflect the relative sizes*of the populations served.

.Variation 2:

t -

PA x Approved- Program Costsd
S
d

Total Federal Funds x ", 19b)
2, (P4 x Approved Program Costs) '

all j 4 J

In effect, this variation makes the allocation SA dependent on some,prfor
determination of what the allocation should 'be:

Sd

Program Costsd;
-Unless Approved Program Costs are determined:by a. fain formula (and- "
there is usually no reason to assume that they are),, then it is doubtful
that this variation givei Stite,Officials a variable which they may'be.free
to Adjust until they get kdistribUtion of funds that is deiired for political
reasons even though it.is nequitable..

In all three equations -- 9, 9(a),
one of the data transformation equations

Pd wAd Y'd

where A, B, and C are scores on differen
are weights assigneCto each score. . To'

is helpful to rewrite formulas 9(a) and.

and 9(b) PA is the result of
of the generN1 form:

zC
d .

(10),

(

t measures of need;-and w,,y, and z.
better understand how WPM works, it
9(b), in the general form:

* * *
Dollars allocated to

x
Total Funds aA

d
+ bB

d
+ cC

dEligible recipient Available * * * (11)

(aAi + bBi + cCi)

all eligible
recipients
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Our analysis of WPM will be much easier if we assume that
.

the scores,

A B*, and C* are on a scale between-0 and 1 such that EA* = E-13* =

C* = 1 .BY making thi,s as'sumptionWe. reach the same conclusion that we

would reach if A*, B*, and C* were °on a 5 point% 1U point, on any other uniform

scale, but e are saved from performing some cumbersome algebra.

Given this assumption, (11) then becomes:

.
e

* */, *
Dollars allocated to Total funds aFt,4 bBd + cCd

Eligible Recipient. Available x,
(12)

a .4- b + c

Then we, can say that:

Dollars al located to

Eligible Recipient d

,where w - a
ba + + c

b

Y -a+b+ c

z = a-+ b.+ c

Total Funds
* * 44,1

Available x
OvAd yBd + Cdi (13)

.v

Notice w, y, and z are between 0 ,and
l'and that w + y + z =

-(13) can then be converted to still -another'form:

Dollars allocated to

Eligible Recipient

e

fi

41 Total Funds 'ax A'
7 " Avai 1 a01 e

d

.

Totati Funds yv 10*

y 'Available *'"

."
Total Funds ° *

z Available
x Cd

(14)

When represented in' this form, it is clear that the allocation to

each eligible recipient consists of three components. The' first component

is in the first set of brackets. Here an amount
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Total Funds
W

Available/
t15)

has-been earmarked for distribution on the basis of each eligible recipient's

.
value of A*. is then the proportion of this amount that eligible recipient

d will receive' (Since we have assumed that 0 'AI 1 and that A*d * 1.)

. all d

.
Similarly, an: amount

Total Funds

4 A Available

A

(16)

.

is distributed in proportion to eligible recipients values of B*, and

;, Total Funds

" Avillable
(17)

is-diStributed in'proportion to eligible recipient's valyes of C*,r,

To make this clearer, we can say that there are actually three separate

distrtbutions.of three separate funds defined as follows:

"A" fund = w x
Total fund
Available.

"B"fund-' Y x Available

(18)

TotalFunds
"C" fund = z x

< Available

(19)

(20

This means that we have three sub formulas, each of which allocates

funds to eligible recipientS:
, 0.

. .

Allocation to eligible
-recipient d from the, = "A" Fund x A*

. . d
"A" fund , -

Allocation to eligible
recipient d from the = "B" Fund x BI

"B".fund

Allocation td eligible
recipient d from the = "C" Fund x CI

"C" fund

- 46 -
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The propriety of a state's use of WPM therr.depends on the propriety

of each of the sub -formulas, which in turn
depends on the propriety of the

way in which the relevant score (A*, 8 *, or Ctl,is defined. Scoring

procedures, therefore, play a critical role in WPM and deserve more elaborate

discussion.

a. Proper Scoring Procedures. In selecting particular measures for,

, each formula factor (A, 13,-C4 etc.
above), states to a great extent have

adopted whatever data happen to be readily available. Although economical,

this practice may seriously undermine
efforts to target funds to specific

populations and to monitor the effectiveness-of tdrgeting efforts. To

illustrate the problem, consider the.way a number of states use an unemployment

factor in their formulas. Typically, some variation of the following is

" included:

* number of unemplOyed persons in eligible recipient.d's district

U

(24)

d number of unemployed persons in. State

r

This score ispased on the total number of unemployed persons residing

in an eligible recipient's district without regard to whether these unemployed

persons are_enr011ed in or even giVen the opportunity to enroll in vocational

education courses. This: means that two eligible recipients with the same

number of unemployed persons residing in-their districts wills receive the

Same number of 'dollars even if one of them offers extensive vocational

.
eabcation retrafning.prograths

for unemployed persons while the other offers

none, other things being equal. Using this measure provides no incentiVe-

to recipients to actually enroll unemployed persons in vocational education.

. An alternative
definition for U* would be:

* number of unemployed adults who have enrolled for

Ud retraining with eligible recipient d .

number of unemployed adults who have enrolled for

retraining in entire State
4

(25)

If this definition were used, funds would be distributed 0,0 the basis of

the n m r of unemployed persons that eligible recipients, are actually

retraining; Since their*allocation
would be dependent on the number of-these

persons that they enroll, eligible recipients would have an incentive to

seek these people out and perhaps establish special programs to serve them.

A similar problem arises when states
include,measures of relative .

financial abllity that either do not reflect or are not adjusted for

differences in number of students served. Thus, in some states when the

formula is mathematically manipulated
to isolate the sub-formula for

/ ability to pay, the result resembles the following:
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and

Allocation tweligible'
recipient d from the = Ability to Pay Fund x APd

"Ability.to Pay" fund

AP* 4State Avegege Property Wealth per Student x_ K
=

d Property Wealth per Student for Eligible

Recipient d

.

(26)

(K is simply a reduction factor defined sd that AP* = l.)

It is logically possible for a small town and a large city to neve the

same property wealth per capita thereby giving them.the same value of AP*.

This means that both the small town-and the large city will receive the same

number of dollars frdh the "ability to pay" fund; even though the large city

serves many more students than the small town. Several states do not appear

to understand that,it is not sufficient merely to include enrollment somewhere

in the formula. Rather, numbers served must be related to each factor.
m.

*Y.

In .rder, that the number of dollars per student that is allocated to

_each elig le recipient be equitable, the score associated with each.sub-

formuia-sh, ropoitional to some relevant number of students (such as

thenumber of disadvantaged vocational, handicapped vocational, or regular

vocational students) enrolled with each eligible recipii.nt. For example,

if A* is to be a disadvantaged score, it should be proportional to the number '

of disadvantaged studenti
Weach-districtOne_Way_to define A* to

r

accomplish this is to say:

A* number df-disadvantaged vocational.siudents served by\d--
, .

d number of. disadvantaged vocational students in entire.State
(
.2
7)

When-this score is led, all eligible recipients receive the same number of

dollars from the "di advantaged fund" for each disadvantaged student that

they serve,

It should be noted that some measure resembling (27) is necessary even

if,- indeed, especially if'-- BOAE insists that "relative concentrations" of

target populations be measured as a percentage of the populitfon within the

area served by an eligible recipient rather than as a percentage of the entire .

state, BOAqs measure must be adjusted for size of population served; otherwise,

it is likely that very small recipients will receive the bulk of setaside funds.

4justing.scores for numbers of students served may not always be

sufficienbt Attempts to adjust scores that do not properly belong in the WPM

approach can introduce additional difficulties. This problem is best illustrated

by the treatment of relative financial ability.

4
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b. Adjusting for Relative Financial Ability. Most states

include a measure of relative financial ability in the calculation of points.

As 4 'typical example, supposerthat a state establisheithe "B" fund for

gdneral use on all' types of students and seeks to distribute funds with-

regard to relative financial. ability: The general procedure is some variation

of theifollowing:

)r,

total number of students
. 'served by d

- B m
.,d. total number of students x

in.State

Property wealth per capita

for entire State
Property wealth per capita

for eligible recipient d

(28)

To evaluate this method of adjusting for ability to pay, consider two

hypothetical eligible recipients, G and 'H, which-are identical:In every way

including the number of students,they serve, except that the v lue pf property

wealth per capita is twice as great for G as it is for H (i.e., G is "poorer"

than H). The formula then allocates twice as much money to G a it does to

H. Since H-can raise twice as much money as G if they both app y the same

\, tax effort (that is, if they both tax property at the same millrate), G is

given twice as mach federal support es H. Now, it may appear that the, purpose

for doing .this is to raise.the financial standing of the poorer eligible

recipient (G) up to the level of the wealthier eligible recipient (H), but it

is not at all certain that G will actually receive,sufficient funds to achieve

phis result. This can be ddMonstrated with some hypothetical figures.

First, we -consider a case in which the result after distributing the

federal money- ie_that the poorer eligible recipient (G) is still worse off

-than -the wealthier eligible recipient (H). Suppose that formula-(28) results -

in G receiving $1000 per studentand.H receiving-$500.per student. This is .

in keeping with the assumption that H's.ability to pay is twice that of .G.

Suppose also that G and H both apply the same tax effort by using 0 "reasonable"

mill rate, 411;4 Rate X, in order to raise revenue for vocational education.

Finally, suppose that when apllying Mill.Rate X, eligible,recipfent G raises

$l.000-per stadent.and H takes in $2000 per student. Then the tote] amounts

of federal and local funds that G and H have are, respectively, $2000 per

student and $2500 per ,studept. G, the poorer eligible recipient, ha fewer

total dollars per student than dgesH. To adjust th.is situation so th

and 'H are both left with the same number of dollars per student, we would have

'to take $250 per student-away frdM H and give it to G, thereby leaving each

with a total of $2250 per student in federal and local fundi: The formula,

however, does not do this..

Similarly, it is poisibl that a formula of this structure could

distribute money such that a r latifrely poor eligible recipient is not just

brought up to equity with ott)e more wealthy eligible recipients but is

actually pat in a superior p ition.

Consider the positions inthe above-exam le, but with onesmall change:

the assessed value of property for both G and is now 1/4 of what it was

before. This mews that when they tax using the "reasonable" mill rate, they

student, and H will raise onlys$600 per student in local funds. If, just as
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e ore, -0----fo-rmula-gives-G-$1000 per student and H $500 per student'in

-federal funds, G will have a total of $1250 per student infederal and local -

funds while H has a total of.only $750 per student. The formula has not;_

reversed the relative situations of G and H so that G is now better off than H.

This is just as inequitable as the result of the other example in which

6 remains worse off than H. Remember that G and H are serving communities

thatfare identical in every way except that their abilities to pay differ.

They have the same number of lowilincome persons, so there is no reason to

think that one has greater.need
thanthe other's in this. sense. In view of this,

it is no more fair to leave ,G better off than H than it is to leave H, better

off than G.

This method of adjusting'for relative financial ability is then arbitrary.

It might equalize ability to pay, but it could also leave the poor eligible

;

recipients worse off than the' wealthy ones or leave-the wealthy eligible

recipients Worse off than the poor ones. Indeed, there-exists no equitable

way to include relative financial ability in-WPM procedures. Consequently,

/ WPM is appropriate only if it is-determined that ability to pay need not be

I constdered,in the distribution of funds (as in states that have achieved'

equalization or at the poitsecondary level where local funds are not involved).

C. Selecting Weighting Coefficients.,Once appropriate factors have

been identified and properly, scored, there remains the problem of how to

weight each factor, score. Recalling equation (10), assume that A*, 8*, and P

C* are defined as follows:

Number' regular vocational students enrolled with d

regular vocationatudents in State

41

disadvantaged vocational students enrolled, with d (30)

Ad :Number of

Number of
= Number of

Number of
C
d Number of

It will, be true that:

(29)

disadvnataged vocationWstudents-in State

handicapped ypcational students'enrolled with d (31)

handicapped 'Vocational 'students enrolled in- Stat-

Total Federal =
Number of dollars available for all

W x
Funds '' regular vocational studentt in State

y

(32)

Total Federal Number of ilers available for all
1

(33)

Funds disadvantard vocational staiiiiiin State

Total Federal Number of dollars available for all

x
Funds

= handicaPped vocational students (34)

4
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It will also be true
L

w x Total Federal Fun4s _ Number-of-dollars allocated

Number of regular vocational for each regular vocational

students in State
.- student

'y x Total Federal Funds _ Number of dollars allocated r
Number of disadvantaged

for each disadvantaged'
(36)

vocational students in State vocational student

(35)-

z x Total Funds
Number of handicapped voca-

tional students in State

Number of dollars allocated

for each handicapped vocational (37)

student

)1.

Consequently, the values of the weighting
coefficients w, y, and z

determine the number -of dollars that
will be allocated for each type, of

student. When it is asked then what the appropriate
values of w, y, and

z are, it-is equiyalent to asking what number of dollars per student should

be allocated for each type of student.

This is a matter that 'cannot be settled easily, because while it is'

clear that more-dollars per student should be allocated for.disadvantaged

and handicapped students than for regular students, At is not clear how many

extra dollars should be-spent on these needy students.
Ideally, one might

say that the appropriate weight depends on haw much more it costs to bring

d W ad vai tag i d and- t r a nd i c == = a s o a s ecified level of vocational

.ability than it, does to bring regular students to 0

ability. In,practice,
however, it is-not so simple. Though the number of

dollars spght will undoubtedly have an impac on level of vocational ability

attained by students,' it is -not the only fac or that will affect the, levels

of ability attained. For instance, individu 1 characteristics of students ..

will. also be an important determinant .of the ve of ability achieved. ,AMong-

the disadvantaged, some
students will be more highly motivated than others.

Additionally, the ability of teachers, the degree to which they succeed in

motivating their student, and the usefulness of the tkills taught will also-

affect the levels of vocational ability attained...

Because of such factors, there it no unique level of vocational-ability

that a given type of-studedt will attain given the number of dollars spent

on his education. This makes it impossible to say precisely how many more

dollars need to be spent on handicapped and disadvantaged students than on

regular students in order that they all attain' the, same level of liocational

ability. However, while it is not possible.to make a precise deterjination

of this type, some sort of estimate should be possible. What is, in spite of,

the fact that each student may htve different
funding needs, it is probably

true that the average level of need for handicapped And disadvantaged students is

- 51
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higher than that of regular students and that we can find some number of
',extra dollars.that can be spent.bn these more needy students which will, on,.
age, bring them to the same level (:, vocational ability\as regular
silrent$.

,',°.

. ..

This, can be dohe. dsiog the WPM where w, y, and z are defined as follows:.

w

y

z

=

.=

R.

.(8)

(39)

(40)

R + d0 + hH

dD

R +-dD + hH

hH
R + dD + hH

where R = number of regvlar vocational students

0 = -number of disadvantaged vocational students

H = number of handicapped vocational students

b
. d.= average cost of educating disadvantaged vocational student

average cost of educ:iing=regular vocational student
,

.

h = -average cost of

average cost of
educating handicapped vocational student
educating regular vocational.student

. 0

-

Using this approach to determine the values of the coefficcents'w, y, and .

/ provides thab,-on the average, students with special needs will receive extra
funds in proportion to the degree to:which they impose excess costs ontheir ., .
institutions.. The apPr:dach offers a rational means for justifying the weight
assigned to.different factors.

, -'
.

It is not.evident that states present using WPM-have actually employed
this type of method fordefeiminimg Weight In fact,,we have foundno evidence
that anystate hai &procedural:method of s ting'these coefficients. Several
state officials told. us that they Merely ,Idust the coeffidients until they
btain a :formula that distributes funds the way they want them distributed.. We

suspect that this practice is.widespread. . - ,ne0.
L

SUMMARY
.

,,,

. ,As will become apparent in, Section IV, the Ways states implement any
of these three methodsof d4stribdtin9 VEA funds differ greatly in their
details. Nevertheless, it is possible to,draw some general'conclusions
regarding.the state of formula design as of the dlose of FY 1979.

42-
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A cautionary note: rour summary
obtervitions are drawn

theoretical analyses of, the states', formulas; they are

empirical analysis of how much-federal money different

actually got. This,atter exercise is'ndw underway in

entirely from

not based' on

types of.recipients

PONVER.

With this stipulation in mind, our ctinclusfOns are as follows. First,

xhile,some states clearly demonstrated better understanding
of the complexities

forutla design than others, 'no
state was using a procedure free of technical

difficulties,
arbitrary judgements, unexplained calculations, questionable

Interpretations of federal law, or inaccurate and inappropriate data.

..Among the more serious difficulties are'the following:

r '-
1. Failure to include explicitly in distribution

procedures one or more

of those such ai relative financial abilitytconcentration

of low-income
familtais, location in an economically depressed

area, or relatiye costs which 4v, supposed to influence the alloca-

tibn of VEA ,

2.. The use of ini6DgUously.'defi-ned measures
subject to arbitrary and

possibly unlawful manipulation,

3. ,The use of non-continuous measures.that fail to make adequate,

diitinctions among cipients, are subject to insidious

manipulation, and Piduce arbitrary results.

4

4. Failure to standardize scores. that have .widely varying magnitudes

and hence introduce-implicit
weigtits into distributionprodedures.

"5. Insufficient explanations fOr the derivation of tables, ranges of

reimbursement-rates,
and weights assigned to various factors.

a

6. The 'use of elaborate ranking procedures
and mathematical manipulationi

that, despite their complexity, produce
distributions that are nearly

uniform because ,of constraints that are imposed
externally on the

range of permissible differences in allocations per student or,rates

of reimbursement.

Second, none of the three eneral models used
i*-FY 1979.iS ca able of

fairly incorporating a 1 the criteria the Congress has specified to determine,.

allocation of funds. Amonl the three, the Weighted Points Method,is.by.far

the superior approach. In.addition to requiring explicit consideration of

appropriate weights, it offers three attractive featured: O

1. It can be used to distriAte any amount of money, and its parameters

need not be changed to adjust to annual fluctuations in available

funds. Hence, it is administratively
convenient and avoids any

long term commitment of a particular level of funding.

6-5
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2. It provides some money to all eligible recipients. No cut-off

need be established, which can be subjectsto arbitrary judgment

and political Interference.

,
If properly

designed, it links dollars received directly :to

the number of students served. Thus, it'provides a sensible

system of incentives., This advantage holds only if states

count the actual-number of target populations
served, as opposed

to the number
residing in the district.

Nevertheless,, WPM as presently implemented suffers from several shortcomings:

1. Adjustments
fordifferences in relative financial

ability cannot

be incorporated
directly in the weighting procedure. Consequently,

WPM must be combined with another.mettiod of equalizing relative

financial ability, or It must be restricted to those situations

where relatiye financial ability has been,
neutralized and is not

a relevant concern.

2. What is administratively
convenient for state officials is

problematic'for lotil
administrators, who are unable to predict

future allocations or secure long term commitments or funds.

3. It does not take into account
differences in costs among different

programs or different districts.

We shall turn 'to these issues in Section III, where an aliernatimethod- .

is suggested.

11
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t
III. SOME CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON A MORE EQUITABLE'

FUNDS DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURE
Mir

ideally, we would want to distribute the YEA money in a way that
creates a statof affairs in which all persons have equal'addess to
equally effective vocational education courses for the purpose of enhancing.

their sets of marketable skills. By "equal success" we mean that there should

be no barriers that prevent c rtain groups of persons from taking vocational
7\education courses. For examp , if adults are deprived of vocational

education because their distric only offers vocational education in daytime
high school classes from which adults are prohibited, then this is a denial

of equal access.
t '.--..--ow

By "equally effective" we mean two things.' First, certain courses
teach skills that are'of greater value in"the job market than those taught by

other courses. For example, graduates of a computer programming sequence may
be better able to find jobs that pay more than those found by graduates of,

- say, a program in furniture upholstering. If so, the computer sequence is

more "effective" than the upholstering program 'in helping students to find

good jobs, and it will be important to make sure that all have an equal .

opportunity to take the computer courses, as a matter of fairness.. Clearly

it would not be desirable for a certain group of students, such as the

disadvantaged, to be relegated to relatively ineffective programs, leaving,

only non-disadvantagedostudenti in the more effective courses.

SeCond, in order to make vocational education equally effebtive for all

students, courses must be designed to take account of the special needs of

some students. Handicapped and disadvantaged students should be provided with -

the extra attention they need in order.to acquire the same skills other students

are able to'acquire without extra attention. In this way, all students .

graduating from these programs will have had an equal opportunity to acquire a

given level Of marketable skills.

In order to achieve this ideal result within a State, at least,three basic

requirements would heed to be met:

1) It would be necessary to make sure that all persons have access to a

public institution offering vocational education, That is, no community should

be without an institution capable of receiving VEA funds and providing-
_

vocational education courses. .

2) It would be necessary to distribute in such a way that each institution

hei

. ,

would-have same total number of federal, state, and local dollars available .

for each student of each type (regdlar, handicapped, disadvantaged) that i,t

servedthereby equalizing the abilities of institutions to pay for vocational

education. .

..3) Each institution would have to provide vocational education in such a

way that. all persons that it serves have'equal access to equally effective

. programs. .It.is not sufficient for institutions to have equal-abilities to pay

-55--
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for vocational education. They must actually tap this abilityand provide
the appropriate courses.

We offer the following Suggested Formula as a way of meeting requirement 2.-However, in order to insure an equitable distributionlof vocational educatiOn
services, States would also have to follow auditing or accounting procedures
that verify that requirements 1 and 3 are being met:

As A SUGGESTED FORMULA

Every formula that we have observed in this study either implicitly or
explicitly performs two basic functions. First, it defines need and ranks
(or lists) eligible recipients-in descending order of their respective levels
of need. Second, it determines how much more money fhose lear the top of this
ranking will receive than those sat the bottom of the ranking. However, although
most states' formulas do perform these two iunttions, noneperforms both well.
In performing the first function, an unnecessarily rough approximation of need
is often used to rank eligjblerecipients. In performing the second function,
most states give moremoney to those near the top of the rankingthad to those
at the bottom, but the size of this differential is determined arbitrarily
rather thad on the bisis of some estimate of how many more dollars the poor
eligible'recipients need than do the wealthy ones. The following formula
provides one. way to perform both basic functions more effectively.

To address the first function, each eligible recipient's number of Pupil
Units--a measure of the number of stidents served, in which-students that
impose excess costs are counted more heavily than other students--is determined. ,
Then, eligible recipients are ranked in order of their total numbers of local
and state dollars per Pupil Unit which are available for vocational education.

To perform the second function, it is assumed that the goal is to equalize
eligible recipients' numbers of dollars per Pupil Unit so that if all eligible
recipients used the money efficieritly, persons in all parts of the State would
-have access to an equally effective level of vocational education. No money is
given to *relatively wealthy eligible recipient until poorer eligible recipients
have been given enough federal money so that they have the same total number of
local, state, and federal dollars per student as that of the wealthier eligible
recipient. The general procedures consist of five steps.:

1.) - Determine a Fair Local Contribution.

By requiring that assessed value of property per capita te used as
the sole measure of ability to pay, BOAE is implicitly- assuming that the value
of a communiAy's property is a good indicator of the amount of money that that
community.can draw upon to finance education. This is a bad assumption. A
community's ability to pay, for vocational education is dependent on the amount
of money it has, an property value is Just one of several determinants of that
*mount. Income and' -the -level of savings and other investments also contribute
to persons abilities to pay education taxes. To determine how moth people can
afford to pay, we must look at all aspects of their financial lives, not simply
the value of their physical property. This is especially important in cases
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where communities have similar assessed values of property per capita, but
different levels of income; savings, or investments. Two communities may have

the same property value per capita, but if the persons in one community have
higher incomes or more savings and investments than do the persons in the other
community, then the one community is wealthier and has a greater ability to pay
than the other.

Ideally then, we would want to base our determination of the number of
dollars that a community can afford to raise on some expression of the total
wealth and income of all perions and other taxable entities within that
community. Realistically, however, it would probably'riot be possible for a
state to collect-all of the information necessary to develop such an expression.
The.amount of money that persons have tied up in bank accounts and investment
-portfdlios is normally confidential, making it unlikely that a state would be
able to find the precise net worth of persons with assets of this type. However,

even though. this type of information.is not generally available, information on
property value and income is generally available. Since there is reason to

-\
believe that an index reflecting a community's property value and income Will
also tend to be a good indicator of the total net worth of the persons an
other taxable entities in that communfty,:we will consider this kind of index
adequate for our purposes. ..'

The following, is a suggested index of the levelof fiscal ability on which

a community i can draw:

where

Discounted Value of
Prdperty in Community i

.Discounted Value of
Property in
Community i

Total Anpual Wage
and Salary income of
Community i

Assessed Value Average annual

= of Property in x rate of return on

Community i Property investments

The discounted value of property in community i can be thought of as the

amount.of annual income that either is or could be generated by renting out

community i's property. Some people in community i probably rent out their

property and receive what we will call an explicit income from this. '°That ts,

these people actually receive cash because they own property. Other people,

such as those who live in homes that they own, can be .said to receive an implicit

income from their property. Even thoUgh they do not actually receive 6ash'as a

result of their'property ownership, they are saved from theippense of renting

a home, so that their income is enhanced indirectly by an amount equal to what

they would otherwise, have to. pay to rent equivalent housing.

Suppose a woman owns a house which she could rent out for $500 per month

but which she decides to live in instead. We could then say that she is receiving

an implici,t'inaome of $500 per month as a result of owning her hoUse. Even

though sne does not actually receiveba check for $500 every month, she does
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enjoy $50Q worth of housing eyery month.. tt is just as if she received
a check for $500 everymonth and chose to spend ft all on housing rather
than putting some aside for an automobile or clothing. Thus, we can say,
that she receives an implicit income of $500 per'wenth.

Adding the discounted value of property to community income yields
a total of the implicit and explicit incomes (from wages, salaries, and
property ownership) of persons arid' other taxable entities in the community.

This then serves as an index of the amount of money on which a community
ca* draw in order to fund education. ?t should notlmatter that income
from savings and 'investments is not, used in this index. As lOng,is tt is'

to the index we would have if Income from sayings and fnyetmentS
were include, itTWill,serve as a good indicator of communities" relative .
abilities to pay.

.

This index can then be used in the following formula to find 'the
amount of local revenue, LR, that-each community could reasonably be'

,expetted to raise.

Statewide total of locally .

raised funds spent on Voca-

LR =
tional Education last year

1111-
, Discounted Value of Total WaOe
all taxable property + and Salary Income
in state of entire state

. (21

Discounted Value of Total Wage and
x Community i's taxable + Salary Income of

Property Community i

The ialue

Statewide totaly of locally
raised funds spent on,voca-
tional education last year

Discounted Value Total Wage and
of all taxable . + Salary Income
property in state entire state

. represents the proportion of the sum of explicit a nd implicit incomes
(from wages, salaries, and property) that each community could reasonably
be expectedto spend on vocational education.

4
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2.) Determine an Eligible Recipients' Total Pupil Units.

Eacti.student is assigned a number of points reflecting the relative costs

that his or her education imposes on the eligible recipient. Eligible

recipient i's total number of pupil units, TPU, is equal to the number of

points assigned to all of its students. This is a variation of WPM

discussed in Section II; however, it is limited to weighting student

characteristics and excludes characteristics of LEAs.

Suppose there are three relevant "cost group;' of students:

"regular," handicapped, and disadvantaged. Suppose also that it costs

twice as much to provide vocational
education to a handicapped student as

.it does to do the same for a.regular student, and it costs fifty percent

more fordisadvantaged students
than it does for a regular student. The

following Pupil Unit system would the be established:

Cost Category Pupil

of Student Units

Regular 1.0

Handicapped, 2.0,

Disadvantaged 1.5

"dr

If this is the system used, the roiaf Pupil Unit figure for eligible

recipient i (TPUi) would be calculated as follows:

O

TPU. =
Nod' of regular Voc.' Ed.

FTE Students at i

No. of handicapped Voc.

Ed. students at i

No. of disadvantaged
Vac'. Ed. students at i

x 1.0

2.0 -(3)

-x 1.5

Note that this is only an.example. In Practice,
there-could be more

cost categories, and the number of pupil. units assigned to each could be

`different.,

3.) Determine an Eligible
Recipient'slibility to Pay. Here,

Ability to'pay, AP 1, will'be defined in.a way that is different from that

used in the formulas discussed.earlier. rt will be expressed in terms of .

the number of. dollars per Pupil Unit that each eligible recipient could

reasonably be expected to pend on vocational education. It will include

not.simply the amount of ocal funds that are available to finance ..

vocational education, but alSo the number of dollars received from the state -

for this purpose.
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The amount of money received from state sources is just as

important as the ability to raise revenue from local sources in determining

an eligible recipient's relative need.'

LRi + SFi

APi *

where SF = the amount of state funds received by eligible Tecipient i.*

(4.)

4.) Priority Ordering. Eligible recipients would-be listed in

ascending order of their respective values of AP .
Those which have the

most money to spend per student (per Pupil Unit hely) will beat the

bottom of the list, and those with the leapt to spend will be at the tog.

5.) Levelling Or. We will refer to the eligible recipient at

the top of the list as "at; the eligible recipient that is second from the

top will be called "b", the third "c", and so on.

The process of levelling up begins by giving recipint "a" enough

federal funds so that ft has as many dollars per PupilUnit as does

recipient "b". Then "a" and "b" are both given enough federal funds so

that they each have as many dollars perPupil Unit as does "c". Then "a",

"b", and "c" are each given just enough federal dollars so that they each

have as many dollars per Pupil Unit as does eligible recipient "d". This

process is continued until funds are exhausted.

ti

* In some statep, an eligible recipient can determine its value of SF-. sr

Each eligible recipient receives a block of funds from the State and decides

how much of that block it will use for general education and how much it

will use for vocational education, thereby °determining its value of SF.,.

. Under the'Suggested
Formula, an eligible recipient could increase its

allotment of'federal funds if it were allowed to shift some of its state

money away from vocational education and into general education. This would

lower its value of SF. and make its need appear to be greater. Federal

vocational education
coney would then displace rather thah augment state

spending for vocational education. To prevent this from occurring, eligible

recipients would have to be barred from
decreasing the amount of state funds

that. they devote to vocational education.



B. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE.SUGGESTED FORMULA

The following are some questions that mignt be raised with regard

to the Suggested Formula:

1. Since the Suggested Formula does not uie any measure of economic

,
depression such as

unemployment rates as a factor, does it fulfill the

intent of the legislation?

Yes. The Suggested Formula determines the number of dollars per

student that each eligible recipient will receive. The total number of

dollars allocated to aweligible recipient will depend on the number of

students ft serves.
Insofar as the number of students enrolled in

Vocational education programl
varies with the level of unemployment, the

Suggested Formula will prOvide more money to a high unemployment eligible

-recipient than to a low unemployment eligible recipient, other things being

equal.
4

. In the formUlas used by some states,'the number of dollars allocated

to eligible recipients varies
with the level of unemployment,

without regard

for whether vocational education programs are-actually'proVided
for those

unemployed persons. In these states, instead of actively recruiting

unemployed adults who are in need of retraining, an eligible recipient could

spend the extra money it receives because of its high unemployment rate on

the adolescents in its secondary level vocational programs. This would be

of no benefit to the unemployed adults
for whom the money is inten0d.

, .

.However, with the Suggested
Formula, it will.nbt be sufficient for

eligible recipient to just have an extra high level of unemployment to

qualify for a larger allocation:
In addition, it must actually enroll extra

people in its vocational education programs as a result of that high level

of unemployment in order to get extra money.
Presumably, the reason for

saying.that
depressevi areas should have

priority in the distribution of

funds is that these area have more people in need of vocational education

than do other areas. But ft is reasonable to give extra funds on this basis

only if they are used on programs for unemploYed,persons.

More generally, the Suggested
Formula allocates

funds on the basis

of the characteristics of the 'students
rather than on the basisbf the

characteristics of the, general population. The population of an area served

by an eligible
recipient can be thought,of in three groups: 1) current

vocational education students, 2) potential vocational education students,

and 3) persons who are neither current nor potential vocational education

students.

The 'number of persons in Group 1 should certainly be considered in

determining an eligible recipient's
relative level of need since it is

fair to assume that thesepeople
would be among the actbal beneficiaries of

federal funding.
However, it is hot so certain that the .number of persons '

in Group 2 should be considered.
Since they- are only potential students

(e.g., adulg who might enroll in a vocational education
program if it were

-61-
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offered to them but who are not currently enrolledl, it is reasonableto increase the eligible recipient's allotment of federal money on behalf, of these people only if this money is actually 100 for their benefit. Iff. an eligible recipient receives some extra amount of funds because it hasmany potential students but then uses some or all of that money on currentstudents, it is not realizing the objective for which those funds wereallocated. The number of Group 2 students' should thenliedonsidered only.insofar as they are actually served by.the eligible recipient. Finally,It is obvious that the number of Group 3 persons has no bearing on an'eligible recipient's level of need and should not be weighed as a factor.

Although an eligible recipient should receive funding on the basis ofthe characteristics of persons it actually
serves, it should also be givenan incentive to recruit additional persons who could benefit from vocational.education. The Suggested Formula addresses both these aims. By assessingfinancial needon a per student rather than a per capita Basis, funding isbased only on the characteristics of the stwients actually served._ However,the more students an eligible recipient'serves,

the greater its federalallotment will be, giving it an incentive to serve as many students aspossible. 0

For this incentive to op rate as powerfully
as possible, in performingStep 2, it will be necessary t6 calculate TPU4 using enrollment datapertaining to the period for which funds are to be used.* It would not beappropriate to determine the federal allotment for this year on the basisof the number of persont who were enrolled last year. To do so would not,be in the interest of'an eligible recipient which,plani o increase itsvocational edUcation enrollment for the upcoming year bytrecrutting amonggroups such as adults or disadvantaged persons. In determining thedistribution of funds for an upcoming school year, the enrollment leveilethat eligible recipients expect to attain should be used to determine TFU4.That these expected levels are actually attained should be verified at theend of the year, and adjustments in the levels of funding should be made tocorrect any discrepancies.

2. If an eligible recipient spends more than the "reasonable" amountof local money on vocational education, is it rewarded with extra federalmoney?

No. An eligible recipient locally raising an amount that is x dollarsmore than what could "reasonably"
have been raised will simply have x moredollars to spend on vocational eddCation. The federal allotment to thateligible will not be affected. There is an analagous result foran eligible recipient which raises x dollars less than the reasonable amount.

sufficient incentive to apply' extra tax effort since their federal allotment

A criticism of this might be that eligible recipients do not have

is the, same regardless of'effort-applied. If it is felt that the allotmentof,federal funds ghould be dependent on actual tax effort,applied, a sixth ° ...Istep, could be added tothe Suggested Formula, as follows:'
4

00

l`
7 4'
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Step 6. A new federal allotment per Pupil Unit is determined for

each recipient of federal funds ''ju-as follows; .

New Federal Allotment
Federal allotment

Per Pupil Unit for = per pupil for

eligible recipient j
eligible recipient

j

(from Step 5)

Actual number of local

dollars spent by j (5)

Note that if LR4 = 0, as would be the case for most community colleges, the

the allocation to eligible recipient "j" would not be changed.

The federal allotments, are adjusted in proportion to the ratio of

the actual number of dollars spent by the eligible recipient to the number

of dollars that it could "reasonably" have;raised (LRi). If there are not

sufficient federal
funds td make these New'Federal

Allotments, then all of

the New FederalhAllotments
would be decreased proportionately

until there

is just enough federal money to cover them. If there is money left over

because many eligible recipients "j" spent less than 1.R4 on vocational

education, then this extra money would be distributed
through the levelling

up procedure again.-
However, in view of the fact that there is a maintenance

oreffort requirement preventing
recipients from reducing local

effort, it

seems unlikely that there would ever be money left over for'this xeason.

3. In measuring relative
abiliNpies to pay, nost states do not consider

the amount of state money that eligible recipients receive for vocational

education.
Why does the Suggested.Formula

consider level Of state funding

as well as local ability to raise revenue in meeSurtngIability'to
pay?

In order to get a complete
picture of an eligible recipient's ability

to pay for vocational
education programs,

it,is necessary to look at the

total number of dollars
available to it from all sources.

To fail to

consider the
amount of money that is received from the state could result

in misallocations of federal funds. For example, if two eligible recipients

have just slightly different
abilities'to pay and are otherwise identical,

but one receives state aid while the,other does not,
it would not be .

appropriate to treat them as if their financial needs were identical. The

eligible recipienhich
receives state aid should receive no federal money

until the other eligible
recipient is given enough federal money to

elimirfate the
difference, in their tdtal money holdings.

Additionally,
it is desirable to consider the distribution

of state

money in measuring relative
abilities to Pay because it helps prevent the

state from juggling the allocation of state funds in a way that might

undermine
efforts to increase the

abilities of poorer eligible recipients

to pay for 'vocational
education:, For example, suppose

that a State has 13

eligible recipients labeled."a"
through "m" as in Step 6 and that it uses

the Suggested
Formula to distribute the federal money among them. Now

compare that distribution of
funds to the one that would have occurred-11ff,

-63-
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before using the Suggested Formula State dollars had been taken from "a"
and given to "m". The difference tn the two distributions Is that compared
to the first, the second will show a shifting of x federal dollars from WI
to "a", thereby cancelling the effect of the transfer of`x State dollars,
from sa" to W. Therefore; the total ,number' of local, state, and federal
dollars held by each-eligible recipient remains unchanged by the shifting
of state Ironer from "a" to "m".

4. The Suggested Formula basically dtstrfbuteCfUnds4mong eligible
recipients in proportion to the number Orstudents'that *ash serves .
ne s lectin for a moment that anotatfonS are al3o uttecrthateount for

the number o excess:cost:stu entstheleach serves s s a 'r to

rural cdistricts which mayexpertende 'fitpheril3eritud-eiit-Cotts 'than trfian

afstrtcts since urban districts have more -students and fkay: therefore-be-sable
to take advantage of certain economies of scale? '

. Setting up a machine shop of a given size will cost any district,
urban or rual, the same number of dollars. -If an urban district making
this investment is able to serve 90 students a day by allowtnp six different
groups of fifteen students to use the facility at different times of the
day while a rural district making the same investment has only fifteen
students. who will use ,the shop each day.then the equipment cost per student
for theTrurat-dtstriot will be six times that faced by the urban district .

Also, the urban district may be able to hire a teacher who specializes in
machine shop to teach it all'day, whereas the rural district would probably

4 have to hire &machine shop teacher who could take on other teaching or
-administrative responsibilities, as there are not enough students to occupy

. a machine shop teacher all day. Since the teacher hired by-the rural distrtct
would have to have a more diverse set of skills than the urban district
/teacher, it may be that thefural-teacher will be less proficient at teaching
machine shop than the urban teacher. To the extent that this is true, the
rural district is getting less.for'its money than the urban, district. .

The purpose of the above example is to demonstrate that it maybe
true that urbah districts are able to use their teachers and equipment more
efficiently thanirural districts 'told therefore 'face lower costs. Insofar as

there are indiVisible set-up costs associated with establishing and maintaining
vocational education programs, schools with relatively few students (rural
districts) will face hi heriper student costs than districts with relatively
many students.(urban. s riot With the money they-save from exploiting
these economies of scaler ur districts would then be able to provide a
higher level of vocational.ed ion. That is, it would be possible for
them to offer a wider selecti 'courses and invest in,a wider range of
equipment than would be possible if tthey faced the same cost structure as

the rural districts.
. (

If this is seen as 'inequitable, one way to correct this situation is
to give more dollars per student to rural districts than to urban districts
in such a way that each. rural district will be able to provide the same
qualityoand versity of vocational education as is available in urban
districts: The drawback with thissolution, however, is that it would
probably be inefficien: In'order to achieve this result, it would be
necessary to provide rural districts with funding to buy a great deal of

AV,

SP,
O.
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equipment which would probably be left idle for much of the time since

there are few students in these districts to,employ it. This would be

wasteful. It is our conclusion that instead of.givins rural districts

more dollars per student on the basis of the belief.that they are unable

to achieve the same economies of scale as the urban.districts,
rural

districts should be encouraged to pool their resources in order that they

%o
too will b able to exploit economies of scale. Instead of each rural

.district ha ing its own machine shop which remains'idle most of the time,

it would be re cost efficient for rural districts
which are near to each

other to share a centrally-located
machine shop which would be used

intensively pod whose cost Would be shared by the participating districts.

Many State already do this. Instead of each district
attempttngrto run its

1.c,

vocational education programs, an area training cente is established

o serve two or more districts. These centers,
which are n rurally jointly

anted by the districts served,
permit rural areas to exp it economies

of scale just as the urban districts do.

There are other ways in which urban and rural districts probably

face different costs. Rural students
generally have to travel farther

between home and school than do urban students, thereby
making their

transportation
costs higher. -On the other hand, urban districts are

generally forced to pay teachers more than rural districts do, either

becauii-of the high cost of urban living or the presence of teacher unions

in many cities. It may be appropriate to incorporate
factors such as

these into the formula,
however, if this is done it will be important that

all factors creating
differences in the costs faced by urban and rural

districts be used. ,Clearly it would not be appropriate to adjust the

allocations to
account for ways in which rural districts' costs are hioheK

than those of urban districts without.also
adjusting the

allocations to

account7Tor the ways to which urban districts' costs are higher than those

of rural districts.

S. BOAE requires that funds be distributed on the basis of roperty

Wealth per capita even in states that.have,
through their own finance

procedures, eoualized districts'
abilities to pay. Since poor school

districts in these states have already been given sufficient state /lands

to bring them up to par with wealthy districts it does not seem fair to

9ivethose poor districts a further advantaoe,by
oivins.them more federal

dollars per student than the wealthy districts.
to dod would be to

overcom
ensate the oor districts, tilereb utttn the wealth districts .

at a-re ative disa vantage.
ou t s same cr tic sm e mae of uppested

Formula I?

No. The ability to,pay factor AP in Suggested
FormulkI is defined

in a way that takes equalization into account. If, a-State has enacted true,

equalization,-the same
number of dollars per weighted student will be

allot :d to each eligible recipient,
regardless of-its

relative level of

pro erty alth per capita. Consider the following, example.
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Relative ability to pay for eligible reciojent4 is defined as

LR
i

+ .SFi

TP Ui

Suppose that eligible recipients "p" and.."ve are identical in size and

composition, so that TPU = TPU, but that "p" is poor and "w" is wealthy.
We will say that LR., n $T00,000"(meaning that "p" could reasonably be
expected to raise $T00,000) and that LR, = voo,ocak. Suppose also that .

SF W$110,000 (meaning that "p" is givgn $110,0004* state funds) and
thRt SFw = $10,000. Then

And since

LR
P
+ SF

P
="th-a;000

LRw + SFw =.$210,000

TPU
P
+ TPU

w'
then

LR
P
+ SF

P
LRw + SFw

TPU
P

PU
w

meaning that the abilities of "p" and "w" to pay for vocational education

have been equalized because the state has aiven $100,000 more to "p" than

.to "w". Therefore, '"p" and "w" are considered ,to have eaual need for

federal funds. Under suggested Formula I, "p" and "w" will get the same

number of dollars. "p" is not aiven preference or unfair advantage over "w",

C, SUMMARY

The distribution prpcedure outlihedin this.section addresses a

number of the issues raised throUghout this report. Among its main features

are:
, .

.

1) It relies on data-thatare:readily available in most states. The

only variable likely to pose anyproblemvii thatfteasuring wage and salary

income, or an adequateTroxy. - This difficulty will remain regardless of

the distribution mechanism employed and underscores the need for developing

current income data for LEAs".
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.2/ It requires attention to the relative costs of providing adequate

vocational education to different types of students and -requires state

officials to develop and justify explicit weights for different target

populations.

3) -It provides a comprehensive measure of relative financial ability

that adjusts for the lack of a 'direct correspondence between property

wealth and income.

4).,It offers an object.Ne, easily administered decision rule for

distributing funds: all funds will be used to bring the poorest to the

level of-the second' poorest, the first and second to the level of the

third, and so forth oPtll:funde a e exhausted.

5) It makes receipt of:funds dekndent.on the number of students

served, thus providing incentives to increase enrollments of target

RiPitions: 1

1 *
6) It permits introducing differences in costs among different

vocational education programs and requires these be documented on'the

basis of costs per student.

7) It greatly simplifies' administration, accountability; and public

understanding of procedures for distributing federal funds while

simultaneously incorporating primary Congressional concerns about ..

compensating LEAs ,for relative financial ability and increasinq aid to

target populations.

e

4
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IV. FORMULA DESCRIPTIONS

This section describes the formulas used by each of the 50 states in
'FY .1979. It analyzes each set of procedUres in terms of the three-steps
discussed inSection II: 1.) Data Selection; 2.) Transformation of Data
into Point Scores, and 3.) Transformation of Point Scores into Dollar

AlfOcitions. A number of variables are common to several states, and
Table IY-1 lists these, the abbreviations used throUghout the text, and the

igeneral definition. Additional variables, unique to each state, are defined

as they are encountered.

With regard to subscripts and superscripts, the following rules are

followed: 4

1. The variables AL, defined in the Variable DefinitionList as-_
nallOcation in dollars" and RR, defined as reimbursement rate expressed as a
percentage, will have two subscripts. The firsCiubscript refers to funding

purpose, and the second 'subscript indicates the recipient.

EXAMPLES

AL
sd,

d = allocation' of funds for "speciil disadvantaged; programs,(sd)

tb eligible recipient d.

d .= rate 'of reimbursement for' work-study programs (ws) run b,
s, eligible recipient c, expressed as a percentage.

,2 Other variables will have.only one subscript indicating the''
eligible recipient to which it refers,

EXAMPLE

The Variable Oefinitionist defines ADA as aver'age,daily attendance.

ADA = aveKaie- daily attendance_of eligible _recipient d.

3. 'The superscript *-is used totindicatOhat a particular value is a
score rather than actual raw data.

EXAMPLE :

, *
,

ADAd = the point, score assigned to eligtblq, recipient d on the basis

of its average daily attendance.

/,- To understand the comments-that follow the des,cription of each fomuld,

'fit is necessary to be familiar with Section Characterisitcs-of Formulas.

4
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Table IV---1

VARIABLE DEFINITION LIST
(including subscripts)

AD = number of adults

ADA = avert:fly attendance
ADM = averag ily,membership -

AE = attendance entitlement; largest of average daily Attendance

counts of previous year or second previous year or previous

three year average

AFDC = number df AFDC recipients

AL = allocation in dollars

AP ='ability to pay .

AV =- assessed value of taxable property

b = basic funds

CAFDC = children in AFDC families

ch = consumer and homemaking funds

CHADA = average daily .attendance in consumer and homemaking programs

CHE = consumer and homemaking enrollment

DE = disadvantaged enrollment

DH = disadvantaged and handicapped to receive additional services

dis = disadvantaged funds

DO = number Of dropoutt

DP = level of education attained by teaching personnel

DR = dropout rate

DVE = disadvantaged vocational enrollment

= enrollment

ECS = excess cost students; number of students who impose excess costs

= number of families

FTE = full time equivalent

H' = number of handicapped adults .

h = handicApped funds

HE = handicapped enrollteht
i

.

IE = impact of programs on, employment.

.

.

LEE
i

A
= local education expenditures (net

= number of students of litited Englith-speaking ability

LFG: = 'labor 'force growth' rate ,

.

LIF = number of lbw income families

m = multipurpose funds

MFI = median family income

Number of pupils

PC =4 approved program costs

PCI = Lpeth capita income

-69.;
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Table IV -1 continued

PQP =

PU =

SFE =

SR =

.

RYU =

U =

UR =

URC =

'UV =

popu
number of pupil units

. state funds expended (less capital expenditures)
.

..

state revenue; amount of money received by eligible

^recipient from the state

rate of youth employment

number of unemployed persons

unemployment rate-
unemployment rate for county (in which eligible recipient

is situated) .

number of unemployed youth

MA = vocational average daily attendance

('WM = vocational pupil minutes per week

ws = work-study .funds

t

<I)
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-1. DATA SELECTED:,;

SecondarS,

Level of Need:

ALABAMA

UR, depressed area, RYU, DR, number of low income children;

vocational enrollment, LESA

Ability to Raise Revenue:

Economic 'Index

, Program Quality:

Number of new programs

Postsecondary

Aevel of Need:

f 8

0

Number of high cost students, general enrollment, enrollment
1

Ability to Raise Revenue:

relative state vocational fundi;ig

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT ARE:

Secondary

The'state 'ranks pach eligible recipient'-to'establiSh a priority

for the distribution of funds. , The ranking is determined. for'all

federal funds," except
Special Disadvantaged, Work stuty .and Co-

operative funds*, as fol 1 ovs I

Eligible if not in depressed area

Rank Valqp (ERRV) 2 if in depressgd"-area x unempl6yment rate

\,x (1, + number,of new progre)

t )

The eligible recipient's ranking tor' Special; disadvantaged,

olvos0P''
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S

Work study, and Co-operative Funds are computed as follows:

ERRV_special' ed =
(ERRV) x (Rate of Youth Unemployment) (1 + Rate of

School 'Dropouts)

Postsecondary

'The postsecondary institution total dollar entitlement is the

sum of the state allocation and Federal Vocational Educati

Supplement (FVES). The EVES is determined by calculating the foi-
1,

lowing factors:

Step 1: The Ability to Raise Revenue factor (hereinafter 1

refered to as "A") is-the relative state postsecondary

dollars expended inevery service area.°

state postsecondary vocational S/persori for
for each recipient i, x. , total vocational dollar/person for i

'A = xi,

Ex.
alli 1

Step 2: concentration of high cost -students in each insti-

'tution (B) is the relitive number of students receiving financial

aid enrolled 1p the institution.

Number of vocational students receiving financial aid ihr institution

Total # of postsecohdary vocational students receiving financial aid

in state
.

Step 3: The gnrollment,Concentratton in vocational programs
5 .

(C) is-the'ratio of vocational students.vntolled,to total Atudents

-enrollgd. ' %
-:

1..:%, .d.. ..t.:: ..!!) ..-, . . .%:".... ,:' ''.....c ') . r a 7,.
. ..7 ;:.. v.': . d. -..

. ,
_ .- ..... ....: ,

a
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i\tudent FTE enrolled in voc-ed=in i
for each recipient i, xi total institutional FTE enrolled in

C =xis.
E xi

all i '

Step 4: The need for vocational education is the relative

vocational education enrollment.

Institution's FTE vocational enrollment

TotalFTE vocational_proliment in all

state two year--colleges

3. AANSFORMATION OP POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Secondary

After the districis have been ranked, the federal funding

level for each is determined as a function of the number of. low

'income children (LIF) in-the'.area served, the vocational enrollment

gradei 7-12 (VE),and the eligible recipient's ability O pay (AR)

as defined by the Economic Index. The funds are
0
then distributed-.

in a "leveling up"fashion, with the t6p ranki

their total 'reimbursement, then the next ranking -.

recipient receiving

recipient, etc.,

until all the flinds are distributed. v.

Each eligible recipient's (1) funding level is sietermined as follows:

te

.

, . LICi

ai(

*LItm4 "max APi
Maximum

_ Available

(IC
m

. LICmi VEto Amax mi n
Percentage

.

Where "max" and "min" indicate ,the greite4t and least amounts,res-

pectively,i6 any district inthe state: and "tot" is the state total

8
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across all districts.. The maximum allowable percentage is the

maximum percentage of an eligible recipient's budget request that

O

a

...

can come. from the federal government, leaving the amount required
f . %

. \

by regulation for state and local maintenance, of effort. t

The Ability to Pay iq equal to the Economic Index, which is

calculated for each school district d as follows.:

o

Economic-Index for school districtd =.

Enrollment in school district d
Economic Index for county c

Total enrollMent inicounty c

Economic, Index for county c =

r-Sales tax paid in county-c
x 6

L Sales tax paid in state

I+. Value of automobile icenses'in county c
Value of automobile licenses in state

x 5

+ Assetsed.value-of public utilities in .county c
Assessed value otpublic utilities in state

.

i .

. .

+ Person 'al Income mi paid in'caunty'c
x 1

. Personal Income'Tax paidin-state
)-

+ Value added 'by manufacturing in county-c
x 1

'Value added by malufacturing in state'
.

, k

+ Value of farm products in county c
x 1 ) : 17

Value of farm products in state

a.

3

41,

.

The above. computation is us 'twice, once for the regular

fund ranking and again for ttie Special Diaadvantaged, Work study

and Cooperat4vezranking.- .

A Separate calculation is performed.to detei.min the reim-
N ,16

ursement,per district for perstins with Limited E Usti Speaing
, .

,

ility (USA);

1.

'es

O
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" a

LESA age 15 -4 24 LESA age 15 - 24.in district

Total State.pop: x total state LESA population
ulation age 15-24 age 15 - 24

federal dis-
x advantagdeed
se asp funds

The total allocated to each district. is deducted from the

Disadvantaged Settside Funds. lit ,

Postsecondary

The Federal. Vocational EducatApn Supplemeni.(FVES) for each

institution is calculated as) the sum of various factors described
0

above, multiplied by the total federal follikars budgeted for post-

secondary institutions.

FVES .1013 .25C + :150 .x funds available

A,B,C, and.D as defined above.

COMP'S ON TKE ALABAMA PROCEDURE:

Step 1: No Comments.

''Step.2: Secondary: i) There is no definition for depressed area.

At the secondary level, uses the Non-Procedural Toint Scale

. Method of data transformation,'which is non-continuous. 0

Postsecondary i) The type Of student receiving financial aid .

. used in deteriaing the concentration of high cost students is describedthe

. ,\
,iri.ttle-state plan. ii) The .definition of upersonin used in the denominator

of,calculating the ability to raise revenue is not given. iii) At the

N..--postsecondary level,. Alabgmiuses the Proportion of Total method.of data

trapsformationwhich s continuous,

ttep 3: Secondary i) The "leveling up" method- for reimbursement

4



might deny partial reimbursement) to ready a deserving district. ii)

The maximum allowable percentage factor is based on the original_funding

level requestedby each eligible recipient. Inclusion of this factor

in the formula could induce inflated requests by recipients; thus, this

variable is considered malleable. iii) There it no reason'given for

deflating the vocational enrollment ratio by .857. iv) .Alabama uses,

the reimburiement rate equation method of funds distrjbution of the

dhty'.

/I :

secondaryWel

Postsecondary i) ThereiitIns for,the varying weights applied to

each factor are not explained. ii) Alabama uses the weighted points

method offunds distribution at the postsecondary level.

The vocational education funds are distributed as follows:

a) The above formula apply to funds from Subparts 2,3, and 5.
%

b) Subpart 4fT4salre7Tiliributed by the above formula, with additional

points given at the discretion of the evaluators. This

restricts the number Of programs funded *because the amount of Subpart

4 funds allocated totbe state is small.. Nonetheless, the criteria used

in the distribution of these monies must,be cOnsidered malleable.

ti

AX,AA,

A

86
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.ALASKA

Level of Need:

1. The percentage of students served who are handicapped

or disadvantaged:.

2. The school dropoift rate or youth unemployment rate. 4

3. For LEAs: The concentration of low income familiei.

For other eligible- recipients: Corientration of handi-

capped, low income, and LESA students:

Ability to Raise Revenue:

4. Relative Ability to Pay (not clearly defined in state plan)

Ouality of Programs

5. Whether program is designed to meet emerging manpow.,rneeqs

in local area.

6. Likelihood that program will.fulfill goals set out in

.r
-Five-Year Plan.

7. Whether past program
Olt

evaluations have bepn used to develop

ti

4
this proposal and whether proposal includes a.self-evaluation

.° procedure. r

8. Whether the following groups were consulted im drawing up

the proposal:' local vocatio al educational advisory committees,

the local community, the Popul ion to be other

t'raini101 or educatidnaloagencies the area to be served,

local manpower councils,eand other agencies.

.

9. Whether proposed activities can to plaCe within the tine'

--period specified..

,
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Other Criteria

4

10:- Whether the following budget requirements are met:.
, .

a. budgefis balanced

b. derivations of.the amIkRts requested are explained
... , .

c. sources of alT funds to be used are specified

-d. amount of requested funds that would be used

specifically for 'students with special problems is

e, budget meets maintenance of effort

p2.. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:
fl

For each of the above 10 criteria, each eligible recipient '

receives a score, but there is no explanation of a'procedure by

which this, is done.
-

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INT0iDOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Unspecified.

dOMMEN ON. ALASKA'S PROCEDURE

'Step 1: For'criterion 2, it is unclear' whether thb school dropout rate "

or the youth unemployment `rate is used.. Criteria 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, and 10 are vaguely defined and are, ther0fOre, Malleable.

.

Data.
0,

Stq4141nspecified Method

Step.3: "Unspecified Method.
A

This entire procedure is extremely vag e,

1,



ARKANSAS

1. . DATA SELECTED:

. "LEAs:

I

Data are collected for each eligible recipient on five criteria,
lb -

however, the exact measures used are not specified:

Ability to Rai se Revenue:

Ability to provide resources (fibt -clearl/' defined in state plan)

Quality of Programs:.

Impact ofprograms on employment -7

Degree of personnel (referring to level of education attained by

teachers within the LEA)

Institutions other than LEAs:

As far as we were able to ,determine, Arkansas' does. not use a formula

to' distribute funds to these eligible recipients.

2, TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO' POINT SCORES:,

LEAs:

For each of the five criteria listedin Step A, each eligible

recipigilt as ass=fgned a score of betwetn 0 and 26 points. These

will hereafter- be.refirredlib-as AP , LIF 1E , DH , And DP.

The procedure bY:whteh these scores are determined is no

,4
eipl ai ned .

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT .s,coRq.:4NT 1),OLLAR ALLOCATIONS:
. ....

LEAs :
-;.

.is Calculated:"
For each.eligible recipient d , a reimbursement rate,

---. * * * *
.

*

. .-

5 AP
d

+ 5 LIF
d

+ 4 IE
d

+ 2 DH
d

+ bP ic,

=

z,

4
9

I.

5 x 44.2 .

I

In theory, the mean value of Z will be

'9.1
A



Programs Fundable Under Subparts 2,3, or 5:

10

RR
235,d \ Zd x

53.5

Programs Fundable Under Subpart 4:

0

RR
4,d

2 Zd x 98.5

11

(The OE has required Arkansas to revise the Subpirt 4
procedure for FY80)

If there are not sufficient federal funds to reimburse eligible

recipients at these rates, state funds will be used to make up.the

Offerenle.

COMMENTS ON THE ARKANSAS PROCEDURE:

Step 1: The plan is extremely vague as to what is'being.measured.

Data used are vmalleabld.q

Step 2: An Unspecified Method is used here.

Step 3:. The procedure here:is coriceptaarly egypialent,tetha

Reimbursement Rate-EquWon Metb.044c-1940;
-. 4

1.

a

92 .-
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ARI,ZONA-

1. DATA SELECTED:

Secondary(LEAs)

r

C.

PD, UR, AV, DE, ADM
.

4 Postsecondary

piL1UR, AV, LIF, E (full time equivalent)

ICounties:

PD,UR,'AV, LF, ADM
-

Youth in Poverty:,

PD, UR, POP (percent aged 16 - 21 by county)

Additional_ data, are Collected from all applicants on need for

project, target populations to be served; linkages of project

-.with CETA, how project helps overcome sex stereotyping, whether

project incorporates goals statements and procedures for evaluation.

All of the above data are obtained from a checklist to be marked

"yes" or "no." ,Additional data are also collected on a "newness

factdr," ind4cating whether the project is new to state, new to

county, new to district, or new to the given school:

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

In Arifona, categories of 120, 134, 140, and 150 funds appear

to be distributed'all on. the basis of projectc apOlicati.ons% ReView

of projectsgrakes place in three main stages. Transformation of

data into point scores occurs mainly in Stage 1.

.ea) Technical Review: On the basis 'of a "yes," "no" checklist

*dealing with need, target groups swed,'statement of goals.,:etc':

^I

781-
-;
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.
.

.
, . . .

see'aboxe), ptojects.are afforded points up to a maximum of 100. ...

b) Economic Depression. Thisis-a county wide measure. Maximum
. ---

.

points are thirty. The measure is based on percent of families in the

coUnty:in 1977 below poverty level and average local'area unemployment.

tites.in county in 1978. Each measure has a scale' running from 15

for the cOunty,with the'highest percentages to 4 for the county with
}

the loviest. ..Economics depression index is the sum of. these two

scales. ,'

-c) ,Newness Factor: 'Points are awarded under the following

scale:

New to State.
New to County
New to District
New to School

30 points' ,

20 points
10 points

,5 points

3. TRANSFORMATION OF 1POINT SCORES INTO'DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

For each 'project applicatiOn,,the sum is taken of points

,

,

earned under Technical Review, Econbmic Dep;-,ession and Newness,

Factor. Projects scoring 60 and below are not ,consfdere.0 for

fAding. 'The, remainder enter stage, 2. ,

Four schedules are established as follow.
. .

,

k . .
..,

Schedule I ':
Secondary -.

.

Schedule II '
'Community. Colleges (Postsecondary)

ISchedule II, ,, s: Counties .

, 0, ..

Schedule IV \ Youth in Poverty
.

1,.
e s

1
o

s

Projects in these schedules are ranked in three grobps, A, Bf:and

C on the basis of a "need" *tors,
4

For secondary projects, Schedule If the need factor is

4

,

1



AV-
1

''Needy StudentiHigh School ADM

Needy students are counted on thebass of data from the hot lunch

program: Group A'includes.the 56 most needy districts, Group B

the. next 21 and Troup the remaining 7.

I Schedule II; Community'Colleges-(-Postsecondary), the need

factor is

AV .-

.Full,Time Equivalent Students

1

% Needy Families

Needy families,prvsumably,is a count of families below poverty

,

level in the county. The five neediest community colleges comprise Group.

A, the next two neediest comprise Group B, and the remaining two, Group C.

Schedule III, Counties, i.s,basically similar to Schedule II.

Group A includes eight `counties, B has four, and C has two.

Schedule IV, Youth in_Poverty uses, a need factor of the

.county's percent of total persons aged 16 - 21 in state.in 1978.

Ntne counties are in,,Group A, three in B, and two Th C.

Regrdless 'of schedule, sixty -five percent of available

.money is assigned to Group-A, twenty-five percent to Group B, and

.ten 'percent to Group C. That is, Group A of Schedule. I is eligible

for 65 percent of the total of funds allocated to Schedule I pro-

jects, and Group A of Schedule II is likewise eligible for 65'

,percent of Schedule II money, etc.

Stage 3 of funds distribution applies administrative discretion.

The annual state plan, states: "the funding officer W:1 1

determine, according to tile 'above procedure, the final distribution

-83- 95
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,e

'of-lunds. to these approved projects (LEiis)- " (Arizona Annual Plan

FY ,1980,. p: 76).

COMMENTS ON THE ARIZtNA PROCEDURE:

IIt is not clear how' the al locati on' of funds to Sc edules

I, II, III, and IV ,is made, that is, how much federal Money is put on

projects in high schools relative to, projects administered by community

colleges and other eligible recipients. Generally..., the procedures for

allocating funds are not well specified: They *ear arbitrary and subject

to considerable discretion on ,tbe,part of administrators and evaluators.

a

t",

o.

4

r

e
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1. DATA SELECTED:

Secondary Institutions:

Level of Need:

ADA, AFDC, CHAOA, HE, LESA, VADA

Ability to Disk Revenue:

r.

CALIFORNIA-

AV

ComminitpCblleges:

Level of Need:.

ADA, CHE, DVE, LIF, VADA, U

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per AD A.

O

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

a. Secondary'Level EligSble Recipients:

For each secondary eligible recipient (district) d, the folloWing

scores are determined;

ADA
d

=
ADAd

State total secondary ADA

I

*
AFDC

d
=

AFDC
d

State total AFDC

AV* =
State Average (AV/ADA)

a

1

AV
d
/ADA

d ,

( .22.. State -Average(AV/ADA))

all secondary AVi/ADAi f

districts i(including d)

.97
0.



4
he

100

a

a

'4 ,

= ADA
d

AV
d

where

1

(
ADA.

all tecondiry
z , i

)
distritti i AV.

(including d)
.

4

n = nUmber of secondary, districts

CHADA
d

=
CHADA

d"

d*

Total State Secondary CHADA

HE
d

Total State Secondary HE

ri

1'

LESA*
LESAd

Total StateLESA

VADA* = VADAd

Total State Secondary VADA

Community Colleges:

AV
* State Average AV/ADA

4.,

c

' AV /ADA
c c

(E . State Average (AV/ADA)

all coummunity colleges ,AV./ADA -
',1 (including c)

J i

1

c
ADAJ

J

al ommunity colleges

j (including c) AVj

-862.9 8

ct.
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CHE
c

O

.

where m g number of community colleges instate

DIE
c

State total community college CHE

',.

DVE* v.
DyEc t

c State total community college bVE

I
* L1F

cLIFE
State total'icommUhlty college-L1F

4

Uc C'

State total community college area U

V
VADA

c

ADA
c

State total community college VADA

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES *INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

g; \Allocations to Secondary Level Eligible Recipients

\ A separate formula, is used for each .of 5 funding categories.

7

1. Regular Program Funds Distribution

!
For eacK,e1i6ible recipient' *d find Wd.

Regular'Program

W
d

fUnds available ADAd

for\secondary use

\\
+. ,21 16.14,; LESA VADAd

,

+ .25 AFDC*

99



If W
d
< $6,000, then the allotatioh of regular

program funds to eligible-recipient d (ALrp,d) is $0.

:3 t
*If Wd e$6,000, then.ALrm=Wd.

AL
rp,d

for FY79 is notto'exceed.130% of the valde

of AL
rp,d

for FY78.

2.. Disadvantaged Set-Aside Distribution
,, 1-...t

For each eligibli recipient d find Xd.

Disadvant4 Set-aside
.

Xd = funds available for '' x .30 AFDC*
.d d

+ . 6 AV*

secondary use . .

*it

+ .20 LESAti + .24 VADq1 QP

If Xd < $3,000, then-the allocation of,djsadvantaged,

set-aside funds to eligible recipient d (ALds,d). is $0.

If Xd ?. $3,000, then.,ALdsj Xd.

3. Special Disadvantaged Funds Distribution

o

For each elfgible'recipient d fund Zd.

Special Disadvantaged

Z d .

(:

. funds availablefor
T , secondary use -

+ .20 LESAti + .24 VADAII

x {.30 AFDC* + .26 AV*

k

r If Z
d
< $3,000, then AL

sd-,d
(sd = special disadVantage0

is $0.

rf zdz $3,000,$3,000then ALsd,d = Zd.

r _

-88- =al



AP

4.
Handicapped Funds Distribution

For each eligible recipient ch, find A
d'

Handicapped Funds

A
d

= available or x .25 AFDC* + .21 AV*.

secondary use
d d

5.

+ .17 HE + .20 LESA* + .17 VADA*

AC

Consumer and Homemaking Funds Dtstetbution

For each eligible recipient d, find Bd.

(

Consumer and Home- * *

Bd = making funds avail- x ..25 ADAd + .25,.AFDCd

able for secondary..use

+ .21 AV*
d

+ .20 LESA* + .17 CHADA*
d d

,
.

< $1,000, then.ACch,d '(ch = consumer and

is $0..

a $1,000, then ALctie,d = Bd.

If
d

homemaking)

If4Bd

ALch
d

for FY79 is not to'exceed 130% of the 'AL
ch,d

figure fOr FY78.

b, Alloc&tions to Community Colleges

A separate formul& is used for each of 5 funding categories.

1 .
Regular-Program Funds Distribution

.

4

For each community college c,

r Regular Program Funds

AL = .= available for x .23 AV* + .50 LIF*

r ,c
c

Community colleges,-
')

.05 U* + .22 'VADA*
-.c

-89-
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I

2. Disadvantaged Set-Aside Distribution

For.each community college

Disadvantaged set=aside

A funds available for
s,c community colleges

C 3, Special

+ s.22, DV, + .50 LIF

[.23 AV*

+ .05 U*]

Disadvantaged Funds'Distribution

For each community college c,

AL
sd,c

Special.Diiadvantaged.:
funds available for
community colleges

+ .50 + .05 e]

OR $11,000,, whichever is greater.

A
4. ,Handicapped 'Funds Distribution

For each community college c,

. Handicapped Funds )
AL

h,d
= available for

community colleges'

+. .05 U* + .22 VADA*
c

.x [.-23 AV*
c

s+ .22 DVE*

[23 AV* + .50 LIF*

5. Consumer.and Homemaking Fund's Distribution

For each community college

Consumer and Homemaking

= .funds available for
community colleges 1

AL
ch,c

[23"-AV*
.c.

]+ .088 OVE: + .50 LIF: .+ .05 U:

-90.
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-COMMENTS ON THE CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE

/-

tic

Step 1: No Malleable Data Used.

Step 2: Continuous Methods Used. .

Step 3:1)WPM Used. Use of the following scores may cause inequities --

in the distribution of funds since they do not limit themselves'

to reflecting -the number of vocational students served, but

count general -educationstudents'as well:

ADAi, AFDC *, HE *, LESA ; ;

ii) Use of the following scores may cause inequities,since'they

are based not just upon tt\e characteristics of the 'vocational

student body, but 'ather upon the'population as a whole: .

*
'U., LIF

*
;

iii) Use of the following score may cause iriequities'since it does

not reflect the number of students served by an eligible

7.:S,

recipient:

AV*

iv) Aside from AV , no score Was adjusted for differences in ability

to pay.

v) Although very precisefweights are employed, the plan does not

explain how these weights were determined:
..

-91-
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COLORAD6

.
<

. 1. DATA SELECTED:
,

1
.

- First, for ea6 eligibleNvcipient it is determined whether it
..,

,

,

. serves:
._

, 4*

a)% an economically disadvantaged area and/or\
4

b). an area with a "high" rate of unemployment

(high unemployment is not defiried)

Secondary Institutions:

Level of Need: \\

LIF, F, DR, RYU, AE

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per Attendance Entitlement

Postsecondary and Adult Progrms at State Supported Institutions:

teitel of Need:

FTE, DE, HE, RYI.r, DR, PC

Postsecondary and Adult Programs at District Junior Collieolea:

-Level of Need:

FTE, DE, HE, RYU,'DR

AbilitY to Raise Revenue:

AV per FTE

TRANSFORMATION OF DATA I.4TO POINT SCORES:

Secondary Institutions: . e.

Each eligible'recipient d is assigned point'scores according to

the followijig tables (see next page))

*It

't

-92-
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Q boa

.0

AV d/AEd

State Average (AV/AE) Relative Financial Ability Pointsd '

..25 <,.62
-1

2

1.01'$ 1.4b
3

1.41. - 1.78
. .4

1.79 and above ,
5

LIFd/Fc1/4 . -
Low Income ramily PpintsA

.02 - .059

- u

,

.96 - .099
4

.10 -.149
. 3

.15 - .199
.

.20 and ,above
1

, 3

4

Total Points
d

= Relative Financial Ability Point`sd + Lpw In-come

Family Po,intsd"

Postsecondary and Adult Programs:

Each State Supported Institution.is assigned pointsaccording to

the following tables:

)

PCs
/mss

-Relative Cost Points

$1000 -'1500

$1501 - 2000

$2000 - 3000

$3000 and above
'C.

-93-
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DE + HE
s

Es

Disadvantaged and Handicapped Points
s

,:.30 - 1.0 ri 1

.16- .29 2'

.06.- .15. 3

0 - .05 4.

Total Points
s
= Relative Cost Points

s-
+ Disadvantaged

and Handicapped Pointss'

Each District Coliege c is assigned point scores according to

the following tables:

AVc/FTE'c

Relative Financial Ability 'Pointsc

0 - $100,000

$100,001 - $300,000
. 2

$300,001 - $400,000 -3

$400,001 and above 4

DE
c
+ HE

c

FTE
c .

Disadvantaged and Handicapped Pointsc

.30 - 1.0 1

.16 - .29 2
..

..06 - .15 3

0 - .05 4

Total Points
c
.= Relative Financial Ability Points

c
+ Disadvantaged

and Handicapped Pointsc

-94-
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-
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3. TRANSFORMATION' OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Step 1. -Detqhine value of reimbursement rate, r,''for each.
.

-eligible recipient. '
/

'e'

Secondary Institutions:
N.-

For each eligible recipient t d, r is .read from the following .

. .

f 6 0 ..

table: =
.

e ,

5

. I.
Total Pointsd rd

,

.141.

0

,

6 t

,p,

0

106'

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

.

'

34

36

38

40

42

44
46

48
50-

4:

0

Postsecondary and Adult Prolrams:,

For each eligible recipient s:(State Supported Institution)

or c (District Community College) ,`=r, is read from the following

a 4*

table:

4 a
Totij Pointss' c' .r

s or c
.

1' 2 58 4

, 55

4. 52

5 49

6 ,46

7 '43

,
8 40

.
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r . : .
.

..
'Step 2.

f
For each eligible recipient x is a secondary

. .

4

a

0

0

eligible recipient, d, a state supported institution, s,

or a district jun ior, ,college, c, reimburserrient rates' are

assianed as follows:

If Ylix >'average YU set yux 1, otherwise yux = 0
%. .

4

If DRx > average DR% set dr
x

1, otherwise dr
x'

=, 0

If x is' economically depressed, set ed, = 30, otherwise set
x

. edx = 0

If x had a "high" rate of. unemployment, set hue. .= 30, otherwise

set hu
x
= 0

If any of the to,' lowing iypes of programs are for the 'purpose of

meeting new and emerging. manpower needs,, then the value of RR fOr

that program is increased by 10 abOve the amount determined

beloW:

Work Study Programs:-

RR.
ws,x

= rx + lOyux + 20dr. + ed
x

+ hux

I " \
(WS = work, s tu dy )

, Handicapped and Disadvantaged Programs:

RR
hd,x

= rx * 25 + ed + hux

'Cooperative Programs:

RR
co,X

rx + 8yux + 20dr °,+ edx + hux

Special Disadvantaged ProgramS:

RR
sd,x

= r
x

40yu
x
+ 60dr

x
+ ed + hux

N

Displaced 'Homemaker Programs:

RRdh1x
= Tx + 60 +

x
+ hu

x



1

7

Support Services for Women:

RR
sw,x

= r
x
+ 60.+ ed + hu

x

Other Programs:

RR
o,x

= r
x
+ ed

x
.+ hu

x

If the total federal funds are not sufficient to reimburse eliagibld

recipients at these rates, then the rates are decreased propor- .

tionately until-reimbursing at the new'rafes exhausts the

available federal funds.

COMMENTS ON THE COLORADO PROCEDURE ,

Step l:i)No criterion is given defining ail economically depressed

area. Determinatlion of whettm4an area is economically
,

depressed could be made subjectively as far as we'know.

ii) No criterion is givenTdefining "high" unemployment. Deter-

mination of whether an area has a high rate of unemployment

could be made subjectively as far as we know.

iii)The value.'of the variable PC (program cost) might be sub-

jectively determined. The.cNiteria for determining why

one institution's cost per student should be allowed to be

higher than that of another institution are not given.
114

iv) All other data are Non-Maly eable.

Ow

Step 2: The Non-Procedural Point Scale Method,a Non-Continuous Method, is

used.
Step 3:i)It is not clear whether Colorado performs Step C exactly .as,

shown do this'report because the description of the pro-

cedure given in-the Colorado. Annual and Five Year Plan '78,- '82

and a clarification of this description by one Colorado

109
-97-



official are in conflict with-an explanation given to us by

another Colorado official. The point of conflict is whether

. °

the reimbursement rates-RR are the precise reimbursement rates

used or whether they are the maximum rates that could be used.
i

For example, in the case of°a work-study program, it is not clear

whether eligible recipient x will be reimbursed it a rate exactly

equal to RRs,x or at a rate thatAs greater than or equal to rx
A

but less than or equal to RRws,x

If it is true that the values of RR only represent maximum

rates of, reimbursement at which eligible recipients could be but

are not necessarily funded, then this leaves unspecified the manner

'in which,aneltgible 'recipient's rates of reimbursement are deter-

mined. This suggests that the reimbursement rates are subjectively

chosenlfrom some objectively'determined range of acceptableates.

In addition, there are the problems associated with the .fact that

the procedure for determining the values of RR is conceptlially

equivalent to the Tabular Method.

ii) Use of the following dat4iMay cause inequities, because

they reflect not only the number of vocational students,served, but

also the number of general education students served:FTE,,DE, HE.

iii) Use of th'e 'following data may cause'inequities in the d4-

tribution of funds, because they reflect the characteristics of the

population as a whole rather than the characteristics of the persons

who actually receive vocational education: LIF, F, DR, RYU.



Use of the flowing data may cause inequities since. they reflect

not just the number of vocational students served, but also the number

Of general education students served as well.:

FTE; DE, HE

. Use of the.following.data rimy Cause inequities in the distribution

of funds since they reflect the characteristics of he population as a

whole rather tha just the characteristics of the persons who actually

receive vocational edb ion;

LIF F DR RYU f .

Cle

O

ab.

0
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CONNECTICUT

1. DATA SELECTED:

LEAS:

Level of,Need

ADM, POP., tAFDC, LIF, UR (POP is based on 1970 Census.,

Ability.to Raise Revenue

AV, POP , MFI (MFI is based on 1970 Census)

(note: In Connecticut AV.is.called Equalized Net Grand List),

Local Effort

LEE, AV

1

Postsecondary Institutions:

Ability to Pay

SFE, FIE

Level of Need

CIF, UR

c.

2. TRANSFORMATION (F DATA nTO POINT SCORES:

LEAs:

For each LEA Q, Cticuilate the following scores:

Size Score ad.usted for Ability to Pay and Tax Effort

Step 1. Rind the ability to pay factor AP for each LEA.

AV MFI9

APQ = P 2 X State MFI

(Note that to pay is determined in terms of both property.

value and income)



I

Step 2. Find the highe observed value of AP and call it'

.AP
w

(w = wealthiest

Step 3.

X2 (ADMQ+, PQ + -CAFDC2 ) -x ( APx - APQ ) x

N..

0
LEE

Unadjusted size ,ability to pay tax effdrt

factor adjustment adjustment

factor - 4actor

Step 4. -Adjusted Size Score

3

2 2: x
all LEAs

Low Income Score

LIF:k =
LIF2

2
State LIE'

Unemployment Score

4".

UR
*

=
UR

UR.

all LEAs

3

Postsecondary Institutions: ,

For each 'postsecondary institution C (for college), calculate the

following scores:

State Funding Expenditures Score

* V
c

SFE
c

. =

all postiec.
institutions

,

where V
c

= SFE
c

113
FTE

101



4

Low Income Score

f
*. LIF

LDF
c

State LIF

2:

Unemployment Score

UR
c

UR =

URA

211 postec.
institutions

3., TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

LEAs:

Federal funds

AL
M,2

= available for X. (:50 SR +-AQ LIF.--+ 410 URR)

LEAs

Postsecondary Institutions:
. .

Federal funds

AL = available for
m,c

Postsecondary
Institutions

COMMENTS ON CONNECTICUT'S PROCEDURE:

,Step 1: Nd Malleable Data Used.

41 *

(.34 SFEC ,±.33 LIFt .33 11Pc )

I.

V

The, use of 1970 census data on population and incomes may be
6 4

inappropriate if there have been significant deMographic

changes since 1970.

Step 2: All methods are Continuoat..

Step 3;__The Weiohted Points Method fs used.

i) The use of the following scores may lead id antilgeguitIlle distribution. -

of funds because they are based not just upon'the characteristics of the

_102.114



I
vocational student body', 1341kt rather upon,the,population as 'a

* * *
-S , LIF UR

,

An additinnal.broblem arises because this score 'is

based on the.une4loyment rate rather than the number of unemployed

persons. As -it_stands, this formula Will Vve'the'same number of dollars ,.

N
-to two eligible recipients with the same unemployment rate even if one. ,

of them is larger than the other,' thereby 'having more unemployed persbps

* a

(assuming that the other factors Sg and LIFg are held constant). The'
.

likely effec' will be to arbitrarily give more dollars per student to

small communities than to large cbmmunities._

iii). In the Postsecondary Formula, ability to piy is defined 'in terms of

4 *the number of State dollars en institution receives,(as reflected by SFE ).
. .

The greater th4 allocation of-State funds, the greater the allocation of

federal funds willbe. The appropriateness of this will depend on the

fairness of the distribution of State funds. If in the distributjon of

State funds some institutions are unfairly favored over others, then these

favored institutions will also be at an unfair advantage in the distribution

of federal funds.. If Conr cticut uses a formula for,ditrAbutiq-th'e

State funds, 1, should be shown in the State Plan since.thrat fornuls, if

it exists, determines.FE* whfch in turn determines tha allocation of

federal funds.,

/Iv) Connecticut determines ability to pay on the basis Of property wealth
. .

and income. As previously discussed,.this_method is more desireable'than

determining abiti'ty to pay, as most States do, solely on the' basis of'/

property wealth. However, this method of adjusting for ability to pay

will still lead to arbitrary differences in the net financial positions,

of eligible recipients.

O
-103- 115
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DELAWARE

DATA SELECTED:

Secondary Schools:

Level of Need

1 VPM
C

Ability to Raise Revenue

AV, P-

Other Eligible Recipients

Needs of Individuals

E

I9

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

Secondary I'diools:

v

Vocatiopal Pupil-Minute Score adjusted for Ability to Pay,

State Total AV
State Total Secondary P*_ VPMd

VPM
d

State VPM

Other Eligible Recipients:\,

Enrollment Score

** E
c

c

x

AVd

P
d

Statd E for all "other

eligible cipients"

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Secondary Schools:

4

.ALm,d Funds Available for
Secondary Schools

-104-116
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Other Eligible Recipients

m,c

-

AL funds Available for Other Eligible Recipients x Ec

a

COMMENTS ON THE DELAWARE PROCEDURE:

Step 1: i) No Malleable Data Used.-44 No information is collected to
. ,

determine which institutions serve relatively many students whoimpose

excess coSts. iii) VPM is probably and ideal measur a f the size of the student

population served since it counts only students an vocational' courses and

1
weights them according to, the amount of time they spend in those courses.

Step'2:' Continuous Methods are 'used.

Step 3: i)The Oeighted Points Methf is used. .Inthe Secondary School

formula, the Vocational Pupil-Minute Scoile is adjusted fOr ability to pay

using the method discussed and shown to be inequiable on p. 28 of Section

II._

fi) In the formula for other eligible recipients, funds are distributed .

A.
strictly on the basis of enrollment. Each eligible recipient receives the

same number of dollars per full time student. This is clearly in violation

of the legislation which says that funds'are not to be distributed on a per

capita basis.
14),

iii) On page 55 of the Administrative Provisions 1978-79 section of Delaware's

State Plap for Vocational Education in ComtilTance with"Federal Regulations

(Document 95-01/78/07/12), the state seems to be suggetting that the propor-
.

. ,

tion of,students that impose excess costs does not vary significantly among

other eligible recipients and that therefore itcis not necessary to consider

- this factor in distributing funds among them. At four institutions, 27% of

the students impose excess costs, at three institutions tie figure is 24%,

1.17



and at oneit is 20%,:and at the remaining one no student-impOses excess

costs. We are not convinced that.this level of variation is. insignificant.

Additionally,, these data'do not account for the fact that the level of excess

costs imposed will vary among types of students. This formula may then be

Unfair,to the institutions at which a high percentage (27%) of ttie students

impose excess costs or any institution which has higher concentrations of

*students who impose higher excess costs.

. ,iv) The use of. enrollment data which counts general education as well as

,vocational education enrollment may cause inequities in the distribution

9

a

of vocational education funds, unless the ratio of vocational enrollments

to general enrollments is constant act recipients.

1,0
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1. DATA SELECTED:

Level of Need,

FLORIDA p

LI F , UR, POP (ages 14 -65), LESA, P, AD, DO, UY

Abi 1 i ty- to Raise Revenue

AV per number of families

Non-Classifiable Data

LFG
0C

2 TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT. SCORES :

*
Ability to Pay Score - AP

AV
d

AP* =
1 (1 owest Fd

highest AV

Low Income Family Score - L I F

* LIFd

LIFd
hi ghest

Unemployment Rate Score - UR

*
URA =

UR
d

" ,highest, UR

Labor ForciGrowth Rate - LFG

FG* =
LFGd

highest LFG
A

119
-107-
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Population Score - POP

* POP
d

POP
d State-POP

Limited English-Speaking Ability Score - LESA

* LESA,4

LESA
d

u
State LESA

*
Handicapped Pupils Score HP

HPd = Pd x .085

Handicapped.Adults Score HA*

HA
d
= AD

d
x .065

*

(Note that the handicapped scores are determined on the basis of

an estimated proportion of the population that is believed to

be handicapped.)

*
Dropout Score - DO

*
DO

d
DO

d Highest DO

*
Unemployed Youth Score.- UY

* UY,4

UY

UYd

d, Highest UY

3. TRANSFORMATIONOF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Basic Formula

Basic
V
d

AL '- =
b,d Funds x REV

* . a * * _* *

'where V
d

(2AP
d
+ LIF

d
+LUR

d
+ LFG ) POP

d
,

d .

120
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Disadvantaged Formula

AL = Disadvantaged [.9366 + .0634 LESA*]
dis,d Funds IV

Handicapped Formula

Handicapped Wd
AL

h,d
x
EAFunds

d

*
+ HA

d

*

+
HS

dwhere W

V

d HighestV * *
Highest (HS 44-1A )

Work-Study Formula

X
d

AL
ws,d

= Work-Study Funds x

i

V
d-

whwhere X

,* *

d Highest V
+ DO

d
+ UY

Consumer and Homemaking Formula

it
.x

Consumer and Homemaking!
Y
d

AL
ch,d Funds FAY

* * *

where Yd = (AP
d

LIF
d

+ UR
d
) POP

d

Special Disadvantaged Procedure

To find'allocation to-county:

Step One: Find P
d

Pd =
V
d 4. DO

d

*

Highest V

Step Two: If Pd< .0982, allocation to countyd =.0. End of Procedure.

If Pd .9982, continue to Step Three. -

409121.
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Step. T ree: Pi nd QA

O

Qd
Highest V

Step Four: If Q4 < . 1011 , allocation to,.county d = 0. End of Procedure.

If Qd .1011, continue to Step Five.

Step Five: Allocation to County d = Funds
Rd

Available
x
ER

where Rd = Pd. + Qd if Pd .0982 and 'Qd ?..1011.
4

R. = ,0 otherwise.

Allocation to Community Colleges

Eich,county is required to turn Over a portion of the fede'ral

funds it re ;eived under the Basic Grant, Disadvantaged, Handicapped,

and Work-Study sformulii to the community college which sehves its

population. Suppose county d, along with zeros qri, or more other

counties mice up;community college area u which is served by community

college u. Then ProportiOn of County d's federal,:money that must be

turned over to community college u =

SFTEd

' SFTEd

ix*

SFTE
(CFTEu) + SFTE

d
u r ,

where SFTE1 = Secondary School FTE of community college area'i

or county i, whichever. is appropriate

CFTEi = Communi ty College FTE of" community college i.
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COMMENTS ON THE FLORIDA PROCEDURE:

Step 1: No Malleable Data Used.

Step 2: Continuous methods used.

r

Step 3: WPM used. i) A discrepancy in the Florida State Plan

suggests that the above-described community college procedure is not the

one actually used. Florida officials were. unable to explain the discrepancy.

ii) It seems that counties need not turn over to community colleges any of":

the funds received under the Special Disadvantaged Formula. ti-i) It is

not clear whether counties are permitted to keep for secondarysChool

'purposes 100% of. the funds distributed by the consumer-And homemeking formula

or whether some of this money must be turned over to community colleges.



GEORGIA

1. DATA SELECTED:

LEAsi

Level of Need
LIF

Abil% to Raise Revenue
AV

Other Eligible Recipients:

Level of Need
LIF, H, LESA

2. TRANSFORMATION-OFDA A INTO POINT SCORES:

LEAs:

6

Assessed Value,

AV
* State Total AV - AV

d

d 2: (State Total AV - AVi)

all LE%

where n = number of LEAs in State

The,denominator n-1 is used in order to make ZAV = 1

Low Income

*
LIF

d
=

LIFd

State Total LIF

Other Eligible Recipients:

Low Income

*
LIF

c
=

LIF
c

5=tate total LIF

-112-
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Handicapped

H
*

= He
c

LESA

State Total H

LESA
c

=
LESA

c

State TotaAl L2SA

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

LEAs:

ALm,d = 'Total Federal Funds for LEAs x (.5 AV
d

+ .5 LIF
d

)

Other Eligie Recipients:

I.

AL = Total Federal Funds for. *
m'' Th

*
Other Eligible Recipients" x (1/3 LIFO + 1/3 He + 1/3LESA

c

COMMENTS ON 6EORGIA's PROCEDURE:

Step 1: No, Malleable Data used.

Step 2: Only Continpus Methods used.

The, method'used to determine AV* is unique.

Step 3: Weiahted Points Method.

i) The score AV* does not reflect an eligible recipient's number of students;

Use of this score works to the disadvantage, of relatively large eligible

recipients.

.116,

ii) UTF. of the following scores may-cause inequities in the distribution of

funds since they reflect the characteristics of the population.as a whole

rather thari just the characteristics ofd the persons who actually receive

vocational education: * *
LIE, H

*
, 1ESA

-5
113
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HAWAII .

Hawaii is unique among th4.50 states in that it has 'a single,

centralized school system. There are no local school districts and no
, .

"local boards legally empowered to receive federal vocational funds. The

Closest analogy to mainland practice is to consider that in educational

.,.
matters the state of Hawaii functio as a large city school district.

The schools within a city have no lo 1 taxing, powers; neither"do the
.i

schools of Hawaii. The central state administration of Hawaii deter-

itnes allocations of state and federal money to the schools. Thus, in

the conventional sense, there are no formulas waii to distribute

the state's share of federal vocational appropriations to school districts.

126
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IDAHO

1. DATA S ECTED:

Secondary

AV , ADA, CAFDC, delinquent children, foster children,

program evaluation ('see below), excess cost by occupational

program (see below),, extended elloyinent 'factor (see below).

Postsecondary

Same as for Secondary, less AV (postsecondary institutions

have no local taxing powers).

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

Secondary

a) Ability to Raise Revenue:

Points are determined as follows:

AV/ADA Points

Lowest 20 percent 40

Low Middle 20.percent 35

Middle 20 percent 30

High Middle 20 percent * 25

Highest 20 percent 20

b) Low Income Factor:

From data in the LEAs Title I report, showing the count of

students from low income families, AFDC children, delinquent chil-

dren, and foster home children, the percentage of such children

in total school enrollment of the district is taken. These per-
,

centages are converted to points as follows:

ON,

Percent of Disadyantaged

Children Points

.0"

0.
.03

w. 20
21

-115-
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Percentage of Disadvanta6ed
Children Points

iY

.05 22

.06 23

.07 24

.08 25

.09. . 26

.10 27

.11 0 28

..12 29

.13 30

.14 31

.15 - :16 32

, 33
. .

.19 1 .21 34

.22 .23. 35

.24 - .26 36

.28

,30 - .33

, 37

38

.38 - .43 39

.46 - .57 40

c) Evaluation:

.
State vocational education tdmtetration in Idaho con-

ducts an annual evaluation of programs by schools. Matters dealt

with include administration, facilities, equipment, curriculum,

instruction) materials, selectibn/enrollment/platement of students, °

professional development of staff, and employer satisfaction with

grAduates.of training programs. Highest evaluations receives 20_

points.and lowest:10. Internalintervals are presumed to be pro-

d), Excess Cost Factor:'"

Points are,aw9ed for "excess costs," i.e., differentials

in average program costs by major program category,. in accordance

with the following scale:

. Distributive Education
. Health 28

-116-



Industrial Arts
.4

Office Occupations 10

Home Economics 12
A Agriculture 18

Trade and Industry. 20

1
IP

e) Extended Erhgloginent'Factor: L
o

Points' re awarded in relatfon,to the individual teacher's
!I

employment in vocational educatio* beyond the regular school ern-
_

p

ployment date).' The scale is as follows:

Ile

Extended Employment Points

. 1 week 2'

1 month 7

2 months 14
3 months 2

3.- TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

I
The following is the set of.maximum points:

Criterion Maximum Points
4

a) Relative local financial ability 40
b) Low income factor 40

c) Evaluation factor 20

d) Excess cost factor '.20
e) Extended employment factor 20

Total 140

1

For secondary level programs, points are translated into reimburse-

ment rates by the following fOrmulas:-

RR = total paints from factors for each program x; total'contact-
-

hours of the program x state factor

129
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R

where

.
Total money available for secondary programs

state factor = Total points statewide from factors x contact hours

For the postsecondary programs, reimbursement rates are computed

in essentially the same fashion, except that no account is taken of °

A.
relative local financial ability. Postsecondary programs are funded

fully from state and federal revenues.

The Idaho plan indicates that extra federal reimbursement may be

provided foi. new programs to help local institutions meet start-up costs.

On the other hand, the emphasis on contact Ours in the formula restricts''
AR6

dollars available for small programs and many pew programs may be small.,

COMMENTS ON THE IDAHO PeCEDURE:

Step 1: Inclus'ion of an evaluation factor introduces Malleable Data.

.Step 2: Idaho employs the Non-Procedural Point Scale, a non-continuous

method,

Step 3: Reimbursement Rate Used.

I

.`

'411111146111)
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ILLINOIS

.DATA SELECTED:

Ltvel of Need

For each eligible recipient collect thO.following data:

FTE

For each public school (regular find:

Nuthber of Title I, ESEA el gibles living witHin.district.

For each community college find:

a). Number of,Title I, ESEA eligibles enrolled in high schools within

community college district.

b), Total enrollmentt of high schools within community college district.

Foi. each area secondary vocational center find:

a). Number of. Title I, ESEA eligibles enrolled in participating

high schools.

b). FTE enrollment of participating high schools.

FPI- each vocational course collect the following data:

E, HE, DE, PC

Find out if:

1). the course 4s cooperatively rug by' two or more eligible

recipients.

2). the course is being offered for the fist time by the

'institution in question.

Select "level" that applies to the course:

Level 1: Occupational training courses

Level 2: Occupational related courses

Level 3: Occupational orientation courses

Level A: Occupational information courses

-11431



For each Ad

i
It course find:

Numbe f Student-Teacher contact.hours.

Fdr each secondary course find:

Number c4 Ca'rnegie Units earned by each student. ;-

-0-

, .

For each postsecondary course fiid:

Number of Semester or Quarter hours of credit earned by each student.

Ability to Raise Revenue

For each eligible recipient find:

AV/FTE.

Quality of Program

For each vocitiolkourse, find the "labor market need" for the skills

A

taught.

fl

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

Basic-Funding Rate Score (BFR*)

Assign to each vocational coursea "Priority" rating of A, B, C, or D

on the basis of the "labor market need" for the skill it.teaches and its

program cost PC. A is the highest priority rating)nd D is the lowes*0.'

priority rating.
*

Then for each vocational course VC, read the value of BFRvc from the

following table on the basis of its Level anorPflority'and the type of

institution that offers it.

o

(continued on next page...)

132
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BFR* Table 1

Leve and
Prior t

Elementary

(Stt4dentsi

SeCondaisy 'Postsecondary (Csedit)

(Carnegie Units) Sem.Hr. Qtrfr.
Adult

(Class Hr.)

lA N/A -.$50.00 $7.50 $5.00: $0.30
1B N/A 30.00 4.50 3.00 0.18
1C -- 15.00: 2.25 1.50 0.09-Ni
10

1

N/A
N/A \

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N/A

2 N/A 0.00 0.00 0,00 N/A

3 N/A 10.00 1.50 1,00 0.06

4 $0.75 N/A N/A N/A N/46

(1Correspondemte, Thomas Wittmuss, Statistician, AVTE Operations Unit,
State Board of Education, Illinois,Office of Edu.cation, July .16, 1979.)

Student Unit Scores ,(TSU*, OSU*, HSU *,)

,14

For.ach vocational course, find its unit factor.

For-an adult course, unit factor number of student-teather .

contact hours.

. .

For a secondary course, .unit factor = number of Carnegie Units_

earned by each student.
.

For a post,secondev.course,.unit factor = number of semester or

quartet: hours of credit earned by each student.

or an elementary-level course, unit factor = 1.

Total Student Unit Store (TSU*)

* 4

TSU = E x unit factor
vc vc

-121-133
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\ 1.

Disadvantaged Student Unit Score (DSU*)

O

DSU . DE x unit fact
vc vc

factor
vc.

, .

Handicapped Student Unit Score (HSU*)

41
, ,.

HSU
*

= HE x-unit factor
. , .

- vc vc vc

1
Ability to Pay Score (AP *)

1 ,

For eactrvocational course vc, find AV/FTE for the entire di4,4ct

of the eligible,recipient that offers the: course (FTE is measured fOr

the entire district rather than just for the course in question). The

,.value of AP* for the course is then read from the far right column of

3

the following table 'on the basis of the type of diitrict offering the

course and its value of AV /FTE.

Range of Assessed Valuation Per Student

Elem. Districts H.S. Districts UnitDistrtcts,

14,000 and less 35,00-and less 10,000..and. less

14,001'->i1,000 35,001 - 53,Q00 10,001-- 16,000

21,001.- 28,000 53,001 - 70,000 15,001'- 20,000

28,001 - 35,000 70,001 - 88,000 20,001'- 25,000

35,001 - 42,000 88,001 -l06,00o 25,001 - 30,000

42,001 - 49,000 106,001 -123,000 - 30;001-- 35,000

49,001 - 56,000 123,001 -141,000 '35,001 40,000.

56,001 - 63,000***141,001 -.158,000 40,001'.- 45,000

63,001 - 70;000 158,001 - 126,000 45,001 - 50,000

70,001' apd over 176,001 and over 50,001 and over

v.

0 Low Income Score's(LI*)

V1,

OU

Comm.Coll. Dist. Factor

225,000
225,000
260,001
320,001

380,001
440,001

500,001

550,001

6.60;001

and less .8

- 260,000 .7

- 320,000 .6

- 380,000 .5

- 440,000 ..4

- 500,000 .3

- 550,000 .2

- 660,000 .1

and over 6

Fo.each vocational course, find the Low Item Ratio asp

For a Vocational course offered by a lodal school district,

District's number of Title I, ESEA

eligible students
Low Income Ratio,e:., District's FTE
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40

For a vocational course offered by a comthuriity college.,

Number of Title I, ESEA eligibles enrolled in

high schools within community college district

Low Income Ratio FTE of high schools within' community college

district ,

For a vocational course 'offered by an area secondary vocational

center,

Number of Title ESEA eligibles enrolled in -

high schools at participating school districts'
Low Income Ratio FTE of participating high schools

Fora vocational.course offered by a' state agency, a-technical

institute operated by a State university, pr'an institution

with no Title liESEA eligibles

L Income R-atio = .25

Then the low :income score ,(LI*) is read from the following

table:

.Low Income Ratiovc

.80 -`1.00 .5

. 80 - .7999 .4

'.40 .3

. 20 - .3999 .2

0 - .1999 .1

Cooperative Program Score (CP*)
.,

r

If course iscooperative run by two, or moreligible recipi6wts,

*
CP

vc
c 0.3, .(tentative FY 179*value) ;

,13
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Otherwise,

CP
vc

= 0

Initial Program Score .(fP*)

9

If .the cou se is being taught by the eligible recipient for the

first time, 9

Otherwise,

IP
vc

= 0.3

*
IP 0

vc

A

3.' TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

For each vocational course vc, find X,.

X
vc

BSR
*

vc
x [TSU *(l + AP* + LI* + CP* +,IP*)

+ (0.5 x DSUlt) + (0.5 x HSU*)i

EX
=AL

m,vc
X x
vc Total funds available

COMMENTS ON ILLINOIS' PROCEDURE

Step 1: data pertaining'io "labor market need"is malleable. .

Step 2: "No clear explanation of how priority rating is determined.

Step 3: Method is similar'but not identical to the WPM.:

71241*
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INDIANA

1. DATA SELECTED

Secondary

.Level of Need:

a

'Economically Disadvantaged POP, DO., AP
.

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV/ADM

,,tsecondary

Level of Need:

.

4

Economically Disadvantaged POP, AP, ECS

Ability-to Raise Revenue:

I
FTE (voc. ed.), No. of hours Of Voc. ed. instruction

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT WiREi

TABLE I

PRO RAM, SERVICE OR ACTIVITY

1

.4

Postsecondary Institutional Programs ilit
Adull'Programs in Postsecondary Institutions

.
i 1

441..4

1
Adult Programs in Secondary Institutions 104114 140
Continuing Secondary? Programs Isl. IiiW. II

EaEquipment-Secondary tll#A4
Local Travel-Secondary Li rjr146 Lllip

4Projects for Oisadvantaged and Handicapped-sub-
pa/12

1
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PROGRAM, 'SERVICE OWACTIVItY (cont.)

Criteria
Rating

Elements'

_ .
Work-Study .4 titIV I. Id
Special Programs for the Disack antagedsubpart 4 40.4 14711 \ .

New Secondary Programs
tlL44

New Consumer and Homemaking Programs 1.117.11"11 1
Postsecondary Programs by Secondary Institutions 1.1-- 10-714

Each criteria rating element is quartiled and aggregated for each eligible recipient. The aggregate criteria rating is used for dis-

tribution, of Federal funds. See' Distribution of Federal Funds, Appendix F. (pages 132-133) of this Annual Program Plan

'PubliC Law 94-482. Section 106(a)(5)(t)(i) requires that the State will use as an important factor in distributing Federal funds,
the relative financial ability of eligible recipients to provide theresources necessary to meet the need for vocational education

the areas they serve.

Th&Statelirst sets aside an amount of money for each of the 12

/categories listed under "Program, Service or Activity" in Table I above.

Then, for each of these twelve categories for which. it is eligible for
I

funding, each eligible recipient receives a -"Criteria Rating" based On

.he criteria that are X's for the category in questio4. For example, in
t

distributing funds for PostiecondarY Institutioneffrograms% three criteria

rating elements determine.41poiOpsooref!, 1) Economically Disadvantaged

Populaffon by County; 2) Relative Financial Ability to Pay; 3) Relatiye

Number of Higher Cost StudentS.
.

\ "'The number of points that an.eligible-recipient receives,,for a criteria

rating element. For example, applicants for funding for "Adult Programs

1

Secondary Institutions" aN ranked in descending order of the percentages

of their respective populations that are economically disadvantaged. Thoie

in thktop 4uartile (top 250,, which in 1078 consisted of 'those with.dis-

w -126-
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' advantaged rates o 9.1% or more',,are assigned a'four point rating.

Those in the quartile that is third from the bottom, and whose disad-

vantaged rates are between 7.2% and 9.0% inclusive, are assigned-a 3

point rating. Those in the next highest quartile get 2 points and those

in the lowest get 1 point. Then, since there is a "+1" in the box at

the intersection of the "Adult Programs in Secondary Institutions" row

and the "EcowmicallY Disadvantaged Popul ation by County" column of

Table I, one point is added to each of the assigned points ratings.

Four points is raised tofive, three is raised to four, and so on.

According to the plan, a "+1" is shownincertain boxes because it is

necessaryto giVe some factors additional weight as required by the

legislation. As explained at length in our comments below, adding_ones
,

point to the quartile rating does not have the =effect of giving these

factors additibnal weight.

The Criteria Rating foran eligible recipient's application for a_

particular typ4-of program is determined by adding the points it earned
,.

for each criteria rating element. that is k'd on the chart forhat type

of program.Fdr example, if an eligible recipient applying for funding

under the category-"AdultPrograms in.Secondary InititUtions," received

5 points-for its rank based on the criteria rating element "Economically

Disadvantaged Population by County," 4 points from "Unemployment Averages.

by County," 3 points for "Drobour Averages by LEA," and 2 points for

"Relative Fih4ncial Ability to Pay," then is Criteria Rating would be

5 + 4 + 3 +2, = 14%
4

3. TRANSFORMATION OF PONT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

.

Secondary *

Approved Salaries x Criteria Rating =:Approved Points

-127- 139
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Total Funds Budgeted for
Approved Points x Secondary Programs = Reimbursement

Sum of Approved Points
for All Applicants for
Secondary Program Funding

Equipment for Secondary Programs

Approved Ammount x Criteria Rating = Approved Points

Total Funds Budgeted for
Apprbved Points Equipment for Sec. Programs = Reimbursement

Sum of Approved Points for
, All Applicants for Equipment

"r.Seconary Programs,

Local Travel

Actual Approved Miles x $. 1
Percentage Based on

0 x Reimbursement
Criteria Rating

Work-Study. Proorams,

eligible recipients are first listed in descending order of

their Criteria Ratings. Then, starting at the top and moving down

. the list until funds are exhausted, eligible recipients receive 50%

of the cost of their Work-Study programs. The other 50t is supplied

locally.

Postsecondary Programs

FTE x No. of Vocational Instruction HoUrSx
Crite ri a

= Approxed Points
Rating

-k. Total Funds Budgeted for
-,

Postsecondary Programs , ,

Approved Points x = Reimbursement

O

Sum of Approved Points
for All Applicants for
Postsecondary Funding

-128,
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Adult Vocational (Noncredit) Programs ,(AVNP)

Instructional Hours x Credit Rating = Approved Points

TotaLFunds Budgeted

Approved Points x
for AVNP . Reimbursement

Sum of Approved' Points
for All Applicants
rfor AVNP Funding

Disadvantaged and Handicapped Programs

The specification for this formula is the same as that shown

for Work-Study Programs.

COMMENTS ON ON THE INDIANA PROCEDURE

Step 1; No malledble data used.

Step2: Indiana uses a non-continuous Quartile ranking method.

Although the state maintains that adding points to 'scores on some%criteria
\

weighti these criteria more heavily, it can be demonstrated -that: lJ

adding points does not give extra weight to any particular criterion,

and 2.) adding paints actually increases allocations togelfgible recipients

who are already relatively well off. As an illustration of the ,kind of

faulty matheMatics that plagues many states' data transformation procedures,

it is worth examining the reasons-for this seemingly paradoxical outcome.

Suppose that in determining the criteria ratings for institutions

applying for funding for Adult Program in Secondary Institutions, 'instead

of adding one point to the points earned for' each of the three crfteria

:;.,rating elements which has A "I-1" in its box, we added three points to

the points earned for the criteria rating element that does not have a

"+1" in its box, "Dropout AVerages by LEA." By Indiana's theory, this

would decrease the weight given to the three factors with "+14-in the4.

-129- 141
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boxes and increase the weight given to "Dropoit Averages by LEA." In

fact; however, that does not happen. Since the total of points that

determine the Criteria Rating (and, ultimately the actual- allocation

size) remains the same, this change,in the "weights" On have no effect

on the distribution of funds. :.

We may then wish to know what change addibg these extra points ha's

on the overall distribution of funds compared to what the distribution
.4 4.

would be if they were.not\added. Suppose _that for Adult Programs in

Secondary Institutions there .are only two applicants, X and Y, and tat

the following is true;, '

c = cost of programAthat X and Y each wnat for their districts

*x = X's Criteria Rating for this program

x - 3 = X's Crjteria Rating for this program, less the three points

.that:are added for "weighting"

= Y'f'Criteria Rating for this program

y - 3 = Y's Criteria Rating fd'r this program; less the three points

that are added for weighting and
t

j = total funds available to be distributed for these programs.

Then,
44,

ax = X's approved points and

ay = Y's approved points '

ax + ay = total approved points

point
.ax +^ay

(ax)'=.number of dollars 'allocated to X
a- X + ay

If we substi'tu'te k - 3 for x and y - 3 for y, we, find that:

142
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a (x - 3) = numbir f dollars that would have
aCx - 3) + a(y.. 3) been al ocated to X if we did not

add extra pirints for "weighting"

Then-the expression: I
.

.

D = --j-- (ax)
-ax' + ay a( - 3) + A(y - 3)

i(x -.3).

is equal to the increment that accrues to X fromthavialg the extra. 3

"weighting" points added to its criteria rating. This reduces to:
0

'3j (y x)

D =
(x + y)(x + y - 6)

.3 -\

This is true since j is never negative and neither x nor y will ever be

less- than.4. Consequently, when X has fewer criteria points and therefore

..bas less need. than yo X wil) actually get more mane, under Indiana's
., .

curent'fprmula than ityould have ieceiveld'i Iridfana-did-not add exti-a°

0*
_

(.
g.

weighting pants. , This is ,stoney that would ottierwise have gone tb Y,

t . -,,

the needier eligible recipient. (.4 4 10

, ,

° AIL '"'
, ,.t .

, Step 3: The Weighted Pointi Method is, used. -lir 0 ,

...., $.,39
, y ,

. A
,
4; :

", 4,

)

4
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IOWA

1. DATA SELECTED:

Level cif Need;

LIF

Ability to RAise Revenue:

AV per student enrollment

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:.

The process is as follows:

Compute

Xld

Assessed Value fbr distrtrt<1
enrollment:for district d

State total assessed value
State total K-12 enrollment

No. of LoW Income families in d

Population of d

1(2d

No. oflow Income families in state

Population of state

CalCulate the mean and standard deviation for'the valuesof X1

(Up S15), and the mean and standard deviation for the Values of X2(U2, S2).

Z
2d

Xld" Ul-

Si

.X2d- U2

S2,

Rank Score for 4 = 2'1d + 12d

144,
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List eligible recipients in descending order of their rank scores.

The list is divided into quartiles, and those with the highest rank scores

a' t-
are said to be in quartile 1. (It.is not clear whether secondary schools

and merged area schools are both included in the same list in Step 5 for
4 q ,

quartiling or whether a separate list and quartiling is dohe for each type

of school.)
0

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

Each eligible recipient is assigned a percentage rate of reimburse-

ment on the basis of itsi4artile standing for its ,ion- Special Needs programs.

Secondary Schools Merged Area Schools

Quartile 1 21.50% Quartile 1 16:50%

Quartile 2 20.75 Quartile 2 15.75

Quartile 3 19.25 Quartile 3 14.25

Quartile 4 18.50 Quartile 4 13.50

Each'eligible recipient is assigned a base percentage rate of reim-

bursement for its Special Needs programs.,

Quartile 1
Wardle 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4

51.50
50.75

49.25
48.50

0.

Reimbursement rates determined will be increased by 1.0 it the eligible

recipient has a number.of-disadvantaged and handicapped students,that is

above the state average.

In addition, reimbursement rates determined will be increased by

2.0 or less, depending On . . the extent to which mainstreaming occurs

. . . ," for handicapped students:

t



.1

r 4

In addition, reimbursement rates determined abe will be increased

by 2.0 or less depending on the extent to which suppOrt-services are
; V

provided' for disadvantaged and handicapped students:

COMMENTS ON 1HE IOWA PROCEDURE:

Step 1: Ranking employs 'NI malleable data. However,we were

unable to'determine whether objective criteria are used to adjust refill-

bursement rates for mainstreaming and spedial support services.

Step .2: Standardized value, a continuous method, is used.

Step 3: A Tabularliechkis employed.

)

i) The formula distributes Subpart 2 funds only and applies

only to secondary districts. .

ii), Therange of reimbursement rates varies y only 3percent

between the first and fdurth quartiles.

The Plan offers a very vague explanation of specific

procedures and distribution criteria.

NV.

C-

-134-
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KANSAS

1. DATA SELECTED:,

Ali Levels #

Level of Need:

3E LIF, UR _.

: Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV/FTE

Program Quality:

New or Expanding Programs.

2. 'isRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

Level of Need

Two components determine the level of need --

the concentration of low income families (LIF) as Measured by the.

Percent families in poverty, and the percent of unemployment in the

district (UR)44, Each of these elements is ranked separately and

then assigned po/nts (LIF*.and UR*) as follows:-

LIF*:

%-Poverty Scale

lgO

Funding

and MO
Points

Special Program
Funding Points

16.13 and above- 6 5. 3.0

16.12 - 14.29 5 11 4.75 2.0

14.28 - 12.46 - 4 3.80 . 1.0

12.45 - 11.10 3 ,, .1;2.85 0' --

11.091.9.77 2 1.90 -1.0

5.76 .- 8.14' -1 .95 -2.0

8.13 and below 0 0 -3.0

UR*:
120 and 156

Unemployment Scale v" Funding Points

.

.N

4.0-egl, above 5 3.33- - .

3.2"- 3.9 4 2.66

.A47 4

Special Program
Funding Points



UR* (con'te)

%Unemployment Scale

-4 2.3 - 3.1 3

1.5- 2.2 2

1.4 and below

Ability to Raise Revenue

-T20 an*d:150

Funding Points

1.99
- 1.33

.60

-:S-p-e-clal-Program

Funding Points

0

-.:5
-1.0

-The ability to raise revenue of each district is measured by

calculating the assessed valuation per FTE. Kansas prefers to call

ability to raise revenue °local ability." The local ability values

are scaled and assigned funded 'points (AV*) as shown below:

AV*

Local Ability Scale

,

120and 150
Funding Points

Special Program
Funding, Points

5'

14,999 and below
15,000 1 24,999
25,000 - 34,999

35,000- --44;999'
45,000 - 54,999.
55000. - 64,999
65 9

000 - 74,999
75,000 - 84,999
85,000 - 94,999
95,000 and above'

10

9'

8'
7

6

'5
4

3

2 ,

1

--

)C

11.82
10.64
9.46
-8.27-

7.09
5.'91

4.73
3.55
2.36
1.18

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

`

.5

0

-

-1.5
-2.5'
-3.5

a

Special*Pragrams include funds for Cooperative, Handicapped,

advantaged, Special Disadvantaged, Work Study, Guidance and Coun-

seling, and Displaced Homemakers.

Program Quality

This criterion,is-includedonly in the distributiormula for 120

and 150 programs. . A district can receive points both for introducing

new prdgriis and for expanding existing ones. The scale values for each

-) 7

14[8

-i36
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category are totalled, and.then assigned funding points (MN *).

New and/or Expanding

. Programs Criteria

New-Programs:

New Program meeting crittcal

needs, emerging occupations,

manpower demands.
41-

Program new to area/manpower

demand

Expanding Programs:

Seale

3

Program new to area/manpower

demand.
2

Existing prOgram converted

to meet new manpower demand -2

Expansion of existing, program ,1

Ii.

.

New Expanding
Programs S_cale Funding Pts.

1 fo.

5 1.67.

4 1.34

3 1.00

2 .67

1 ..34

0 0

A

-3. TRANSFORMATION OF'POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

120 and 150 Funded Prograins

For each program application "a," each of the above criteria

O

is weighted and adjusted by a factor showing the relationship by

size and funding, points of one particutar program "i",to ell program

applications.

(

These adjusted and
weighted.criteria are then summed sand muT-

tiplied by the total funds available (either 120 or-150) to' deter-

mine the funds allocated to each ''a."

(Gontinued next page)
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Dollars Allocated for-
Program Application a

Regular Program
Funds Available

O

r

*
AVax FTEa

x FTEi)

LIF: x FTEa

x FTEi)

.10
tiqxFTEa

-all i
(UR' x FTe.)

*
+

MU
a

x FTEa
.05

I (MN! x FTE )
all i 1

x
i

'Spec4.41 PrograM/project funding'

' The reimbursement rate a percent for the LEAd is the total

off the-above,criteVia points added to 50, which is the matching

funding reqUireMeht of the stote.

Reimbursement Rate for LY1± UR* + AV* + 50
LEAd expressed as a %

This reimbursement rate, which ranges from.42.5% to 58%, is

',then multiplied by the total costs of thespecial project to. deter-

\
mine the federar funOs used to support-the project.

COMMENTS ON THE KANSAS PROCEDURE:

4

Step 1: i) No-malleable variables are used. ii) The source of

the unemployment data is the State Department of Human Resourdes. The

source of the poverty data is.the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1975.

Step 21 1), The re ons for the sptcific scales and weights of

the. various' are not explained. ) The reason for using different

-138-
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V

point scales for "120 and 150" funding and "special programs" funding is

not -explained.iii) Kansas tranforms its data using the procedural point

scale method, which is.rion-continuous.
A

Step 3: i) Kansas transforms its points into dollar allocations

using the weighted points method.. ii) The reason for using the specific-

:transformation procedure.is not explained. iii) For, the 120 ane150 fund

4 allocation procedure, there is no indication whether each district is limited

in the number of program applications they can submit.

ct-

2

4
/
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KENTUCKY

1. DATA SELECTED:

E, Employment (County), Low Income Individuals, AV, UR, Average

Current Expenditures, DR, Non-Attending School Population (absenteeism),

POP (aged5-64), Handicapped POP (aged-6-18), State Funds Budgeted per

Post-Secondary Institution, FTE Students (Post-Secpndary), Handicapped

Students"' (Post=Secondary), Students from LIF (Post-Secondary), Basic

Educafonal Opportunity Grants per Post-Secondary Institution.'

%

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

Kentucky Uses one set'of formulas to distribute federal money to

LEA's and another set to distribute federal funds to OtherEligi6le

Recipients.

Distribution to LEA's

There are six factors computed as'shown below. Mostly the factors

use continuous,_. non -malleable data, but there is
one instance of a

variable being converted to a potnt score, namely, "dOree-of economic

'depression." There are ihree "char'actdristiCs."

Characteristic No. 1

Locatiop in any 'county that ,has, an annual unemployment rate .of

6 percent or above for the past year.

Characteristic No. 2.

Location in an "area of persistent unemployment," definedas an

unemployment rate during the most-recent calendae year-at 6 percent or

more'and (a) at least 50 percent above national average Unemployment rate for

. .
three of the preceding four calendar yearsor (b) at least 75 percent



4

Po

above. national -average unemployment rate for two of the preceding three

,calendar years or (c) at least 300 percent above national average

tineitiOloyment rate` one of the preceding two calendar years.
b , .

Characteristic No. 3

Location within any county inAhe Appalachian Region of Kentucky:

LEA's are given a 'point score for economic deliresiion under the

following table:

Number of Characteristics

Point Score for
Economic Depression

0 1

1 1.1

2 . 1 . 2

3 1.3

Nr. *

The six factors used in distributing federal funds to LEA's are

thaCP :
O

Factor 1 =

(3 year Average
3 year Average-State

2 =

*

State Employment 'Enrollment of County
County EmploymentEnroilment of District

.

(Low-Income Individuals in 'Count

Low-Incorile Individuals-in State

Factor 3 =

(AVs/Es AVd/Ed ) x (Econailic Depreision Score).

(Enroitlment of District)
Enrollment of County

Factor 4 =

(District Average Current Expenditure,. State Average Current Expenditure

Ed
Es

-141-
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Factor 5,

of

Sum of

School District's Low-Income Individuals, School
Non-Attendees

Dropouts, and

State's Low - Income.Individualsychool Dropouts,

School District's Population As* 15-64
State's Population Aged 151.64

0

Factor 6 =

Factor 2 x ,

[

,

District's 3-yeai. Average Handicapped POP Aged 6-18\

State 3 year Averagb Handicapped FDP Aged 6-18 i

(School District's Population Aged 15-64)

State's Population Aged 15-64 :

Distribution to Other Eligible Recipients

and Non-Attendies

For Other Eligible Recipients, two factors, only are computed.

Factor 1 = -
.

State Average Budgeted Amount for Expenditures

)

ATE Students in State -%

Instfiutidn's Average Budgeted Amount for Expenditure
FIE Students in Institution

Factor 2 =

Rehabilitation Clients + BEOG Students in Institution
FTE Students in Institution

NB: Rehabilitation Clients are defined as handicapped students,

students. from LIF, and LESA students.
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3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT (OR FACTOR) SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Distribution to LEA's

The non setaside portion of Section 120 funds and Section 150 funds

are ditributed under the following formulas:

Pd'_

Factor 1 + (1.1) x Factor 2

(Factor 1 + Factor 2) x ,(Factor 3 )]
5

[(Factor 1 + Factor 2) x (Factor 4)]

10

r

and S
d

= (federal funds available) x

.

P
d

E PJ

T46 disadvantaged setaside
portion of Section 120 money, Section

130 fundsYand Section 140 money are distributed under the following .

formulas:

.Pd =,

Factor 1 + (1.1) Factor,5

(Factor '1 + Factor.5) (Factor 3)

5

(Factor Factor 5) 0 actor 4)]

10

and S (federal funds available) x

E Pj

_The handicapped setaside of Section 120 money is distributed under

the following formulas:

155
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Pd

Factor 14 (1..1) Factor 6

(Factor 1 + Factor 6) (Factor 3)]
5

ct. (Factor 1 + Factor 6) (Factor 4)]
10

dnd--Sd.- (federal funds available)

P
d

Pj

4

1124441,

Distribution to Other'Eligible Recipients

The following formulas are used-to distributed federal funds to

Other Eligible Recipients:

Pd

Factor 1 + Factor 2.

and
P
d

Sd = (federal fuhds vailablel x
P3

COMMENTS ON KENTUCKY'S PROCEDURE:

3. For the most part, non - malleable data and'coptinuous methods

are used. However, the extreme complexity of the forthulas for

LEA's makes a priori interpretations of.the distribution pattern
.

practically impossible._

2. Matching ratios are, set by the state and are diffeent,from

one recipient to another. In general, LEA's that are

economically depressed or poor in property wealth receive lower

4



local matching_ratios: In the case of Other Eligible

-Recipients lower local matching ratios awarded fiir

Aw state support per FTE student or for a high proportion

of high cost students, or both. Forall-recipientsc putting

s,f

-f

up a new or innovative program,earns a lower local matching

ratio.

157
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LOUISIANA

1. DPTA SELECTED:

'AV /ADM, MFI, LIF, various nwasures on effectiveness of vocational

education programs within the state.

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

Each-yearall eligible recipients are given the opportunity to

submit requests, or'funding of regular vocational education programs.

The application is embedded in a "16cal plan.", The relative worth

of each local plan is assessed by the Division of Vocational Educa-

tion'of the Louisiana State Board of Elementary and Secondary Educe-
,

tion._ The four broad criteria are relative ability to pay, relative

concentration of low income families, the effectiveness of, vocational

educatiOn programs, and manpower needs and job' opportunities.

There is a standard rating sale used for,each application.

For each criterion, whether, for example, the criteria of "located

A ;

its area Of high,unemplorient," program recogniies "vocational educe-

._

Lion needs of handicapped," or "program meets, needs of eliminating

sex bias and sex /tereotyping," a five point scale is used by the

state,administrator: There is a separate rating scale for consumer.

.homemeking. 'Points are averaged by two-digit occupational code.

They are weighted by the folloWing scale:

*It

Relative Ability to Pay 5

Relative Concentration
of Low income Families 4

Effectiveness of Voca-
tional Ed. Programs 3

Manpower Veedi and

Opportunities o 2

158
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In addition there are special rating sheets specifically for

the handicapped, cooperative education programs, disadvantaged set-

asides, and teacher training. All usea five point scale.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORE$ INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

The total 'points of,a parish are increased .by a "base

allotment" of 100 to Obtain a "total Weighted factor." The total

t .

weighted factor is multiplied by enrollment Of the parish to deter:.

_mine an""adjusted weighted factor." Presumably, a parish's entitlment

, sly

to federal funds is its proportionate dare of the statewide total

of adjusted weighted factors.

'COMMENT4 ON 'THE LOUISIANA PROCEDURE:

The Louisiana procedure appears to be more highly subjective than

that of many states. State officials are expected to rank applications

.with regard to such matters as
"vocationa\education needs of unemployed

youth.". We are unable to ascertain the kinds of data on which such a

judgment would be made,' much less the techniques of data analysis. Possibly the

assessment is made on,the, basis of verbal statements in, an application,

but :this procedure allows for contiderable d cre alloy in the judgments..

made by one reviewer compared to another. It passible that

different data Sources are employed to rank proposals-of different parishes.'

.

Under the heading "Relative Ability td.Pay," the following statements

appear: "Wealth of the area shall be deterMined by : a) tax assessments

furnished annually by the Louisiana Tax Commission, or b) PersonAlIncofie

by Parish and Economic Area, or c) Estiniates of Louisiana buying income.

Source of data shall be the Statistical Abstract ofIouisila or other

reliable source" (Emphasis added), ,The addition of an arbitrary weight



.
'4.11

$

t .

;of It to a parish's' point score reducers coptiderably the allocative im-

pact of the point scores, practically assuring that all 66 eligible reci-

'pients receive some federal' funds.

1
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DATA SELECTED:

Level of Need

LIF .

, Ability to Raise Revenue

MAINE

AV perpupjl*

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

A score AV..is'assigne0on the basis of the a§tessed value

of property pepppil..

w°/, .-Ass'essed Value/Pupil

.

500,000 & up.
400,000-499,999,

1,1300 ,000- 39 9 , 9 9 9;

00,d00-299,999
100,000-199,999
90,000-99,999 ,

80,000-89,999
70,000 -79 ,'999

.60,000-69,999
50:000-59,999
.40,000-49,999

30,000-39,999

AV*

-1
2
3

-4
5

6 °

7 _ a

1 8

9
Art".

'

.
""rg4,

10 at
11 #

aIc
.,12

'20,000-29,999 13 >

15,000:19,999 -. . 14.a

10,000-14,999 15

0-9,999 '16

.

.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF.pOINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS
.

TRANSFORMATION
, S.

9 -*

Allocatiop tpeipunty C Total Funds available
LIFc * AV

c

for'projram type P for 'type P program

4

LIF* + AV*

where
.

,

... -

P = various categories
..0
Of programs for which the state has

allowed the money to be used such as secondary, handicapped,

and disadvantaged progrdts.

-149-
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_COMMENTS ON THE MAINE PROCEDURE:

Step 1: No Malleable_Data

Step 2: A Non-Procedural Point Scale, a non - continuous net d, is

'emptoyed"to transform assessed values. Raw, continuouscounts.of low- ome

families are employed in the formula.

Step 3: WPtPused. Formula allocates funds to each of 16 counties.

We are Unable to determine flow funds aresubsequently distributedto LEAs.

WO,

.

ar
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MARYLAND .

1. DATA SELECTED

Maryland uses a set of closely related formulas with many common

variables that do not correspond precisely to our standard notation.

Where necessary, additional definitions are supplied below:

EPd ='expenditure per student for vocational education

EAd = expenditure per. student for all education

VEd = FTE enrollment iiiregular vocatio4rprograns

ADd = FTE enrollment in adult vocational programs

HACd = FTE enrollment in consumer and homemaking programs

VFTEd = FTE enrollment in postsecondary and postsecondary adult

programs

DEd = number of full-time equivalent disadvantaged persons

HE
d
= number of full-time equivalent handicapped persons'

EDd = economically depressedarea

LIF

AVd.

NTE"d = net taxable income

Ed

WSd = AVd NTEd

Ed

MOd = manpower need and job opportunities

= wealth per student

DR
d

UR
d

CE/FTETd = receipts for current expenses per FTE'student of

entire postsecondary institution.

7
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2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

4,

-All of-the above data are normalized so that they have mean = 0

and standard deviation = 1. Poihts are'assi4ned relative to tne

number of standard deviations from the mean, an eligible recipient's

normalized variable is, in accordance with the following scale:

Standard Deviation Points

-5 0

-4 m 1

-3 2

-2 3

-1 4

Mean = 0 5

+1' 6

+2 7

+3 8

+4 9

+5 10

For example, where drop-out rate is used as a variable, a district

whose dropout rate is 5 standard deviations above the mean will

get 10 points, one whose ,drop-out rate is 0 (normalized) will get

5 points and one whose drop-out rate is 5 standard deviation .below

the mean will get zero points.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

Up to 33% of federal funds Tay be allocated accordi-ng to the

following formula:

Local Education. Agency Points P= '-d1 =
1.5 WS.+,..DOR + MQ + UR +

EA +'EP +tED +:1.5

Sdl = Total Federal funds Pdl
.Aalocated.by Formula 1

164
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At least 67% of federal funds must be distributed by a

set of formulas, which we will label 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e.

2a = P
dis,d = DE (1.5 WS + DOR + MO + UR + EA + EP + ED + 1.5 LIF)

= VFTE (CE/FTiT t MO +1.5.WS + UR + EP -PED + 1.5 LIF)
26 = P

postsec., d

2c = P
h ,d

= HC (1.5 WS + DR + MO + UR + EA + EP + ED + 1.5 LIF)

2d = P
ch,0 = HAC (1,5 W5 + DR + UR + EP + EA + ED + 1:5 LIF)

2e P
res,idyal,d

= VE (-1.5 WS + DR + MO +,UR + EA + EP + ED + 1.5 LIF)
=

then = p p

+
+p + pd2 dis,d postsec,d h,d ch,d res.,d

and S
d2 Total Federal Funds P

d2Allocated by Formula 2i
2: 134, 2

all eligible'
r5-ecipients j

-.

COMMENTS ON THE MARYLAND PROCEDURE:

Step 1:, No malleable data is used,.

Step 2: A non-continuous standard deviation method is employed.

Step 3: Weighted Points Method is used.

i) The need for two main formulas, 1 and 2 is nowhere made clear,

except with regard to the statement that formula 1 exists "To assure all

eligible recipients are provided funds.
. . ."

if) The variables E0 and EA are defined under a paragraph labeled

k "excessive costs." Yet, both are entered separately in the formulas. If.

one wieed.to reimburse recipientstfor excessive costs, a fairer procedure

is to use a variable (EP - EA).

-153-
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iii) The State Plan defines relative financial ability as
Ar

d
NTE

d
WS

d E
d -

and enters this in its formulas witta weight of 1.5.

If the state actually follows this. procedure, the formula awards more money

to hih wealth districts than to low wealth. Moreover, because EA (expendi-

tures per student) is usually highly correlated with WS, including 0 'in the

formula as described further increases allocations to wealthy districts. In

other words, as described by. the Plan, the formulacompletely contradicts

federal, intent.

iv) The use of standard deviations confines the variation in point

scores to a narrow bande whenever the underlyiffig distribution of a variable

is bell-shaped. Very few districts will have scores more than t two Stan-
" 101,

dard deviations. Hence; the use of standard deviations makes it likely that

most recipients will get about the same number of dollars per student.



MASSACHUSETTS

-i. DATA SELECTED

LEAs

Level of Need:

E, U, UR, POP .

Ability to Raise 'Revenue:

AV/E, MFI

Non-LEAs

No formula in FY-79 s-

2. TRANSFORMATION.OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

LEAs .

Eligible recipients are ranked in ascending order of their values

of AY/E. ,The eligible recipient at the top of the ranking (the poorest

eligible recipient) is ranked number one, x = 1, the eligible recipient
9

second from the tog, x = 2, the eligible recipient third from the top

x =3t and so on.

Additionally, eligible recipients are ranked in ascending ordei of

MFI. Each eligible recipient is then assigned a valve ottY in the same

fashion as values x are assigned. For the eligible recipient with the

lowest value of MFI, Y = 1, Y = 2 for the eligible recipient with the

second lowest value of MFI,.and so on.

For each eligible recipient d, a id is computed, where

Z + Y
d- d d

Eligible recipients a then ranked according to the value of Z. .

Eachyalue of Z is .assign 'an associated number of points, W. The
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following table shows how a value ow W is assigned for a particular value=

of Z.

Percentile Position of

of Z
d

on 'the Z list'

0 - 2

2 - 16
16 - 50
50- 84
84 - 98
98 and above

W
d

26 - 30
. 21 - 25

16 - 20
11 - 15
6 - 10
1 - 5'

1
Z
d

is in the 98th percentile if i; is greater than 98% of the

other values of Z4on the List. (The State offers no more accurate

way of assigning values of p than these general ranges. Presumably

though, if a particular value of Z is on the low side of a range.

shown in the left column of the above table, it will be assigned

a value:of W that is on the low side of the analogous range in the

right column).

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

No. of Dollars Deemed

AL
m,d

= Appropriate for Boston x Ed x Wd

E
Boston X-4 /Boston

The state specifies the percentage of AL that each eligible recipient.

is to spend on Subpart 2, Supbart 3, and Subpart 5.

Subpart 4.fuhds are di- stributed by a different procedure. Each

eligible recipient d must meet four requirements to qualify for Subpart

4 funds:

1. POP' > 50,000
.

2. W
d

> 20 .

13. Ud > 1500

4. E
d

> 3000

Subpart 4 money is distributed among eligible recipients whO meet these

1b 8
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four requirements such that the number of dollars per student allocated

to an eligible recipient is proportional to its unemployment rate.

Subpart 4 allocation = $60 x
to eligible recipient Highest UR'observed

URd

COMMENTS ON THE MASSACHUSETTS PROCEDURE;

Step 1: No Malleable Data Used.

Step-2: This is a non-continuous method which is not classifiable

in terms.of the methods discussed in Section II.

Step 3: Massachusett's forpfla , difficult to classify. Unless

it is true that

Nb. of Doliars Deemed
Appropriate for Boston-

E
Boston x WBoston

.

Total Funds to be Distributed

I E..x.W.

all LEAs 1 -1.

(A).

there will either not be sufficient funds.to make ell of the allocations

determined in Step 3 or there will be funds left Over after the alloca-

tionsare made. If the funds, are not sufficient, this leaves unanswered

the question of Mich LEAs will get less than the amount determined for

them in Step 3.

If equation (A) is true, however, than Step 3 is a Weighted Points /

Method that can be written as follows:

AL
m,d

= Total 'Funds Available x E
d

* Ed x W
d

where E
d E (E. x W4)

all . 1 '

LEAs i

O

If E is a measure of vodational'plus general enrollment rather than just

vocational enrollmeAt, its.use in the formula may lead to inequities, if

the ratio between the vocation-al enrollment and the general enrollment is

not the same for all eligible reOioientita
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MICHIGAN

'1. DATA SELECTED:

Secondary Institutions

Level of Need

DO, U, NU, DE

Ability to Raise Revenue

AV per resident member, FF ('Fedek.al Forests in District), TU.

(Transportation Costs),EPP (Expenditure per pupil)

Postsecondary

Level of Need

SE, LIF, ECS, OD (Office occupations; distributive

education); PVT (Pupils in Voc/Te0 programs), h (health)

Ability to Raise Revenue

AV per vocational education student

2 TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

n.

4

Secondary

Step 1

for each district d, find the number of Student Units SU
n,d

for each of its programs p.

0
Step 2

Total Student Units for district d = TSUd = ESUp,d

all
P
programs

Step 3 ."

I

Find the number gf points TP , that each, district earns on

each of the eight scales:

1 17 0
do

ti



. 1) Relative- Financial Ability .

Average equalized
valuation per reSiden* Points

-$11,000 10

15,000 9

19,000 8

23,000 - 7

27,000 6

31,656 5

35,000 4

39,000' 3

' 43,000 2.

47,000 1

51,000+ 0

2) Property 'Tax. Mi llage

'Rates,from 18 to 38+ mills earn from 0 to 10 points, with one

point for every 2 mills in excess of 18.

3) Amount of State and Federal Forests in District'

Percentages from 0 to 45+ rn from 0 to 10 points, with,one point

for every 4 percentage points in.excess of 0,

4) Excessive transportation costs

Costs from $30 to $1304: earn from 0 to.10 points, with one point

for every $10 in excess of $30.

5) Expenditures per
1

Average expenditures per pupil from $1,500 to $500 earn from 0 to

10 'points, with 46! point for every $100 below $1,500.

6) Needy students (students receiving free and partially paid school

lunches)

Percentages of needy- students from 2 to 47± percent earn from 0 to

O

10 points, with one point for every 3 percentage points in excess of 2 percent.

it

7) Title I ESEA,Eligibles

Percentages of ESEA eligibles from 3 to 23+ percent earn froM 0 to 10
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points, with one_ )oint for every 3 percentige 'points in excess of 3

percent.

8) > Dropout- Rate

Dropout rates from 0 to 10+ earn, from 0 to 10 points, with one

point- for every 1 percentage point in excess of 0.

Post-Secondary Formula

Non - Equipment Eipenses: Q.

Each institution receives an allocation for each of the

following vocational education cost categories.

1) Office Occupations; Distributive Education.

2) Voc-Tec

3) Health
Sstep 1

Ability to Pay S-core AP*

Assessed Value
No. of Students in,Voc-

Tech nr_oorams '
AP*

. t

4 -4)-249,9.99 1.10
. 250,000-499,999 . ,, 1.08

500,000-749,999 1.06
750,000;7999,999 1.04

. 1,000,000-1 , 249,999 1.02
-4,

.
_1,250,000-above

4
. g 1.00

Ste

A

Low Income ScoreI.I*

F-

172
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No. of Oct. Ed. Stu'ents .

it institution rece vinq BEOG

Total no. of OCc. Ed
Students at.inalitution ti* '

.20 and ,above 1.10

.16-.19 1.08

.12-.15 . .
1.06_

.08-.11 1.04

.04-.07 1.02

0 -.03 1.00

1,-Step 3

Sex Equity Score SE*

For each institution, find a value Of SE* for each of its 3

cost categories.

Pei-cent of enrollees

who are female 'SE*

96-100 1.00

86-95 1.02

76-85 1.04

66-75 1.06

56-65 1.08

45-55 1.10

35-45 1.08

25-34 1.06

15-24 1.04

5-14 1.02 =

0-4 1.00

Step 4

For each postsecondary institution i,.find a Weigted Enroljment

Score WE* for each cost category-

SUod,i

-WEvt,i SU
vt,i

*
WEhj.

c"
Jvho

x 1.21 x AP; x LIT x SEi

. *

Z 1.88, x APi x LIi x SEi

x 1.78 x APi x LIi x SEi
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4.

I'

where od' = office occupations and distributive, education programs

vt = voc-tech programs
h = health programs

3. TRANSFORMATION OE. POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Secondary
TSU x TP

d d
Allocation to district d = Total Funds Available x

for Seconding (TSU. x TP.)

all i

Postsecondary

.Allocation to institution i for Total funds available
office occupations and distribu- -

for Postsecondaries
tive edu-cation programs

WE od,v
*

wEod +

E

Allocation to institution i = Available for x =
Total Funds

WEvt,i
*

for voc-tech Postsecondaries
- E wE8d +EwEv*t + EwEh-

.
. ,

Total Funds

Allocation to institution Available for

for health programs Postsecondaries x =

-'"--Equipment Expenses

Step 1

".

WE
hi

WE +,ZWE'fr + E-14E*
od vt h

Arrange institutions in descending order of their values of

.AP* + LI* + SE*
_AL

Step F

The institution at the top of the list is assigned a reim-

bursement rate of-55%.' fhe institution at the bottom of the list

is assigned a reimbursement rate of 45%. Those inbetween are

reimbursed 'proportionately.
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O

ENTS ON THE MICHIGAN PROCEDURE

Step 1: No malleable data used.

Step 2: A non-continuous Procedural Point Scale is used, whereby

all variables are transformed to scales ranging from 0 to 10. The mid-

point, 5, is set at the state average and variables earn points by dividing

the values_of the variable into equal intervals on either side of the mid-

point. .

Ste 3:' The Weighted Points Methodliused.

Al At the secondary' level, each of the eight scales receives equal

weight. However, assessed value, property tax millage, publicly owned .

forests, and expenditures per pupil are all measures of relati'e financial

ability, .although only the first is explicitly labeled as such. 'In effect,

measures of financial ability influence half the points earned by the

eight scales. The Plan does not explain how these particular variables

were chosen, nor does it recognize the implicit weighting.

ii) At the postsecondary level, each of the three variabla -- AP,

LI, and SE -- enters the equation with equal weight. No explanation is

offered for this decis.ion.

175
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1. DATA SELECTED.

.MINNESOTA

Secondary and Postsecondary

Level of Need:

PCI, UR, labor force participation rate, ADM', program costs

Ability to Raiie Revenue:

AV /ADM

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT _SCORES :

Point scares are calculated ba'sed on four criteria:

low income, ability -to pay, employment and program costs. Minnesota.

is divided Into thirteen economic development regions. The low in- .

e-and employment scores.are calculated foreach of the regions

as a whole. The schOol districts and institution within..a region

receive that region's score. for these two factors: Ability to pay

and cost scdres are, calculated for each LEA individually.

a) Low Income
rt

Region Per,Capia Income (PCI)- Point Score,
.

, greater than State PCI . _ 0

%., 75%-- 100% of State. PCI , . cy 1, '

50% - 75% of State PCI , 2- _

less than 50% of State PCI , 3 -

. , . --, , -

t 4.) Abilitysta Pay is. based on each diitrict's, assessed value

<' 0 ,
t c

per ADM. ADM_ is calculated in full-time equivalency uints

.,,
:-..'..

_.... r: (FTEsof-1050 class-hours .(six hours per ClaY for 115 days per .

r ;a p

..,. fiscal year). District's are ranked front highest to lowest ac-

.5, 1 ,,,, ,.
. 4_ )

'cording' to ..f.//ADM., ,, ),--

.76
F.

-164.=
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AV/ADM, Highest to Lowest Point Score

Highest Quartile qJ

Second Quartile 1

Third Quartile 2

Lowest Quartile ' 3

c) Employment, part 1).

Region UR. Point Score

less than 1.25 x State UR 0

greater than 1.25 x State UR 1

part ii)

Region Labor Force
Participation Rate (LFPR) Point Score

greater than .75 x State LFPR 0

less than .75 x State LFPR 1

a

Employment score = part i),score + part ii) score.

d) The Cost factor is based oireach district's vocational program
4

costs per ADM. Districts are ranked fromhlowest to-highest.b2Ast/

ADM. ,

Cost/ADM, Lowest to Highest

&est Third
Middle Third
Highest Third

Point Score

0

1

2

3. TRANSFORMATION OFdPOINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

In addition to points awarded on the basis of the above

criteria,.each district receives ten "base points." Federal funds

arekalloCated-proportionalAy to each district's total poi.nts mul7

tiplied by its'existing program costs in thousands.of dollars.



let Ad = -(Low Income score + AP score + Employment score +

T
Cost score + 10) x

otal Program Cost
$1,000

all for district d.

Ad
U =

all di
777;

-

x funds available'

trictss

COMMENTS ON THE MINNESOTA PROCEDURE:

Step 1: It is unclear if- "total program costs" are-the previous

year costs or an estimate based on this years applications.! If they

are. based on this year's applicationi, this is MalleabletData. All other

data are non-malleable. 1

Step 2: Transformation into Point ScOres is by the Non-Prodedural

Point Scale method, a non-continuous method.

Step 3; Dollar Allocations are by .the Wetghted Points Method.

?'

i) The formula is used to distribute Secondary and Postsecondary funds

u4

from sections 120 and 130. The handicapped and disadvaoteged setasides

and all Ands from sections 140 and 150 are distributed on a non-formula

basis.

ii) This funding procedure gives great sleight.to the costs of exisiting

programs. Although this i0bintendedto benefit districts with legitimate

'htlh costs, (such as large enrollments of handicapped or disadvantaged

students), the formula doesenot-discrimtate at all among possible sources

of high costs. This may tend to perpetuate,existing-progralis that have.

proportionately high total costs, because tftejearn proportionately high

allocations'of federal dollars..
. .

178
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MISSISSIPPI

1. DATA SELECTED,

Level of Need:

- LIF, DOR, YU, MN-, Median SchooT'Years Completed by Population

over age 25, Relative Cost

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per student

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

1

Mississippi employs five basic factors that are standardized com-f

posite scores of several subfactors which are also standardized.

a. Factor A Manpower Needs add Job Opportunities

Eight subfactors compose this Factor A: 1) Percent of total population

employed, 2) total employment trends, 3), new and expanded jobs, 4)- new

and expanded manufacturing enployment,'5) new and expanded nonmanufactOring

employment, 5) total annual wagesfAid nonagricultural'Workers

'7) total annual wages paid nonagricultural'workers 1972-73, 8)

trends.
.J

b. Factor B VbcationaT'Needs

(1964-73),

unemployment

Three subfactors compbse this,factor: 1) Annuildrop out rate, 2)

median school years completed by population over age 25, and 3) percent

of youth .unemployed..

° c. factor C E- A13ility to Pali

valueFactbr'C is assessed value per student.

d. Factor .D Relative' Costs -

,

Vahor D fs determined by average daily.saleries 'per vocational
=

education Inttructor.



e. 'Factor E Concebtration of Low-Income Families

Three subfaCtors compose Fptor E: 1) population density, 2)

percent of families above poverty level, and 3)_mediavfamily income.

All factors ancisubfactors are standardizeusing the following

formula:

District Factor Score - State Averacmactor Score

Variance of Factor
5

Note that this is not a standard procedure for normalizing a variable.

Standard normalization employs the standard deviation, rather than variance,

in the denominator. Using variance significantly narrows the range of

scores around the mean.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

The five basic factors are used %determine a reimbursement rate.

Factors C and E, relative ability to pay and low-income families are

multiplied-.(weighted) by 3,-while the remaining factors are'multiplied

by 2. The total is divided by 5. Consequently, the state average total

of all five scores is 12. The ratio of the district total to the state.

average,ultiplied by 50%; determines the local district's reimburse-
.

or .

ment rate. Thus,-for example, if a-local district's total of average

weighted factqrs is°110.56, its reimbursement rate is 48.17%(11.56/12:00

x'50%).-

This procedure determines reimbursement-rates for Subparts 2 except
f

riostseCondary), 3, 4, and 5 (except portion to non-depressed areas).-

COMMENTS ON THE MISSISSIPPI, PROCEDURE

Step, 1: No malleable data used:
I

Step A continuous Standardized Value Method:
.

s. %.

. .

_Step 31; The Reimbursement Bete.09ei*I'Methild is' tis2d.

1° " Z4'

-
-16 "**
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The use of Variance infthe denominator of the standardization

procedure results'in a very narrow range of scores around the state mean

of 12.0. Hence, reimbursement rates will not vary greatly from the'state

average of 50 percent. The Annual Plan does not list the rates of dis-.

14:

a

oc"

tricts, but it is unlikely that many, if any, are less than 48 percent

'or greater than,52 percent. Consequently, Mississippi.employs a very

4.., o. ,

elaborate'procedure that leads to very,little'distinction among districts.

1 Moreover, since the reimbursement rate method is used and the rande,i

small, the state is
(

probably allocating more dollarsper.student.to high

..

. .

../' .

wealth districts (with higher expenditures to start with) than to low

wealth.', In effect, the factors have oractically _no influence, and the.

result is almost the same -as if the state uniformly reimbursed all dis-

tricts at 50 percent.

o
4
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1. DATA' SELECTED

LeVel of' Need

MISSOURI

Formula 1

a

NV'

E, U, H; LIP, DE, AFDC, MOTIS (Vocational education enrollment)

Ability to Pay

AV, MFI, LEF., U

Ouality of Prosiram.

MN* .:
"t

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

. ,

Enrollment Score EN*-

-

EN
d

+ 10

Xd

s

ux

X

+50

MOTIS Enhllment
d

where X
d .70 (Total Grade 9-12 enrollmentj

F

[

AfC
d

X 'MOTIS Enrollment d

MOM disadvanta4edd

+ MOTIS Enrollmentd

MOTIS handicappedd

MOTI.S Enr011mentd

+
Ha ndicapped Population

fotal Districtlheollmentd

uX ; mean of all%values of X

x
= standard deviation of the.values of X

1 "7
,

-170:
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Ability to:Pay and Low Income Score APLI*

(APLI* = 10 . Yd-- uy + 50

sY

where Yd
Mill' ate of Taxationd .

Assessed ValuAlLion
d

State Average Family Income
County Average F4mily IncPmed

Count Average Unemploymentd

State Average Unemployment

% of Codnt1 households with income under $3,000

% of State households 4ith income under $3,000
,

Manpower Needs Score MN*

The description of the procedure for determining this score is
°

unclear. .It seems to be 'dh:ermined on the basis of the ratios between

the nutter: of students being trained for each four-digit occupation code

and the numberof job openings for that four;:digit 'code. The score is

.
.
standardi zed .

Total Score 'It*

,

TS* = 10 (Zd ": ul ) + 50
.d.
s

c.

I

, .

a

4

* * *
wb4u Zd = APLId X (MNd° + Elqd);.

z.=
mean of ail va ues of Z; :

s
z
= standard deviation of all'valUespof,z.

3. TRANSFORMATION'OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS,

FormuIa_l
.

This "formula is used to allocate federal funds (Section 120)

for' regt ar vocational.programs. .

183
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AlloCation

to eligible
recipient d

4

Total funds
x
TS

d
x Approved Vocational Expendituresd .

available'
1: (TS: x Approved Vocations) Expenditufts )

all eligible4

, recipients j

- where d ej: j = 1,2, . . . ,n '44

n = number. of eligible' reciiients

COMMENTS ON THE MISSOURI PROCEDURE

Step 1:
'21 a

1414 2:

No malleable data used:

continuous, Standardized Value method is used.

Step 31 A Weighted Poipts.Mefhod is used.

i) Although the process of standardization,appears to give equal

weight to the'various factors, a number'of unstandardized variables are
. ;14

used to compute each of the standardized scores, The result is an implicit,

weighting that depends.bn the values of the "mw data and the ways they

are entered into the computations.

/

sr,
18.4
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MONTANA-

ve

1. DATA SELECTED:

AV/ e; LIF, district revenue from local taxation (LRd),

approved excess costs in vocational programs.

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

An index Of Relative Financial Ability, also called (more

k

accurately) an Adjusted Effort Factor, is computed.% It is a ratio

of ratios, with the numerator being

AV
d EAV

Ed E--j- a

and the denominator beilig

Local. Revenue d

Ed

Local Revenue j
-

F Ej

This is converted to a' five point scale- as follows:

Adjusted Effort.Factor Point Convers4on

Value of Indei, Points

Oe

1.50-and .abOVriti7

1.11 - 1.49'
.90 - 1.10

.50 7 .89

.01- .49

5

4

3

2
r

I 4

Necond set cooints Is derived om a poverty measure, as follows:

Percen of Families by County wittl.

Points, --s< ncome :.low Povert Level

,

16.1 % and abbe'
ii: 5

,

13.0 - 16.0 %

,

10:6- 12, %

.

11:0'10.5%
, .-

I

40'

.1 - i7.9 .%

A,

-173-
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.1-

r
7,4

.

Each -set' of *points is weighted110,--given,a maximum point

total ,,for each variable of 50. The two weighted scores are then

added together.

2. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT-SCORES..INTO MAAR ALLOCATIONS, OR REIMBURSEMENT

RATES: .

The following conversion table is used.

.

*Points
.(Total-o-f-EffOit7--

and Poverty Measures) Reimbursement Rates

.

de

.

lop
90

80
70

60

50

40

30
20

10

0 i

...

ti

100

90

- 80'

70

60

50
- 40

,
30

- 4,
10

0
.

;

.

,

.

../

-""---,

(/
Applicants having a score of less than 5 receive no federal

.

funds. 4. .

Local applications must include total programHcostt.' State'

00
officials review budgets,and apprOve certain excess costs for reim-

4,

busement at.the rates described above. Only excess costs qualify

for.reimbursament. Excess costs are defitned as those costs which.

are ver

16,

and above the normal pperation of an educatcfonal programi.

, Specifically these are listed as
(
extended contract salary, voca-

tional student organizations, atser stipend, instructional supplies,

instructional minor equipment; instructional travel expenses, con-,

sultants' fees, cons'ultants' travel, instructional equipment main*

;
-174,L18
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enance and repair, and instructional major equipment.

f

If federal fUnds are inadequate to meet-stated reimbursement for

excess costs, then eadh 'applicant receives a proportionate reduction in

reimburiement rate. lb

COMMENTS' ON THE MONTANA PROCEDURE:

. Step 1: No malleable data used.t
N

.

Step .24, A non-procedural point scale, a non-continuous method is _
., . ,

used.
.

N ,

t -

Step 3: A Tabular Method is-used to 'establish a reimbursement rata,
,. b,,,

i) The formula as described above is used to,disti-ibute Section'
- aiit

150 federal money and the non-setaside portion of Section 120 money.
,

Other funds are paid .out on a request- for - proposal basis: The postsecondary_

iNg '1, .
. .

setaside Is distributed to five-training centers that are considered to be
..

$

.

°statewide" institutions.

ii) The Adjusted Effort Factor 'reduces to

a. .
.

E Local Reyenues: __Local,
Revenue

E j AV
d

Thus, thp measure is a ratio of the aVerage statewige tam rate to the

6

c

'local tax ratewith distriettl with below average tax rates earning more
-. A'

points than those with above. average*ratts.-In most states, local school

tax and local wealth,are inversely related. HeriZei thts. index, sometimes.

described as "index of relative ability," is quite pOssibly

rewarding high wealth rather that lowwealth districts.

_ j
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1. DATA SELECTED:

Level of Need:

e

NEBRASKA'

DIS, HAN, Vocational Enrollment (VEN),-Sex equity (SE),

New and'emerging occupations -(NE0), Economic, Depression (ED),

New Programs (NP)

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per capita

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

Secondary

Low Income Family Score LIF*
4

% of families
with loW-income

25 or more 20

20.0-24.9 4 16

15.0-199 12,

10.0-14.9. -

5.0-9.9.
0-4.9 -.- 1L'-;

.1.

Ds

Disadvantaged Score 62* Nb. of disedvantiged students enrolled

in d's Vbc/ed. nroirams
DISd = 10 x

Total no. .71bf:dipdvantaged.students.

enrolled in all- programs at d f

#11YA4 ,

HandicappedScOre HAN* No. of handicapped Students. enrolled,
* in d's voc. ad.. rooeams

1
% HANd = 10 )(Total no. of handicapried students in

all types of programs at d. '

;Vocational Wollment Score VEN* - .*. :
. , .

,.,--

* Vocational enroll- ent atd .

VENd. '116 i -Total Enro 4rent at d-

I

188
-476-

(
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r
Sex Equity Score SE*

For each of six disciplines (agriculture, business, distributive,

health occupations, occupational home economics, trade and industry)
1

each eligible recipient will receive l'potntfor each discipline in -I
-

which the female enrollment is greater than or mil to 10% and'the

male enrollment is,also greater than or eoual to ld%.,
gr

New andEmergina Occupations Score NEO*
4

, * _

NE0d.. 2 x (d's no. of programs serving emeraino needs) /
* .

I'

.,

- NEO*'has a maximum value of 6.

EconomiCaoipression Score ED*

_Percent of d's geoaraphi; area
that contains a high unemploy- *

meet of economically depressed area.- EDd

51 or more 11

26-50 6

1-25 3

New Program Score NP*

* .

NPd x (d's no. of new programs)-

NP* has a ma'ximum valbe of 0.

Total Score TS*

TS; = APd + LIFd + pisd + HANd + VEN:T.Tii* + NE 071+ EDd * pip*d
\;\

* * * *

.Postsecondary

A

I

1 s,

-177-189
f
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Low Income Score LP;

.
% of is population

that is "low income"-

25 or more
20-24.9
15-19.9

10-14.9
5.0-9.9
0-4.9

. .
,Disadvantaged Score DIS*'

Same, procedure as secondary disadvantaged score.

*

LI
c

23 .

:16

+Idndicapped Score HAN*

Same procedure as secondary handicapped score.

9

Vocational Enrollment Score VEN4

Same proceddre as secondary vocational enrollment score.
'

,`

0

.

,Sex E uft Score. SE*,
' \

,

.

.

A.subJscort is assigned to each institution for each of six' types
4 .. : .

. ,

'of programs. The Sex EguitySpore is Rqual td.'tht sum of.these su4-tcores,

For traditionally malevdom4hted programs:

S

e

% of program'eni-ollment
tffht,is female °. sub-score

0-9
10-25
26.oc higher'

For traditionally femalt dominated programs:

. 190
-178."

..
0
1

2

$.0

:9
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7
' to

f'program enrollment
hat is male 1

6-9
10-25

v

26 or higher
.o.

New and Emeroing:Occu ations Score NE0*
. '1 <

e .
NE0

c

*
= c's Ap.4,of, programs serving emerging occupations

,

.
,,, 4 4

sub-score

0
1

2

I

NE0*- has a maximum vat a of 6

.where H = highest value of TS* (fo technical colleges)

L . lowest. lue of.TS* (fortechnipal colleges)

The Economic Depres'Jion core (ED*) and the New Program Score (NP*)

are the'§ame aS the seco dary Ouivalents.

Total ScoreTS*

A*.
TS = AP

*
+

.

+ DIS + HAN*. + VEN* + sE* + NE0* +.ED* + NP*.c c . C c c c c c

Ability to 'Pay Score AP*

In both secondary and po tsecondary institutions, the eligible

recipients are ranked in desce ding order, of their values of wealth per

capita. Each eligible recipie t's percentile rank based on wealth per

capita is then determined.

e

AP; = 20. x Percentile Rank
100,

(AP* will be a. number between 0 ah '20:)

179- 191
1-
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32- TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORESINTO DOLLA6ACATIONS

Secondary 1

Reimbursement Rate
for eligible recipient =

d

Federal Funds Available
for secondaries A

Total Funds requested
by kll secondaries

x [ (c-7----5.(1.1.) (TS; )]

.

Where H= highest value of TS*
L= lbwest,value of TS*

Postsecondary

.ReimburSement Rat#
for elibible recipient

c

Federal-Funds Available
for technical.colltoes
Total Funds requei-Ta
al) technical colleges

x [.75 + 41 (TS: -1.))].

ClrIPTS -ON THE NEBRASKA PROCEDURE:'

iFStep 1: No Malleable data used.

Step 2f. Bot procedural and non-procedural point scales; both non-

.

coniinuous-mpthOds,are employed. ProportiOn of total methods, which are

continuous, are used tocompute enrpllment scores.
A

Step Reimbursement Rate Method employed.

.1) the computation of TS* fails to standardize variables., Conse-

quently,, variables assume different weights in the eqOation, Od.these-

weights have norationalbasis.'.
7

-18q-192



NEVADA

1. DATA SELECTED:.

AV ("per capita ) POP (county and state), Number of

individuals'in Poverty, Number of Vocational Education Courses,

Taugnt..4

2. TRANSFORMATION. OF DATA ,INTO POINT SCORES:

An index of elative wealth is computed.. This is the -

,following:

State AV-

Wd
State Population

County AV

County Population

Next, a measure'of 'county weighted vocational prbgram units is

developed. It is.equal to the fallowing:

WPUd 2 x County Relative *x County Vocational,

Wealth Inddx Program Units

This is the measure used to allocate approximately half of federal

vocational funds.
0

The other half is distributed on the basis of poverty. 'The

point scale is simply.

County Individuals in Poverty
Statewide Individuals in Poverty

=4Eounty Percentage in, Poverty

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:.

The only federal funds not distributed by these fbrinulas.
!, ,

4/
AIlt\ 0*

are Section 130 funds, which go out on a request-for%proposal .

. ! $

basis, a block of Section 120 money for Displaced Homemakers (for whieh.--

.081-
, ,!,

1.9.3 0.

*
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only one,LEA
applies), and the Section

120 setaside
for limited

English speaking students, (for which
only one LEA applies).

The reMainder of the federal
vocational money

is divided

into two equal parts.- Hdlf is'distributed
by the formulas:

Amount of Available Funds = Amount'of Allocation

liPUJ Per Weighted Unfit

Sd
= WPUd

x Amount of Allocation Per Weighted" Unit

The other half is distributed
by the formula:

S
d

= County
Percentage in

Poverty x Amount of Available
Funds

COMMENTS ON THE,NEVADA
PROCEDURE:

Step 1: No malleable
data used.

Step 2:
Proportion to

Total and Ratio to Average
Value, both continuous

methods, are employed.

. _.,
..

Step 3:\\WeigfiAed Points
Method is used.

/
\\ .

i) This is e of the few formulas in which funds arb distributed on

,
.

the basis
of a count o vocational

education courses.
The count is described

,

as."The number
of secondary certified,vocational

program
units which is the

,Sum of all previous year district vocational
education courses receiving

one Carnegie. unit or7its equiyalent."
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I. DATA SELECTED

Secondary

Level of Need:

LIF, E

.4

4

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per pupil

Program Quality:
4

4

4

C
ocaa. 0

Number of programs offered,-quality of plansto:eliminate

sex bias, quality of programs

4

Postsecondary

Level of Needf
v.

Number of students eligible for financial aid, number

\ receiving financial aid,4amount of financial aid, HE, UR, E

Ability to Raise Revenue:

O

Amount of general education State support, tuition, other

financial support

Program Quality:

Faculty/industry coordination% male/female ratio, overlaps

with other pottskondary'institutions,.sex b ias, faculty eyalu-
.

attons.,,program:evaluations, new programs

, 2.. RASFORMAT4ON OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES. ,..

I

A

Secondary'

fointsare assigned for various criteria-.

,
I

f

Assessed*vpluaion,perpupil by school district -- 25 points

.

',.

. 4-

.

A : -183-
195

. ; .
,. .

...

a )



I.

25.,001

50,001

75,001

100,001
125,001
150,001

- 50,000
- 75,000
- 100,090

-!-125,000

- 150,000

- 175,00.%

=

=

=
=

=

=

25

22

19

16
13

10
f

Demographic ,§actor
Contentration of Low income Families:, Percent

of Families with income under $4,000 by school district -- 20 po-nts.

r . .

4.

20 or higher = 204 1-

15 - 19.9 = 17

10 - 14.9 = 14
.c

5 - 9.9 = 11

t

4.9 or lower. =---8
,-

Program Characteristic Factors Number of Programs Offered by School.

District -- 15 points: .44 point per funded program. Total ,rounded to

nearest whole number.

' Two quality measures are done according to the number of years-fdr

which a prograM is approved. .

Quality of Plihs.to Eliminate Sex (pas and Progress Toward Implementation

of the Plans by'Scnool District. (Consultant Subjective Evaluations) --

Up to 10 points.

4 years = 1.0

3 years =. 8 .

2 years = 6

1 year = 4

Quality of-VpCational
Program Offerings -- Overall Evaltiation'of Local

Plan by Consultant Staff
ip

4 years 15.

3.yearskise4e
2 years d;".9

1 year = 6

196
.184-

.
.
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For each of 20 vocational education districts, one school is desig-

nated'as that' district's vocational training center. These 20 schools

receive additional points on the basis of enrollment.

la
Number of Regional (area) students.in Project Enrollment --(f5 points

.

200 or more = 15

100 - 199 = 13 ,

SO - 99 = 11

25 - 49 = 7

0- 24 = 5

Postsecondary

I

'I.
Institution's Ability to Pay (28 points) -- sum of three factort:-

. 1. State Support for Student for Day School. Divide the net

'.state wroprfation by the number of full-time students enrolled in

-September. Points are awarded as follows:

.

4 .

%Ow

Under $2,000
2,000 - 2,199
2,200 - 2,399
2,400 - 2,599
2,600 and over.

10 points

8 "

6 " 1

4
44

2 "

,

2. A Tuition. Factor. -Points are assigned based on the ratio of -.

- 1-

tuition to state aid, as follows:

4

Over\30% 9 points

25% 1 30%
7 I,

21% - 25% 5.

16% - 20% 3

it% or less 1.

3.- Other Financial Resoces. Points are assigned based on amount

of financial support for Day School programs in existence for two or

more yeaft from other than state funds, tuition or,financial aid:

J.
I - 185-197 't
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1

$ 0 - $ 9,999, 9 points ,

10,000.- 19,999
7 it

20,000 - 29,999 .5
n

:..
30,000
40,000

- .39,999
- 49,995

3

1

1,.

It

Over 50,000 0
,i

7--

II. Students' Financial Status' (28 points) -- sum of four factors:

1. Percentage of Students Eligible for Financial Aid, Points are

assigned as follows:

- 50% and over 9. points

35 - 49% ' 6: "

20 - 34% 3
if

5- 19% 1 P

2. Percent of Students Determined Tole Eligible Actually Awarded

Finincial Aid. Paints are assigned as folfoWs

- 50% and over 9 points

35 - 49 %'-. :6 "

20 =.34% 3

5 - 19% 1 "

,PercentPercent of Students
Receiving Aid Amounting To 50%. or More of

the Cost of Attending the InstitutiO for the Academic Year. Points. are ,

assigned as follows:
.

41

- 40% or over 5, points

31 - 40% . 4 "
.

..\

21 - 30%
3 D er

11 - 20% 2
..

0 - 10% 1
1,

4. Number of Handicapped Students Imposing Excess Costs. .P6ints

are assigned as follows:

12 aria over 5 points

8 -11 4 "

'4 - 7 3
II

1 ." 3 - 2
,,

1.9 8
-186-

. .

k



III. Meeting'with Needs of Business and Industry (15 points) -;z_sum of

three factors:

1. The percent of Day School programs with craft committees which .

*:
,s

meek with faculty a minimum of twice a year. Points are assigned as

follows:

90 - 100%
80 - 69%-
70 - 79%

60 -. 69%
Under 60%,

.

`-

4.

4 points
3 H

2

1

0
II

4

2. Unemployment Rate. An institution which draws students from

the entire' state uses the state unemployment rate. All others Useun-

employment rates tn their'local.areas.

3. Freshman Enrollment
Compared to Total Day School Capacity as

of September Enrollment.
Points are assigned as follows:,.

95% capacity

90 - 94% ."

85 - 89% "

80 - 84% "

,75 - 79% "

. 5 points

4 "
3 ,,

2 "

I

IV. Meeting Students Needs (22 points) -- sum of five factors:

1.. Day, School Male/Female Irittitutionlgatio.
Points are assigned,

as follows:

Over 45% each

.
133 - 44% "

.
20 - 32% "

, 5 points
3 'I

1 "
0

2. A Program Duplication Factor: Points are assigned bised on the

percent of institution DaASchool porgrams
which would be available to

students at other postsecondary
institutions within'a 45)minute*commuting .

:

distance of the institution in which the student is enrolled.

-187- 199
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Less than 20 f duplication °5 points

21% - 40% 3 "

41% = 60% 1

Over 60%

3. A Sex Equity Factor. -Points are.assigned_based on the total
4+,

number of male or female students enrolled in courses normally domiqated.
4 ,

by the opposite sex.

10 or more non- tra)ditional students

6 - 9
11

2 - 5

4. Existence of Faculty Evaluation Method.

6 poihts
4 "

11

Forma) Plan
'No Formal Plan

3 points

5. 'Frequency of Faculty Evaluation.

Once a year
Once every two years

3 points
1 point

V. Evidence of Special Needs for Program Improvement -4-2 points,

New Programs to be Inaugurated this Fiscal Year

2 or more
1

none

10 poi nts

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS
- 1 -#

1 Secondary and Postsecondary

Allocations are-proportional to each district's total points.

dis4rict
allOcation

, .

sum of all scores` for district

sum of all scores for all Os-

, tricts State.

200
\

*-188-

x Funds Available

7
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COMMENTS ON' -THE. NEW HAMPSHIRE PROCEDURE .

tteo lz i),-"Tha following are Malleable Data: guality.ofplani

to elimiriate sex tliasi gualit4of vocational program Offerins.

\

Several of the postsecondary ,criteria are vague and may therefore be

malleable. These are: III.1, "craft committee "; t"freshmarcapacf4r

IV.3, "normally dominated by the oppositesex"; and 1.V.4, "formal method -,-,-

N

for evaluating faculty.""'

Step 2: Point Score's are assigned
bythe.Prekedurai and the Non-

Procedural 'Point Scale methods f.both.-non-coritinuous, .
.

) . Step Z. The Weighted Points Method is used.

1.)
Generally,`

there is nd explanation for ttie different wei,ghts,

yith .which the various factors earn points.

ii; In the handicapped enrollmeht and sex bias criteria for post-

secondary, the use of raw figUres, rather than percents, firiors large in-

N.

stitutions.

iii) The reason for poStsecondary
criterion 1.2 which encourages

high tuition is not explained.

iv) The number of points given postt.gcondary
institutions for new

,progri;iUI) seems' excessive and may discriminate-against institutions

which already offer'a brOad range of programs. It may alsOencourage

necessary turn-over or adjustment of programs.

0

V

2

I "

..-
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NEW JERSEY

1. DATA SELECTED:

Vocational Education Need (VEN), Per Capita Income (PCI); UR

DR,,E HE, POP, CAFDC, State Aide for local schools, Dollars of

school tax dollars of total local tax in municirelities;New

nroarams

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES:

For distribution of federal funds tb secondary nroarams,

VEN,'PCI, UR, and DR, as- computed for counties., are transformed

into point scores by unspecified, non-continuous methods. There

are 21'counties. The unemnloyment rates, for examnle, are scored

as follows:

Unemployment Rate = UR* Point Scores

7.8 '
1 T

nonb listed %2

9.1 .
13

4 a.
975'

,

10.0 5

.10.7
6

10.7

1

10.9
11.1 7

11.2
11.4

11.4 ..

11.8

12.6 9

none lifted 10

nonelistdd 11

14.2 ,. 12

14.7 13

14.3 1,

15,3 14

none listed' 15

16.6 16

17.0 17

F1MTITitcounties



3. TRANFORAT7 OF POINT' SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS: ,

'New Oelly @mploys one set/of procedures td distrjblite federal

A.
funds to scrlda;), programs and another set toodis.tribute federal

.
.

0 money to pos4econdary programs. ,

..a .

'. Sdcondary, ' .
. -."

4`

. There is;6e set of procedures -to direct the. money to *chanties, 6

r.

' and ariotherp&eis tg'govern intra-courity. allocations. The, state-.

<to-county ut. `are as fol 1 6ers':

,-

F4 Sectio i 120, 110(b) and 140 mon6, an
.
index is computed

*

. ,

as

k

\ -,

, -..,

,
'-(1) .60 VEN +-,25 PCI + .10 DR, where VEN, PCI, and, DR 'are point

scores computed es ,noted above.
.4

.0-, e

Pon Section 150 money, an index is computed as
:4

(ii) .75 CRE + .25 PCI
Y 4 w.

For .Section 122. monel, the index is
.v ,

.

&
,

.

(iii) .65-VEN + .25,PCI +' .10 DR
,

." ai

. I.

For Section 110(a ) ,` the iri8ex ,

s

is '

e

(iv) .75 (H5) + .25 PCI
4 .

P

The welghted point scores from (i), (1 ), (iii4, and (iv)

are summed io,form 'a County Need Index. A county allocation is

(
I A

Total- Vocational Education-

.
Funds Available

-x County Need Index

Statewide Sum of 'County

Need_ Index.

203 4
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The .Procedpre used by county officers to distribute funds 'to

LEA's for secondary, programs are not clearly described,,but the

"criteria used to rank fiscal year 1979 applications" are stated tQ

be 1) children from low-income families2) state aidfor schools,

3)lichool fax as a percent.of total tax, and 4) new programs and

modiffed programs as 'a percent of the tbtpl pogram How these sep-

arate plements are weighted and whether all LEA's are entitled to

,

federal funds are points not.diS'closed:

Postsecondary
.

...

Federal f unds Jo? postseundary.programs are distributed ,under

'14lbe following formula:

Allocation to County c =
Funds'Available fir Postsecondary Prop4ams

v
...4t.'"

.

,

'''

....... -

N,
a

.

x-

4.

+

.

.20

:30
.

Unemployment rate'for county c

Sum,Of Unemployment rates of all

counties

, 1

per capita income of county c

1 i

'oerSum.of the value of calota
ihcomeof

population` of county c

for all

county counties

population of state

. ,

-COMMENTS ON THE NEW JERSEY PROCEDURE: ,

Steol: Distribution is based on "Vocational Education Need" and

"New Programs" in addition to other criteria. ,The Plan offers no explanation

as to how these'ard computed and they may contain malleable data.

a
Step 2. Unspecified,nod-Continuous'methods.are

employed.

'Step 3. A Weighted Pointi Method is used.

0.
204

-192-
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i) Formula distributes funds, o counties. While intracounty dis-

,tributions are said to take into acc unt such factors as local' tax effort

and new programs, no explanetion o fered as to how this done. Rela-

,

tive financial ability plays no par't distributions to counties.

ii) Actual enrollment haS no effe t on distribution of postsecondary

,

funds. Allocations are based on county Population which may have no strong

s

relation to the number of postsecondary vOcational, education students.

,/

t

205

-193-
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NEW MEXICO
A

;

1. RATA SELECTED

Levelof Need:.

LIF, U, FTE
in

Abilit(to Raise Revepue:

AV per capita,

2. TRANSFORMATION'OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

New Mexico employs four factors in its distribution procedures:

1.) Relative Ability to Pay (Assessed value per capita), 2.) Percentage

of low-Income Families,_3.) Unemployment Rate, and 4.) Student FTE.

Each of these factors is converted into weights, which for the, four factors

total 100 points, statewide. Thus, the total number .of points earned by

an eligible ryipient represents,the percentage of federal funds for
A

which it is eligible. The plan offers no explanation for the relative

weights assigned to the four factors, although ability to pay and pe;cenl;

of low-income families are weighted more heavily. Similarly, there is no

rationale given for how raw scores ofLEAs are converted to weights.

3. 'TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

New Mexico distributes all federal VEA to eight postsecOndary

institutions; secondary vocational education is funded wholly by state

and local dollars. Each of the eight postsecondary institutions earns

points on four separate factors.. By design, points for all eight'

institutions total 100; therefore, an institutions' point score represents

itsrshare of federal funds: Albuquerque TVI, for example, had a total

score of 37 in 19.79-80 and.redeived 37 per

2R94-

t of federal funds.
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1

oca

COMMENTS ON NEW MEXICO'S PROCEDURE
(

Step 1: No malleable data used.

.

, .

Step 2 A non-continuous, non-pr;ocedural Point Scale Method

..)
,,,,

is used.
. .

r

Step 3: WPM is used. New Mekico provides a good illusthation

of the need to adjust each factor in the formula by 4

FTE, rather than simply including FTE as one of several`

factors in a formula. Im this instance, Albuquerque TVI,

with over 60 percent of the state's FTE, receives only

f

37 percent' of the funds. This happens despite thk.fact

that the LEA hAs about average ability to pay, average

unemployment, and the highest concentration of low-income

families of all eight LEAs.

4

4
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NEW YORK

1. DATA SELECTED:

Planning Region (New York's formulas distribute funds to thirteen

planning regions', each of-which contains many LEAs).

Level of Need: .

, LIF,. POP, no. of ESEA Title I participants, U, LESA,.

HE, RYU, DR

Ability to Raise.Revepue:

AV per capita' t

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES'.

1

ti

a) Regular programs under section 120 and-programs.under sections

134 and 150.

These funds are.di'vtributed according to regional assessed

value per capita, population, and the number of low income families.

2 region r's assessed value per capita population of region r
Ar

state assessed value per capita population of state

J

region OF
LIF* 7

state LIF

b) Secondary Disadvantaged funds from section 120..
,

ESEA Title I participants in region
,XSEA* ESEA Title I participants in state

c) ,Rostsecondary and Adult Disadvantaged funds from section 120.

n6; of unemployed in legion
U* = no. of unemployedin/ttate

',/_19E- 2,08



f

23.578% of the Postsecondary and Adult Disadvantaged funds are

earmarked postsecondary programs. The balance is used for

adult progrells.

d) Limited English7Speiking Ability fundsfrom section 120.

LESA funds are distributed to only five regioqs, with high

concentrations of persons with limited English-speaking ability.

go*

LESA*
LE-SA in region

LESA in all five high

LESA concentration ,

regions

61.468% of each region's LESA allocation is earmarked for secondary

programs, 8.257% isfOr postsecondary programs, and 30.2% is for

adult programs-.

e) Handicapped funds from section 120.

HE* =
No. of handicapped students receiving special ed, in region

No. of handicapped studets receiving special ed.in state. 0

f) Special Disadvantaged funds from section 14 0.

These funds are distributed according to the rate of youth

,unemployment (RYU),and the drop7out rate (DR) weightedby population (POP).

region r POP region r RYU regiori r DR

°I-. state POP x state RYU state DR

'3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES JNTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Part a) funds*

,

regibrIrallotation qn (.75 7i ++.25.LIF*) .01.c
Ar

regions i

209
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Parts by, c), d), and e) funds I

Each region's allocation is simply the region's score

multiplied by the funds available (i.e.handicapped funds alloca

Ition = HE* x funds available.)

Part f) funds

.
,

Or'

region
- L Bi
r allocation x funds available

-

.
. all

regions i .

-COMMENTS ON THt NEW YORK PROCEDURE:

i

, Step 1: No,,Malleable Data used.

Step 2: Point Scores areby,Proportion of Total and Ratio to

Average Value methods, both continuous.

t

Step 3: Dollar Allocations are by Weighted 6Points Method,

'1) No formulas are used by regions to distribute funds to LEAs.

2) The distribution:o funds for limited English- speaking ability

S
, may be inequitable because only five of the thirteen regions receiye suchof

funds.

3), The reasonsor the.total amounts allocated to each ofthe
4 a

variops uses (e.g. Adult Disadvantaged) are not expl4ned.

)

ti

210
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NORTH CAROLINA

;
DATA SELECTED

All Secondary Excep)t Subpart 4and WorkstUTy

Level of Need:

-gam

eN

LIF, ADM, U

Ability to Raise Revenue:

Total' Personal Income, AV/ADm

Secondary Subpart 4 and Workstudy (Subpart 2)

Level of Need:

DR, RYU

;

Postsecondary

Level of Need: 1

U, economic deptessed area, new and emerging occupations; ECS

Ability to Raise Revenue:

_%It
Equalized tax valuation, POP bp-sounty

2. TRANSFORMATION Of DATA INTO DINT SCORES -

All Secondary Except Subpart 4and Workstudy

The fUnding,rfactor for each LEA d is calculated as follows:

+,ADMd + Ud
Fundifig Factor = FFd =

LIFu

LIF
state + AQMstate

+
Us

Secondary Subpart -4

.,t

' .

Each LEA d is ranked from highest to lowest according to

-199- 0,
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drop out and youth unemployffient rate by percentage points.

Special Disadvantaged
,^ Needs Rank

d

= (DR - DR + RYU
d

- RYU
state

)

Secondary Workstudy

. Egli LEA d {s awarded Korkstudy..points (WS*) as follows

WS*
DRd

DR
state

+ RYU state
0

Postsecondary
'OP

Each district which submits an application will 'be ranked

according to the following criteria

a) The highest rate. of unemployment of an'administrative area

. (county(iesr providing local, support).

b) The county (ies) (administrative area) which has been designated.

an economically depressed area by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce.;

c). New apd emerging occupations as, identified by theN..C. Effiploy-

v

ment Security Commission or. the N,C. Dept. of Commerce.

.Each will then receive a funding factor based on their concen-
.

tration of higher than ave age cost students (EC9).

funding,fidtord =
ECSd

S.

ECS;
all i

This transformation applies to all Subpart 2 and 3 funds, except

4 -200 -
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construction (Stboart 2) and research, exemplary and curriculum,

development (Subpart 3). which are funded on an application by

application basis.

.This.transformation' applies to Subpart 4 funds only if the

district fs in -a county having both RYU and DR higher than the

,

state average.

3. -TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO REIMBURSEMENTS.

All Secondary Except,Subpaft 4 and Workstudy

The funding factor is simply multiplied by the Funds 4vailable

to determine the allocation to each4LEA.

6
Allocation to LEA = (Funding factor)(Funds Available)

.

. .
.

Secondary Subpart 4

Only those LEAs with a positive needs rank are eligible for

416.

reimburseMent. Starting with.theLEAs it the top of the needs

rank, -LEAs are reimburied 100% until all the federal funds allocated

under this subpart are exhausted.

Secondary Workstudy

The workstudy points for each LEA simply multiplied by

the workstudy funds available to detirmine the workstudy reimbursements.

Workstuily Reimbursement = (WS*) (workstudy funds available)

Postsecondary

The mechdbism for transforming the district rank and funding

factors intointo dollar allqcations is incomprehensible.
.

-201-
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COMMENTS ON THE NORTH CAROLINA PROCEDURE:

Step 1: All secondary but Subpart 4 and Workstudy i) No malleable

-data used.. ii) The definitions and sourcec of data to be used are found

in the five year plan.

.Postsecondary i) ECS includes handicapped persons, persons from

low income-families and persons from families in which English is not the

dominant language.

Step 2: Strictly speaking, North Carolina does not transform its

data into points. For the purposes of this study, the States method of .

4

'aggregating data into factors for reimbursement was discussed in the 'Step

2" section.

Step 3: 'Die actual method of transforming factors for reimbursement-

: into dollar allocations is difficult to determine. The, description of the

funding mechanism in the Five year plan is very unclear. The analysis

/presented herein reflects an attempt to make-sense_of theplan, but it

should not be considered a definitive analysis of the State's procedure.

i) It is not clear how relative-financial*abifity enters into the

distribution process. The state appears to have adopted the follow -ing

practices for secondary and postsecondary distributions.

Postsecondary No federal funds- are used to support Subpart 5 programs.

Step 3: The actual- 'method of transforming factors for - reimbursement

into dollar allocations is unclear.'

All Secondary but Subpart 4 and Workstudy i) This transformation

is applied to each district for each allotment of Federal _Funds (Basic

Grant, Disadvantaged, Handicapped,
Vocational Guidance, and Cpnsumer and

-Homemaking.) ii) Each LEA d is ranked according to Ability to Pay...

214
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Ability to Pay Rank = (,3 Total Personal InCome i

for Eligible Recipient d ADMd

+ Assessed Value of d

ADMd

The" relative ability to pay is used to determine` the percent of Federal

Funds that must betmatctied by the LEA': Ti five Year Plan not

specify how this iNtermination is 'accomplished,

Postsecondary, The rive ability to pay for each postsecondary

Sd S'k

di'strict which applied for rei rsement- is determined as follows:

'Ability to Pay d'
Assessed valuatioil,-.of county containing d

c,
Latest Off\tclal popu.a,tion count of county'

contaflaing d

The Rive Year Plan states that the ratio of Federal to State matchi:ng'' .

_ funds will be determined eby this index. 'T-he Five Year Plan_does not
.

specify how this determination is accomplished.

.

I
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NORTH DAKOTA

1. DATA SELECTED:

Secondary

AV /E, CAFDC, New Programs (NP), Out-of-district enrollment

4

.Pdstsecondary

AV /E, CAFDC,'NP, HE, DVE, LESA; legislative appropriations

to postsecondary institutions, total vocational instructional

'costs in postsecgndary institutions.,

2., 3. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES AND TRANSFORMATION OF

POINT SCORES INTO REIMBURSEMENT RATES:

In North Dakota, the transformation of data into point scores

.
is more at' Tess integrated with the computation of reimbursement

rates, so we deal with these two topics simultaneously.. However,

procedures for distributing federal funds' to secondary institutions

are quite distinct from those used for postsecondary institutions.

Secondary

The ratio of

AV.

E.

AVd..

Ed

is'computed for all LEA's. These ratios are translated into partial

reimbursement 'rates under the follow table.

WEIGHTED FACTORS PER

Table I

RATE OrREIABURSEMENT

PUPIL TAXABLE VALUATION Sections: 120 120,134 . 140 150

1.25 and above
1.20 - 1.24
1.15 -
1.10 - 1.14

.1.05 - 1.09 216

,

60% 40%' .65% 15%

59% .
39% .. 64% 14%

58% M 38%, 62% 13%

57% .... 37% 58% 12%

56% 36% , 54% 11%

7204-



WEIGHTED FACTORS PER
PUPIL TAXABLE VALUATION

RATE OF REIMBURSEMENT

Sections: 20 120,134 1.40 .150

1.00 - 1.04 State Average '55% .35% 50% 10%
.95 - ".99 . 54% 34% 46% . 9%
.90 -.'.94 .

.

53% 33% 42% 8% It'

.85 - .89 52%. .32% 39% 7%

.80 -' .84' 51% 31%. 34% 6%

.79 - below 50% .. 30%:. 30% . 5%

CSecondly, the ratio child pop is comported for all LEA's and translated

into partial reimbursement rates under the followipg table:

PERCENT OF LOW
INCOME CHILDREN

RATE OF REIMBURSEMENT

Sections: 120 120,134 140 15O

20% and Above 20% 20% 35% 15%

19% 19% 19%
/

34% 14%

18% 18% 18% .33%: t.13% '

17% 17% 17% 1 31%- 12%

16% 16%,._ 16%. ' 28% .., .11%

15% St, -...e Average 15% 15% 25% 10%-

14% . 14% 14% 22% .9%

13% 13% .13% 19%- 8%

12% 12% 12% 16% 7%
e'6%11 %- 11% '11% 13%

10% and Below r 10% 10% 10% ,

. 5%

These two partial reimbursement rates are simply.addedlogether to

yeild a total'reimbursement rate at the secondary level. For example,.a-

locaf educational agency with a Weighted Factor Per Pupil Taxablellalua:'

tion of .92 and a Percent of (Low Income Children) df 18 would receive

33% + 18% or a 51% rate of reimbursement for a section 120 'program.

In addition, at the secondary level, the state May make discretionary 'e

grants on two bases. For initiating nevprograms or f* operating high,

cost programs, the reimbursement rate may be increased by up to 10%.
t

"Sepondly, for each school served in a region outside the school district, .

an additional 2% may be granted on the reimbursement rate for instructional

05,
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costs up to a maximum of an additional 10%. A,maximum of 50%'of the

costs of initial eguipmentmay also be allowed.

tv*,,

Postsecondary
,

For.eaoh postsecondary institution that lacks local taxing powers

(the general case), the following ratio is computed:

Legislative Appropriations to Institution d
Relative Abilityto Pay - Total Instructional COsts of Vocational Programsd

.

. /

..

a , .

This ratio is transformed into a weighted factor under the following table.

c

Table III
Relative

'Ability to Pay

0 -1.0 .

11720
21-30
:4,40
41-50
'51-60

- 61-
71',8z Up

Weighted
FaCtor

90-100
80r90°.
70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
30-40

30 or Lee's

Next, for each e igible recipient, a second ratio is compu,ted, namely

HEd + DVEd LESAEd

These

f.4

Ed--

ratios are converted into a weighted'factor by the following table:

Table IV

- r

% of High
, ConcentTation.
of Low Income,

Handicapped LESA

90*-100
80-89

418 -206-*

Weighted
Factor.

18-20
16-18

6.
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0-79 14-16
-69 12-14.

0-59 10-12
40-49 ' 8-10
30-39 6-t8

30 or Less- 6-or Less.

Finally, the two weighted factors are added together and axle trans-
.

lated into a postsebndary reimburseMent rate by the following table:

Table V

Sum of
Weighted Reimbursement
Factors Range

108-120 90 - 100%
96-108. 80 - 89%
84-96 70 79%
72-84 60 - 697,
60-72 50 - 59%
48-60. 40 - 49%

. 36-48 , 30 - 39%.
Less Than Less Than

36 29%
e

COMMENTS ON THE NORTH DAKOTA PROCEDURE:

Step 1: No malleable data used.

.0

Step 2: Generally, a continuous Ratio to Average Value fs employed'.

Step 3: A Tabular MethO8 is used to'determine reimbursement rates.

i) At the secondary level, the reimbursement rate is applied to a

.local edUcational agency's costs for vocational instruction, defined to

consist of approved salaries, equipment and durable aids, travel and "other

instructional costs" 4Ibid.).

ii) In the case of the Postsecondary formuTa, note that Relative

Ability to Pay is defined as the percentage of the institution's costs that

are covered by Legislative Appropriation. The possibility that the insti,

tution's costs are higher than necessary for the, population it serves is

ignored by thfs procedure. An institution which proRpses an,expensive

219
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. .

program and receives a small appropriation from the legislature will, by

th'is definition, have a low ability to pay and therefore receive a large

.

amount of federal funds:even though it may not need such an expensive .

program.

..1

00

,.

hi'
fi
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OHIO

i. DATA SELECTED'

ADA, LEE, RYU, Manpower Needs by County, UR, New PrograMs, AV/E,

CAFDC, LIF

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCOPES:

'Data ate'accumulated for each eligible recipient under the seven

.headings noted below. Each eligible recipient is assigned a,rank score,

V '

from. low to high or high to low, as the case :may be. If there are 600

eligible recipients and we are considering, gay, youth unemployment (high

toIow ranking), the districts with the highest. unemployment rate will

receive a point score °f op hundred and the district with the lowest will

recefve'a point score of one.

The seven criteria are

Unemployment Rate
Youth Unemployment Rate
LEA's per Student Cost

for Educatibn
Manpower Needs -- est. no.

. of. job opportunities

Number ,of Low Income

Families
Relative Proportions.of

Children in Low Income
Children (to 10,000
Total Population)

-Taxable Property Per

Student

High to Low
High to Low

.High to Low

High to- Low

(/ High to Low

High to Low

Low to High

LEA Totals of these seven point scores are added up. All have,

equal weight except Taxable property Per Student, which has a weight of

2. Each -LEA total it then divided by 7, and,the resulting lumber is

called the composite `score'.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

The eligible. recipients are listed in descing order of their

-209-
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compos.ite scores. Eligible recipients in the,top third are given an "A"

I. .
classification, those in the middle third are classified as "B" and the

bottom third are given'a "C" classification. The classification estab-

lishes either a dollar sum for distribution or a reimbursement rate, depen-

ding on the item of expenditure, as under the following classification:

Local Directors of Vocational Education

Superintendents of Joint Vocational

A.

B

C

$8,500
8,250
8i000

School Districts A 9,500
B 9,250
C 9,000

Local Supervisors of Vocational Programs A 7,500

B 7,250

C ,7,000

Local Coordinators
A 6,500

B. 6,250

C 6,000

Local Vocational Guidance Counselors A 5,500

B 5,250

C 5,000

Equipment fbr Approved Programs
A 60%

B 55%

C 50%

Travel Support
A
B

77%
76%

C 75%

Adult and Postsecondary Programs

Publ i c Institutions
A 11,500*

i
B

C

11,250*
11,000*

.0

. . A 10,000**
B 9,750**
C 9,500**

22g
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B. Private Institutions
50% of Above Rate

Hourly Reimbursement Rates, -- Part.Time

Apprenti ces4i p

a

A 5.00

B 4.75

C 4.50

Up to 50t per hour-
guaranteed, based
upon expenditures
of local board funds

Postsecondary Director A 6,750

B 6,500

#lupervi sors

C 6,250

A 5,250

B. 5,000
C 4,750

* This is reimbursement rate for36-week program if the entire

curriculum is approvable as vocational or technical.
...

** This is reimbursement rate for 36-week program if elective courses

are non-vocational.

COMMENTS ON THE OHIO PROCEDURE:
;

Step 1: If funds are.insufficient to meet the
financial requirements

of the distribution.plan,
then -the state funds applicant's in an order of

priority determined by a) unemployment rate, and b) program innovation. This'

latter variable appears.to be malleable,

Step 2: Ohio employs a non-continuous Ranking Method.

.
Step 3: A Tabular Method is used.

i) The differences in dollars indin reimbursement rates by A, B,

and C classifications'appear to be small. For all whole.dollar categories

of aid, e.g., local directors, superintendents,
coordinators, etc., the

dollar differencesibetween the A and B classification of LEAs 'are $250 and

between B and C are likewise $250.' Obviously, the percentage differences

between the classification of dollar aid decline as the base amount (the C

211223
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amount, say) of aid is,higher. As fOr reimbursement rates, the difference

in rate vof aid for travel between the most'needy LEA and the least needy is

only 2 percentage points. 'Thus, the,state employs substantial'-data collec-

.

tion and rather cumbersome ranking process to make distinctions tja-t result

t

in minor differences in allocations of funds.

ii) Approved construction is reimbursed at a rate,of,55 percent in

,

areas characterized by a high concentration of low income families and at

a rate of 50.percent elsewhere.

7

I

14.

A

1'
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OKLAHOMA

1. DATA SELECTED

Secondary

Level of Need:

LIF, OR; HE, DE,,,DR.

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV/ADA, pr0perty tax rate

Postsecondary

Level'of Need: "":-
r.

HE, QE

4

Ability to Raise Revenue:

fupds requested, state and local funds allocated

Area Vocational and Technical Schools

Level of Need:

LIF, RE, DE, UR, DR

Abilitito Raise Revenue:

AV/FTE

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCARES

Secondgry

a) Points are attached to various indicators of need,

no. of families .below poverty .intone

district total number of families

Index Range

8 - 11.5 = 1

11.6 - 15.0 = 2

15.1 - 18.5 = 3
18.6 - 22.0 . 4v.

22.1 - 25.5

-213.225
5

x .100
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, 25.6 - 29.0 = 6

29.1 - 32,5 . 7

32.6 -.36.0,= 8
36.1.- 39.5 = 9

35.6 - 43.0°= 10

No. of handicapped voc. students -
x 100

,District total voc. enrollment

Percent Handicapped

0 - 3 . 1

4 - 7 . 2
8- 11 = 3
12 15 = 4

16 - 100 = 5

No. of disadvantaged voc, staents

District total voc. enrol lment

Percent Disadvantaged

0 - = 1

7 '13% = 2

14- )20 % =3
21 27% = 4

28 - 100% = 5 .e

k,
County Unemployment Rate

0 2 = 1 point

3 - 4 = 2 points
5 - 6 = 3 points
7 - 8 = 4 points.

9 - 10 = 5 points

x 100

I

O

b) Ability to Pay (AP*)

Assessed value per ADA Pro>t?tax ..r.kte (in mills )

0 - . 1,007 = 10 20 - 22 = 1

1,000 - 2,000 = . 9 23 - 24 = 2

4 2,001 - 3,000 = 8 25 - 2g = 3

.3,001 - 4,000: 7 27 - 28 = 4

4,001 -: 5,000 = 6 29 - 30 = 5

5,001 - 6,-000 = 5 31 - 32 = 6

6,001 - '.7-,000 = 4 33 - 34 = 7

7,001

8 001

- 8,000
- 9,000

=

=

3 35

2 37

- 36
- 38

=

..'

.8
9

9,00'f - 10,000.= 1 39 =40 = 10

10,001 - greater= 0

. . 226.4.214-



AP* -
AV/ADA score + property tax score

2

Postsecondary

a) Ability to pay is.determined according to the amount applied

for which is not supplied by state or local funds.

AP* = Amount requested - state and local funds allocated.

b) A cost score is given based on handicapped and disadvantaged

student enrollments.

.

COST* . handicapped enrollment + disadvantaged enrollment

Area Vocational and Technical Schools (AVTS

a) Level of Need

.07

no. of, families below poverty Income x100

a

total families iii" AVTS service area4

Pvrcent below poverty. level

8.0 - 11.5 = 1

11,6- 15.0 = 2

15.1 - 18.5 = 3

18.6 - 22,0 = 4
t,

22.1 - 25,5 = 5

25.6 -'29.0 =
29,1 - 32.5 =

6

7

4

32.6 - 36.0= 8

36.1 - 39.5 = 9

39.6 - 43:0 = 10

Handicapped enrollmeot x 100:

Total AVTS enrollment

Disadvantaged enrollment x 100

Total AVTS enrollment

percent handicapped
Percent Disadvantaged

0 - 7 = 1
Os> 20 =, 1

8 *- 1.5 = 2
21 - 10 = 2

16 - 23 = 3
31 - 40 = 3

24 - 30 = 4
41.- 50 = 4

31 - 100= 5 ." 51 - 100 = 5
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.1

AVTS serviliarea unemployment rate

0 - 2 = 1

3i_ 4 =2
5 - 6 = 3

7 - 8 = 4

9 - 10 =.5

a) .Ability to pay is the total area assessed value per full-

time student.

Assessed value per.Flt.

94,903 - 117,210 F 10

117,21) - 139,517 = 9

139,518 - '161,824 =. 8

161;825 - 184,131 = 7

184,132 - 206,43 = 6

206,439 - 228,74 5

228,746 - 24,052' 4

251,053 - 273,359 = 3

273,360 - 295,666 =' 2

295,6-67---317,973 = 1

317,974 - gcea.ter = 0

A

3.
TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

Secondary and'AVTS

a.

Each .eligible
recipient is assigned to a group according to

the sum total of points awarded the recipient on the above criteria.'

Applicant's no,

of Points

28 - 32
24 - 27.5
20 - 23.5
16 - 19.5
12.5 - 15.5
9 - 12

Applicant's .4

grotip Assionment

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Groin' 5

Group 6

OC,

k

The members of each group wiTi=be reimbursed with federal funds

at the following rates:

228, -216



TABLE A -- Secondary

Applicant's Rate "of Reimbursement
7 Group Assignftnt With Federal Funds .0-

Group 1 * 65.0%

Group 2 49.65:

Group 3 37.6%.

Group 4. , 31.2%

Group 5 27.95
Group 6t .23.0%

TABLE B

Rates of Reimbursement for AVISs

Applicant's
Group Assignment

Rate of Reimbursement
With Federal Funds

Group 1 15.CY;

Group 2%, 9.1:r

Group 3 8.0%

Group 4
Group 5 6.8%

Group6 6.3%

The above reimbursement rates are used to distribute Subpart

2 funds for regular: programs.

The same reimbursement
rites'aresapplied to subpart 4 funds

but not all eligible recipients necessarily receike such funds, .i
.,

Districts are ranked according to their unemployment and drop out
..

.4.--

. 44

t, _ -

rates. Subpart 4 money is distributed in order of rank until it-4s

all distributed. Ranking is:done as follows:'

a) Unemployment rate: The range of unemployment rates

(maximum rate minus minimum rate) is,divided into five equal

parts, These five parts are associated with point scores of one

to five from lowest to highest. Each district is assigned the

point score corresponding to the part of the range in which its

. unemployment rate falls.

---N -217-
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b) Drop out rate. Points are assigned to each district

according to its drop out rate by exactly the same process.

The sum of each district's drop out and unemployment points is .

.

its 'total disadvantaged points (10 possible). Districtsare ranked

from highest tQ.l,owest according to their numbers of disadvantaged

points. Districts are given money in order from the top down until

the subpart 4 funds,are exhausted. The amount each is given is
e

ll

.found by multiplying the amount it applied for to spend on a Special

Disadvantaged program 6j its reimbursement rate (as,above).

Subpart,5 funds are distributed using different reimbursedent

rates. Each eligible recipient's group number is the'same as that

0

determined for subpart 2,-filnds.

group number

°

Reimbursement Rate

1

. 90.0%

2 82.9

3
'-'72.3.

4 66.6

>5
62.9.

6' '., 49.1

Postsecondary rr

The posIsecondary
agotation is,dikided into two funds. One

(30/19 of, the total) is:distributed on the basis of 0, and the other

(9/14 of the, total) is dis; tributed on the basis of extra costt.

3'
,

f
,,

instituOcin d's AP* for d , 10 Aft_ AP*
x -:-.-.-- ruolds available

,,
41location for-need z (AP* for i) 19

4
-'

0
all i

, r. ''
. o , _ , ,,4 .

7'1' .:*. " ipstitutian cl'i'"' , COST* for d 9
,

.allocation for cost -'.----j ,:cCOST* for'. 4)
x -r§- funds-lvailable

,. all'i-
,

4.
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COMMENTS ON THE OKLAHOMA 'PROCEDURE

'Step 1. The criteria used to distribute
postsecondary funds on

the basis of ability to pay
have little to do with relative abilities to

pay. Allocations are simply on the basis of the amounts requested without

.

determining how much each institution should be requesting. Furthermore,

itmay actually favor institutions with the greatest ability to pay since

. it gives an incentive to request the largest possible
budget for which an

institution can provide matching: This criterion i$ therefore malleable.

.r

No other malleable data.are used.

Step 2. Postsecondary point scores are determined by theProportion

.

of Total method, a continuous method/ Secondary and AVTS Point scores are

both by the,Procedural,and Non - procedural' Point Scale
methods, both non-

continuous.
-

.
Step 3.

Reimbursement rates for all levels are determined by the

-or*,

Tabular method. '

ii)The various funds aree-distributed
as-follows: subpart,2 funds for

regular programs are by the secondary and AVTS formulas above; subpart 2-.

funds for postseondary are by: he formula above; subpart 2 setasides for

handicapped and disadvantaged students at by a committee on'a lon-formula

basis; subpart 3,funds are used for state level
projects and are not es-

tributed to LEAs; 'subpart 4 f6nds,are by the formula above; and subpart 5'

funds are by the 'formula above.

ii)The secondarY and AVTS scores for poverty,
handicapped and disad-

.

,
vantaged are done,accordingto

Proportions of district, totals. .This

follows BOAE guidelines but, as
discusiedearlier.in this report, may

7!"" 231



produce outcomes that favor small districts.

iii) Points are given at all.levels for handicapped or disadvan-

taged students on the basis simply of enrollment rather than additional

costs actually incurred for those students.,'

iv) The reasons for the particular point scales and the particular

reimbursement rates are bot explained.

A

'1

23 2 *.
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DATA SELECTED:

OREGON

Secondary

Level of Need:

ADM (grades 7-12),..AYAR, low income students, 11-12th grade

enrollment in'vocational
education, llth and 12th grade enrollment,

:PTE community College;
per capita income, DE, minority enrollment,

HE, HE in vocational education.

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA'INTO POINT SCORE:

Secondary

The data mentioned above are entered;directly and continuously into

the distributiOn formulas, of which there-are four. The formulas are

described below, along with an extended analysis of the familia for (

.

regular-vocational programs in secohAary schools.

3.
TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

The four formulas apply to regular secondary programs, programi in

community colleges, programs for disadvantaged students, and programs for

handicapped students. These formulas distribute the following shares of

Section 120 federal vocational money:

+.1

Regular Secondary
35%1

Regular Community College* 35%

Disadvantaged
20%s

Handicapped
10%

Monies available under Sections 130, 140, and 150 of,the federal

vocational act are awarded on a competitive basis, project by project.

-2321-
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Regular Secondary Programs

District Allocation = District's ADM x
Funds Available

r/A State Average AV/ADM
District's AV /ADML

.+
County's % Unemployed

State's % Unemployed

% of District's students who are "low income"

% of State's students who.are "low, income"

District's % of 11th and 12th grade enrollment that

+ . is in voc/ed
State's % of 11th and 12th grade enrollment that is

is in voc/dd

Regular Community College Programs

District Allocation = College's FTE x
Funds Available,
Total State Community College FTE

1/
'3 Colleger's AV /FTE

State Average AV/FTE
v

unemploymentrate of County(ies) in College District

State average unemployment rate

per capita'income of State

per capita income of College' District

Programs for Disadvantaged Students'

Allocation = [ADM (if secondary) or FTE (if community college)

x

4

;

Funds Available
State Secondary ADM + State Community College:FTE

for secondary -
% of District's students who are.low income

,
% of Stage's students who are low income

.
1 i

for Community
college

234
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of recipient's students
f State's students who

% of recipient's students
% of State's students who

who are "minority"

are lumiliorityn

Ao are disadvantaged
are disadvantaged

state % unemployed
County % unemployed

Programs for Handicapped Students

-Alloc;tion"t [ADM ,(if secondary) or FTE (if community college)]

x

x:1/2

Funds Available
State' Secondary ADM + State Community College FTE

[Recipient's handicapped student rate
3tate 'average handi4opped student rate

.
.

District's No.. of handicapped voc/ed students
District's ABM

State's No. of handicapped voc/ed students

States ADM

Discussion of-the Formula fbr

Regular Secondary Programs

'The formula shown above for regular secondary programs'can_be converted

, ® - 0

to the following equivalent form:

District Allocation =

Funds AVailable x
District ADA

State.ADM

State AV 4

1/4 = .state ADM .

District AV +

District ADM

ti

County's No.
County's 41o.

State's No.
*'_State's, No.

Unemployed
-in work force

unemployed
in work force

District No. of Low Income,-,Students

District ADM
State's No. of .Low-Income Students

State ADM

District's No. llth-& 42'th graders in voc /ed

DistMct llth &'12th grade ADM'
State's No. of Tlth & Skth graders in Voc/ed

State's llth &-12p grade ADM
,

. 43-P
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Funds Available x 1/4

State AV District ADM
X

District ADM

State ADX District AV A 'State ADM

County's No. unemployed State's No. in work, force District ADM

State's No. unemployed County's No. in work force X State ADM

District No. of Low Income Students
State's No. of Low Income Students

District No. of llt & 12th graders in voc/ed State's 11th & 12th orade ADM

State's No. of llth 12th graders in voc/ed " District 11th & 12th grade ADM

State ADM
District ADM

When the formula is rewritten this way we can see that what it actually does

is to divide the funds up into four quarters and distributbs each quarter on

the basis of a unique criterion. One quarter is distributed on the basis of

districts' Assessed Value per ADM, another quarter is distributed on the basis

of the distribution of the unemployed population among the districts, and so on.

Observe that 1/4 of the "Fundi Available" is distributed.to districts in

'direct proportion to their value of

District No. of Low Income Students
State's No. of Low Income Students

4

an_exOression of the proportion of the state's total number of low income

'students who are in a.particOlar district. .1f we summed the values of this ,

'expression for all diitricts the result would be unity.. Given this fact, we

can be certain that the alltcations that one determined by using this factor

L

justadd up to the 1/4 of Funds Available which have apparently'been

designated_ fork this purpose.

-224-.
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However, this is not the case-for the three factors that are used

to distribute the other three quarters of the mounds Available. It can be

seen that the sum of the values for all districts df any one of these

factors will not necessarily be unity and that therefore the sum of the

allocations determined by the formula for a particularoluarter othe Funds

Available may be greater or less than what is actually available for

distribution.

For example, the sum of the value of

District No. of 11th, & 12th_graders in voc/ed State's 11th & 12th grade ADM

State's No. of 11th & 12th graders in voc/ed " District 11th & 12th grade ADM
A

District ADM
State ADM'

Ile

A

for all districts will be unity only if the last two factors in the

expression cancel ealth otherout. Now it is true that they are likely to
.

come very close to cancelling each other (sl'nce a district's proportion of

the state's 11th & 12th grade ADM is probably abo 'ut the same propor-

tion of the state's grade 7-12 ADM) and that the difference betwee the sum

of the allocations and the funds actually available will be small, but it

would also be fairlyeasY.to remove those last two adtorS from the expression I

so that the allocations would exactly equal the funds available.'

The problem is more pronounced,in the case of the factor involving

TCV /ADM. There is no reasan(to believe that theexpression

all districts

State.AV
State ADM

. District AV
District ADM

., -225-
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will even besdlose to unity in value.

Now it is apparent that the goal here is to distribute funds to

districts in direct proportion to their respectiVe values' of the expression'

State AV

State Average AV/ADM State ADM

District AV/ADM District AV
District ADM

In order to do this, we must have a factor Pd for each district d such 'that:

1. Pd is directly proportional to that district's value of

State Average AV/ADM .

District AV /ADM'

2. E P
d

"1

all districts

and

So that when the 'values of Pd are multiplied by the value (1/4 x Funds

Available), the resulting allotments will, when totalled, equal (1/4 x Funds.

Availabie). This.vill occur, if:,

State Average AV/ADM 1

d District's d's AV/ADM State Ayerage AV/ADM

L. District AV/ADM
: cto

all districts

$1,\

Ih other words, instead of-multiplying

State. AV

State ADM
Dist. AV

' gist. ADM

A

be multiplied by

Dist. ADM
it

by State ADM-'
should

State AV
State ADM,

all districts 'Dist. AV
Dist. ADM

The unemployment factor is a more complicated problem since
o ,

., -

.

.

nemployment dat'a'is available .by county but not by school district. _Since

4---v .
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it is not certain that the-expression

County's No. of unemployed State's No.in work force Dist. ADM

State's No. of unemployed County's No. in work force A State ADM

all districts

will equal unity, it would probably be better to use one that does such as .

County's No. unemployel Dtstrict popuratton

State s No..unemployed- X State population

P

If the above changes are made, the sum of the allocationi made by

the formula will just equal the Funds Aviilable figure: now the f.

sum is different from the funds. Available figure and Oregon is forced to Or

'scale allocations up or don in orderto fit the budget.

The new formula with all the changes made would be:

DistriceAllocation =14
Funds AvaiTable

4*

State Average AV/ADM !.

X District AV/ADM

No. unemployed in County

No. unemployed An State

District No. of low income students

Staters No, of PJw income Uudents, ",

ar,
.

District 11th & 12th .grade voc/q4 ADM' ,°,4

State llth & 12th.grade voc/ed ADM p

'1

6.4 Z State Av. WADM:
0

,, 460,-ipistrict AV/ADM

-all distritts',,.
. 11,,_

i'District oopulatiOn.X
,County population

.

4K
A similar commentary

applies to the.other threeformulas used in 4

Ordgon, i.e. the formulas for community college programs, disadvantaged

students, and hapdicapped.student's.

COMMENTS ON OREGON'S PROCEDUREi

1) No 'malleab e data are used.

1

2) Continuous methods are used.

ti ..44/0019
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PENNSYLVANIA

1. DATA SELECTED:

Secondary

Levdl of Need:

PCI, DR, UR, economic depression, E, training needs,

expenditures, HE, DE, POP

Ability to Raise Revenue:

Property market value per pupil

Postsecondary

Level of Need:

MFI, LIF, 4E, DE/tack enrollment, Hispanic, enrollment

Ability to Raise Revenue:

state funding, tuition increase

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO, POINT SCORES:

Secondary

A14 variables are transformed into point scores by the following

methOd: a) The mean (M) and standard deviation.(SD) are - computed

from all the district values for a particular variable: `.b) It is

, -

determined for the variable whether a higher value is reason for

greater funding (e.g., LIF) or.ftr less funding (e.g., AV).

c) Point-scores are assigned using the following table. If higher'

Values receive greater fuqding, scale A is used. If higher values receive

less funding, scale B is used.

*

District value for variable 43Cale'A Scale B.

rA + 4s0 too + 5SD) 10 1

(M + SD) to (M + 4SD) 9 i2

(M + 2S940 to (M + 3SD) 8 .
3

(M + SD) to (M + 2SD)
.

4
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District Value or variable
r-

(M) to 1M +- SD )

(M - SD) to (M)

(M - 2SD) to (M SD )

M - 3SDI to,(M ..; MI ,

M - 4SD) to (M T. 3S0, .

(M -.5SD) to.(M - 4SD) 1,

o

Scale A Scale B

6 5

5 'N 6

4 .7

3
4 8

2 9

10

.
Each secondary district is assigned point scores By this

process for the following variables: property market value per pupil

40
enrolled (MVtE), total taxable income per pupil enrolled (PCI), drop-

out rate (DR), unemployment rate (1), total expenditure per pupil

(TEP), training needs,(TN),' economicidepression (ID). The enroll-

,

merit used in all cases is general education secondary enrollment.

The drop-out rate is the average over?the previous three years%

° The unemployment and training needs figures are for the county in

which'the district is located.

Since several of the scores are used in all second

dary funding formuTas, they can be considered to comprise-a general

funding'factor as follows (a "*".indicatet a point score for the

variable before :it):

funding factor = DR* + UR* + UP* + TN* + ED*

Postsecondary

.
Postsecondary funds are distributed by th'e "project method."

That is, each postsecondary program is judged indiVidually-to deter-

.

mine whether or not to fund...it. This determination is not done by

formula. 'However, .institutions are scored and ranked to determine

how much funding their programs 441 receiv'e if their programs are

241-
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leded at all. The criteria and the point scores are as follows:

RELATIVEABILITY OF INSTITUTIONS TO INITIATE OR MAINTAIN PROGRAMS

A. State Appropriation Received B. Percent Tuition Incerase

per-FTE,1977
1976 -77

0 - 130 5 - 37 - 55 0

30+ - 1661 4 55+ - 72 1

166+ - 586 3
., 72+ - 91 2

586+ - 632 . 2 .

4 91+ - 131 3

632+ - 1228 1 1
131+ - 188 4

1228+ - 2700 0 188+ - 466 5

RELATIVE FINANCIAL
ABILITY,OF.STUDENTS - SOCIO - ECONOMIC FACTORS

C. Mean' FamiN Income of State D.

Financial Grant Recipients 1975

1975

Percent of Families of State

Financial Grant Recipients with

$6,000 or Less Income (%)

4500 - 9152 5 6.5+ - 7.5 0

9152+ -.9969 4 7.5+ - 9.6 ' 1 (7.5--1.25)

9969+ - 10777 3 9.6+ - 13.0 2 ,

10777+ -. 12868 2 13.0+ - 17,.1 3

12868+ - 13500 1_ 17.1+ - 34.5 4

13500+ - 14569 0 4 34.5+ - 62.9 5_--

E. Percetit 'of Handicappecrand F. Percent of Black Enrollees

Disadvantaged Enrollees (%) ( %)

0 - 1.4 0 0 - 0:6 0

1.4+ - 5.7 - 1 (5.7-1.45) 0.6+ - 0:8 - 1

5.7+ -' 5.7 2 0.8+ 2.7 2'

55,7+ - 36.2 . 3 2.7+ - E.4 3 "'

36.2+ - 65.2 4 6.4+ - 11.4 -, 4

-65.2+ -100 5'
11.4+ - 93.6 5

Percent of Hispanic Enrollees

0 -,0 0

0+ - 0 1 (0--0)

-0+ - 0.2 2

0.2+ - 0.6 3

0.6+ - 1.4 -4
1.4+ - 5.9 '5

(Continued next page)

c--

,;
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3. TRANSFORMATION.OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

Secondary(

Funds for secondary programs are allocated to large planning

units which then distribute money to indlyidual districts on a,-

'non-formula bast Since points are scored atsthe district level

.

and funds are allocated according to planning unit scores, we assume

-'thata planning unit's score is simply the sum of the total points
..

(TP) scored by each district in the planning unit. (The state plan

Ooes not make this clear).

All categories of funds are distributed using similar formulas,

'but with differing enrollment weightings.

a) The SUbpart12 fo'rmula for regular programs uses total

secondary enrollment (E).

\ .

TPr E x2 (EL* PCI*) + funding factor

Planning unit

Allocation

TP
r

for all districts in planning unit

x
'fiinds

:Mr for all districts in state available

b) The Subpart 2 formula for the handicapped setaside-Uses

handicapped enrollment (HE).

MV
TPh HE x 2(--* + PCI*) + funding factor

h
=

E .t

Planning'unit

Allocation
TP

h
for all districts in planning unit'

funds

x available
TP

h
for all districts instate

4111

c) The Subpart 2 foropla for the
\

disadvantagad seta§ide uses

t.
.0

disaduntagel enrollment (DEY.
s,

.

221:3
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MV "
TPd = DE x42(r + -PCI*) + funding factor

Planning unit =
Apocation

_

TPd for all districts in planning unit funds

TPd for all distrlcts in state
available

d) Subpart 3 funds are all distributed by the project method,

on an individual' program basis.

e) Subpart 4 funds are all distributed by the project method.

4ny school district with a three-year average of 150 or more drop-

outs and any Area. Vocational-Technical School with a youth unemploy-

ment rate (in its service area above the state average and at least

2,000 youths unemployed is eligib)e for subpart 4 funds.
.

.f) Subpart 5/funds use total distridt population (POP).

TPc = POP x 2 (TY*+PCI*).+ DR* + TtP* ED*

Planning unit TP
c
for all districts in planning unit

Allocation
fundS

'TPc for all districts in state
available

. .._

POstsecondary

'Postsecondary institutions
areyanked according to the sum of

.

.

their scores on the crfteria.presented above. ,If it
::

is determined

--- that a particular program will be funded, some percentage
:
of its

.
, ,

costs will be covered by 'federal:Funds. What percentage is covered

will depend on both We type of program and the ranking of the ins-

titution, as descripecrin the state

COMMENTS ON THE PENNSYLVANIA PROCEDURE:

Step 1:- Secondary The state plan does not specify how training

.'4
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needs (TN) are determined. ThuS, training needs may be-malleable. .No

other malleable data are used in determinihg.allocations to planning units.
,

;However, since no formula is used for distribution of funds from planning

units to-LEAs, this whole process is considereemlleable,

Postsecondary It is unclear tlow the amount of state funding is

determined. No explanation,is
g:h/en for selecting tuition

increases as a

criterion. No malleable data are used iedetermining the rankings of

pos'tsedondary institutions;
however, the whole process is malleable because,

the decision to fund a program is decided by committee.

Step 2: Secondary The non -continuous standard deviation'.

method, is used. 'As discussed earlier in this report, this method may fail

to discriminate adequately among recipients. A normal distribution, for

instance give scores of 5 or 6 to approximately two - thirds of the

recipients. Very few, will have scores well above or. well -below the middle

of the scale.

Since economic
depression is generally a "yes or no" criterion, it's

. ,

difficult to seerhow it could be assigned,a point score by this method.

No,alternative method is given. ,

Pqstsecon4dary The non - procedural
Scale method (non-continuous)

'is used.

Step 3: Secondary The weighted lobints method is used.

Postsecondary Dollar allocation
decisions are by committee.

i) The use of total expenditures per pupil may favor disti-ipts

' can afford a large local funding share. .

-233-
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1. DATA SELECTED o

RHODEJSLAND ,0

LIF, AV, UR) HE, LESA, TP,(undefined), DE, PC, ,Quality of.Programs,

'

Consistency Of Programs with Statewide Criteria, Cost- Effectiveness

.. 0
.

of Programs'

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA:NTO POINT SCORES

.
No information ,as provided on the matter of how4data are trans-

, ,

1'

o 4
.t.

lated into point scores.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

Rhode Island indicates that it usds a formula of the type,

0

S
d

= Total Federal funds available :k .Pd
P

4,
. all eligible
recipients j

: .

:For administration:"thstruction o secondary and postsecondary

k

students, aclults, work study, coop ative-education, apprenticeship, sex

equitypersonnei, industrial arts, a'ccother purposes,"

,.
assigned to' point scores 'as follows

I( Lr

.

.
.

1) Numberof Low"Income Families 30%

2)., Ability to Pay .30

- -3) Unemployment Rate, .t .

-,

.
.13.34

4) Number of Handicapped, Bi-:- . -.1:

Afnguel and Disadvantageb Students'. y.3.33

5) (Per Student Vocational

Expenditureg- .
-- 13.33

....

weights are.

.

, In addition, for
proposals submitted by LEA's under, a distribution..

to satisfy statewide priorities, the following weightstare applied:
e

L\,
. e '...

-234-
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1) Number of Low Income Families 25%

2) Ability to Pay or Concentration,

of High Cost Students . 25

3) Quality of Program in Proposal 20

--4) Consistency of Proposal with,
.-

Statewide Priorities .. 20

5), Cost-Effectivenes$
of Program 10

COMMENTS ON THERHODE ISLAND PROCEDURE:

Step 1: Many of the variables are not defined and appear mall/eab)e

t

program quality, consistency of proposal with statewide priorities, and

Cost effectiveness.

Step 2: The plan provides
noexplanation as to how data are trans-

.

formed.

Step 3: Rhode 'stand appears to use a WeiOted Points Method. However,

the descr4Otion of the distribution formula is vague and upinformqiive.

to
Oh

4
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SOUTH CAROLINA

1. DATA SELECTED:,

All levels and fundscexcept Subpart 4

Level of Need:
r

LIF, Qczhansky Index

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV /E, tax effort ratio

Enrollment:

Voc Ed. Enrollment

Subpart 4

Level of Need:

LIF, RYU, DR

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV/ E, tax effort ratio'

.* TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO. POINT SCORES:

All funds except Subpart 4

, a)? The Ability to Aaise Revenue .(AP*). component is based on

the relative ability to pay of'each district'd according to the

following formula:.

Ap*, Grade 9 - 12 enrollment
d

Grade 9 - 12 enrollment.
all i

x tax effort x forced total
ratio correction ractor.

The forced total correction factor scales the AP* slightly down

to adjust for discrepancies resulting from calculations and weigting

done at the district level. This was determined to be .9884687 in

FY 1979.



3.

4

-

The tax effort ratio is the ratioof tfie":actual local tax yield"

N
in district d to the "equalizedrlocal tax yield" in district d.

The'"act al local tax yield" is'the actual tax yield collected in

jdistrict d in 1976. The "equalized tax yield" Is the product of

the local tax yield in all districts and a tax equalization index

'called theCallahan index. The Callahan,index combines the assessed

. .

residential and industrial property values for district d, and ex-
, t

presses this equalized evaluation in proportion to the state total

equalized valuation.

'For district d,

actual tax 4..eldd
tax effort ratio d equalized tax yieldd

Adtual tai yield

'local tax yield' x Equalized Assessed Valuationd

fo? all districts State Total Equalized Assessed
Valuation .

b) Level of Need (LON*)componerit is deterMined by the

percent of low income families in a di strict as defined by the

Orshahsky Poverty Index.
4

LON
*

-
LIF in 'district

d
all i

(LIF in i)

v.

2

The Orshansky Index-is based on 1970 census data,

c) Enrollment (E). The relatiye_unduplicated vocational

education enrollment in grades 9 - 12 4nfa given district is used'

to compute the enrollment componentlE*). r

E* 2voc ed enrollment in district

d.' r...(voc ed-RArollment in i)

oR 24 9
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Subpart 4 =,--

a)* The Ability to Raise Revenue (AP ). Districts are

ranked by the tax effort ratio, as-defined above, from smallest

to largest. Points are assigned as follows:

,Districts ranked by the effort ratio

Thirty-one smallest districts
Middle Thirty -one districts
Thirty largest districts

b)

i)
Level of Need

Points

3

2 .

'1

low income families (LIF)'. Using the Orshansky index,

districts are ranked, by number of families below-the poverty in-
.

come level', from highest to lowest. Points are assigned as follows:

Q.

Districts ranked

Highest _Thirty-one Districts
Middle Thirty-one Districts _

Lowest-Th4Tty-D4stricts__ ti

Points

3

2

$1 .

ii) "youth'unemployment (RYU). A composit unemplor:nt

figure is calculated for each LEA.

RYU = UR + UR
voced , county

+ RYUage 16 - 21

Local agencies having a RYU eqUal to or exceeding the state average

are assigned twopoints. All others are assigned one point.

drop outs (DR). The district's number of drop outs as

',.a percent of the district's enrollment is. computed. All districts
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, .

.

having a drop out rate exceeding or equaling the state average

.9'_____
receive two points. All pthers,rece4Vione-point7--

1.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

A11 levels except Subpart 4'

The assigned point values are weighted, summed and multiplied

Wthe total,fOderal funds .available.

Reimburement s' ,rx /

kAPfor district d 1."1 ;) (.35). (LON) + (.30) cro total federal
u funds Available

Subpart 4

O

The points for each district d are then computed.

*
total pointsd TaX:effort ratios + + RYUd + Ded

Districts are 'clustered by point total and ranked within

each point total on the basis of vocational secondary enrollment.

COMMENTS ON.THE SOUTHTAROLINA PROCEDURE:

St 1: No malleable data used.

Step 2: South Carolina uses the Pr000kion of Total Method f'or

transformind data, which is cone.inpous.

All funds'xcept Subpart 4: i) Jhe reasons for the specific

' weights are not explained.,. ii) This process is applied directly to

all Subpart 2,3, and5 funds except the postsecondary setaside. The

<4.

state distributes this setaside Money to the statewide boati.ds administering .

the postsecondary and adult programs. These boards in turn administer.

251
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the. money' tp local programg
using-this formula. iii) The Subpart 2,3.,

and 5 moneys (including 'each setaside Category ofSubpart 2) are run`

through the formula separately. The recipient is required to spend

the award from each category for its designated purpose.

Subpart 4 i) The justificatiOn for the
group rankings and general

point scheme is not explained. ii) The vocational
education unemploy-

,

vent statistic,(URvoc ed
) used in computing OU is based -on the'number of

completers available for placement.
411.

Step 3: For all levels except Subpart 4: South Dakota uses the

Weighted Points
Method of funds distribution.

Subpart 4: ,The actual mechanism for, the
of Subpart

4 funds, once the districts haVe been ranked, i.s not explained.

1,

4

252
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SOUTH DAKOTA,
O.

1. DATA SELECTED
.

Level Of Need:

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per child age 5 - 18

Local 'Effort:

LIF, transportation

AV x highest, allowable tax levy

Other:

Approved Budget Request

TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

All levels

Level 'of Need

.i. Low income families

The relative percen of students from low, income faMtlies

in each district d is calculated as follows:

LIF
d

State Toial*LIF

*x 100

This percent is thin assigned the folloWing point score:

% of Students From
Low Income Families

Up to 10%

11 - 13%

14 = 16%

oints

13

.241
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% -of- Students From

Low Income Families Points

17 - 19% -14

20 - 22% 15

23 - 25% ' 16

28% '17

29 - 31% 18

32 - 34% 19'

f 35 - 37%
38 - 40% 21
41 - 43% 22

44 - 46% _23

47 - 49% 24

.50% and up 25

ii. Transportation costs

In-order to compensate for the extra transportation costs

that districts incur when participating in multi - district programs,

one quarter point is allowed per mile distance between a partici-

pating district and the multi district,center.

. Ability to Raise hyena

The assessed valuation per 'school child ages 5 - 18 is
411, S.

calwTated for each secondary school district. This valuation is

A

then assigned points according to the following table:'

Assessed Valuation
Per Child 5 - 18. Points-

yr
1-7

44",

? f

.49,000'& up,

46,00l -.49,000
43,001 = 46;000
40,001 -.43,000.
37,001 - 40,000
34,001 - 37,000
p1,001 - 34,000

28,001 31,000
25;001 - 28,Q00
22,001 - 25,000
19,001 - 22,000
16,001 - 19,000
13,001 - 16,000
10,001,- 13,000
Up'to 10,000

11

12

13

14

.15

16

17

18

19

20

21-

22

23

24

25

-242-
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-rt4 Local Effort

The local effort for each district is the percent of the

'maxi'mum potential tax revenue which is actually collected. This

is calculated as follows:

i) The asse ed valuation is determinedby multiplying the

IT

market assessed value for property by the highest allowable assessed

t
, ,

valuation factor permitted the state The maximum potential

tax revenue is determined by applying the highest allowable tax

levy to the assessed valuation. This tax.levy is .0024 for agricul-

tural Property and .004 for non-agricuTitral property.

Alsessed value ag
(g),(marketl assessed value)ag

ax

Assessed"valuenon-ag
= (.6) (market assessed value)non_ag

Maximum potential tax revenue = (.0024) (assessed value)
ag

+

( 0 ) (asseved yalue)non_ag

ii) The local effort is the ratio 'of the revenue

collected tosthe.maximum potential ,
tax `revenue', expressed as a

=

percent,
,

iii) Each district is then assigned two pointsforevery

10% of effort realized. Thus, a district which collects 40% of

its maximum potential tax revenue would be alloted eight points.

ecial factor for Postsecondar Institutions Onl

Additional points are added to postsedondary institutfor

point totals to equalize the reimbursement rates between institutions.



3. TRANSFQRMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO ROLIAR ALLOCATIONS

c
The.points alloted td each district are summed. This total .

* is converted,to a proportiOnal:amouot.depending on the availability

of funds .

reimbursement -(district point total) ( tstrict approved budget request)

to district d- a (point total (approved budget request)i

all districts i ./

.

total federal and state vocational ed. money

for the state

The reimbursement calculations are computed separately for secondary

an postsecondary.estricts.

COMMENTS ON SOUTH,DAKOTA'S PROCEDURE:

Step 1: The variable ."approved budget request" is not defined

and is,thustonsidered malleable.

Step-2': i) the reasons forAthe specific tcales and weights Of

-

the carious factors are not explained.

ii) The extra points given.to postsecondary institutions ere,

included because mostrof,the'criterfa used to transforb the data into.:

points.as ,discilsed above have little meaning when applied to the.post- A

/
secondary institutions. NeverthilesS, si ce the:r:eimbursemeht rate is

pgedetermined, the' extra Ooints;,factOr is malleable.

iii)
f

South Dakogotran§forms its' data using the non-procedural

9

point, scale meihddc which is.non-continuous. °v"-

Ster3:- South Dakota transforms-its, points into dollar alloca-

,.

fions using the weighted points method:

. The above formula, applies to the various parts of the Vocational

256
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lx

Education Act as'follows:

a) Subpart The above formula apOlie,s to all non-setaside

'funds in the secondary and postsecondary-levels, and to the "instructors"
. ..

,

portion's of part -time adult programs. NO formula is used for the distri-

buti$k of funds for Statewide programs or full-time adult programs.

b).. ubpart 3 -- Part of the funds set aside for guidante and coun-

w.

seling is distributed by tile,aboieldescribed formula. Other,funds_arenot

distributed by 'formula,

'c) Subpart 4 -- NOYormula isAsed for funds distributed under this

.440

subpart:

d) Subp6rt'i - Af)-rrioney under this subpart is distributed by the

above formula except for a portion taien off the,,top for teacher education.

Jo
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1, DATA SELECTED:

, TENNESSEE

'Clas5ification'of Economically-Depressed Area (U.S. Department of

Commerce), UR,AV/E,LIFCounty Labor'Porce,POP aged,12-1.7; POP aged

18-64, H, LESA, Legislative Appropriations to state-operated vocational-
.

technical schoolstechnical-institutes, and, community colleges.

2. TRANSFORMATION.OF DATA INTOPOINT

A. LEA's

Counties-are ranked according 6 the criteria of relative ability to

-

pay, concentration of low ipcome families, vocational education need, and

manpower needs. The'relative ability variable consists of three components: .

status as'an economically depressed-area, UR,:and AV/E. AV/E carries
-

a weight of 2 to weights of 1 'for economically depressed area and UR..

C- oncentration of low income families is derived froM data supplied by a

private company,Sales and Marketing Management. Counties are-ranked from

high to low in percent of low, income families. Vocational education need
.

. is measured by a count of population aged '12 -17, and counties are'raniced 4

from high, to loW by that number. Manpower need is apparently an estimate

.
of tht size of the labor force by county,' with data suppliedby:the Tennessee

,

Department of Employment Security. Counties are'ranked from high to low,-

in terms of absolutesize of labor force.

.-Each ranking of counties is divided into 5 :groups,' A. B; C,

D, E, with an A ranking indicati-nggreatest entitlement for federal funds

and E indicating the least. The same grouping procedure ieuged,in virtually

all instances; it can be illustrated by the data in low-income families.

The highest Percentage, rank #1, was Hancock; with 71.6%; thelowest per-

7,

cehtage, rank #95, was Davidson; with 25.9 %'. Subtract 25.9 froM 71.6 45:7,

-246.
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. Divide 45.7 by 5 = 9.1. Form categories as in Table I,

4

Table I

00

A 71.6 to 62.5 '(71.6 - 9.1 = 62.5) etc.

B , 62.4 to 53.3

C 53.2 to 44.1

D 44.0 to 34:9

E 34.8 to ,?5.7.

A composite weight is then established by multiplying the county

weight under each of the four Criteria by a factor weight. A 'county

,weight it obtained by translating the letter scores in'to numbers, e.g.,

A = 5; B = 4, etc. The,factor weights are the following: Relative Ability

to Pay, 35; Concentration of Low Income Families, 25; Vocation-al Education

Needs.20; Manpower Needs, 20; The process is illustrated by Table II.

Table II

le

'ft

0.

.0.

Criteria ,

.

Weight
Factor

Assigned
County
Weight

.

County
Group

..

°""

Relative Weight
of

Application

..
.A Relative Ability

'to Pay

Concentration of
Low Income Families

..
.

. C VocationalVocational
:

Education Needs. ,

4

~:' .
' D. Manpower Needs_

..

0

,

,

.35

25

20

20
...

a).

,

X

X

, X

.X

.

5

4

3
2
1
5.
4
3
2

'1

5

4
3

2

1

5

3
. 2

1

,:, ,

A

B

C
D
E

A

B

C
D
E

A'
B

.,C
ID

A .

B.

C.
D -
E

.175
140
105

70
35-

125
100

75'
50
25

100.
80
60
40
20

100
80
60
'40

20
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The counties are.then put in five grotips, A,B,C,D,E on the.basis of

,/
their ranking in the composite weight and by the means described above

:.with, regard to the grouping proce6re'used,for concentr,ation of low income

families.'

B. Other Eligible Recipients

Other eligible recipients arestate-operated systems of area voca-
.

tional-technical schools, technical institutes; and community colleges.

They lack a ;local tax base. ,Eachinstittition serves students in 'several

counties.1 There are nine pIanning.districts-that receive' federal vocational

funds from the state. Available funds are distributed on the basis of a

weighted formula of four main components.

i) Concentration' of Students which Impose Higher than Average

Instructional Costs.

The following.statement dppears4in the Tennessee State Plan for the

Administration of Vocational Education, 1978-82, Part II, p. 5:

Factors considered in determining the concentration of

students which imposes higher than average instructional

costs are: concentration of low-income families, handi-

capped, and non-English speaking population. Each of the

factors is weighted and combined to account for the highest

weighted individual'criterion considered in the allocation

of funds.
.

We have been unable to discover the meaning of these sentences or to

obtain clarification of them.

ii) Agnpower.Needs and Job Opportunities

Each of the nine planning districts is given a number equal to the ';

size of the labor Force-in,its area.

iii) Vocational Education Needs

0 '

Each of the nine planning districts.is assigned a number equal to

its population aged 18 - 64.

r 260:
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iv) Relative Financial Ability

Ea6h of the nine planning districts is given a number equal to the

'amount of funds appropriated to its constituent institutions by the legis-

latures.

The numbers assigned to the nine planning districts Are weighted

by the following values:

High Cost Students
Manpower Needs
Vocational Needs
Relative Ability'

Table III

.33

.21

.21

.25

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR 'ALLOCATIONS:

A. LEA's
An

. The following arbitrary scale is used to translateathe fives -fold
, .

letter ranking ofLEA
e

is nto "county group reimbursement percentages:

Table IV

A 110%

B 105%

C 100%

95%

E 90%

The amount of federal vocational funds is divided.,by the number of

authorized programs
(see "Comments.") to obtain an approximate average reim-

,

.bursement sum. 'In 1979, this amount was $1,000. The five -lo 'set of

county group reimburtement percentages is applied to the average figure of

$1;000 and the folling sums are available to LEA's in the five -fold

classificatlion for each of their approyed programs:

261 .
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Table V

A - $1,100

1,050

C 1,000

D 950

E 900

B. Other Eligible'Recipients fth

For the total" of the four weighted categories of need, High.Cost

Students, Manpower Need, Vocational Need, and Relative Ability, thes..

available federal funds are paid to the nine planning districts under

the standard-formula

ALd = Federal*Funds for Other Eligible Recipients x Wd

W.
1

COAMENTS ON THE TENNESSEE PROCEDURE -

Step 1: :Nomaileable data appear to be used.

Step 2: A variation of the Non-procedural Point Scale is used. No'

explanation is offered for choice of weights.

Step 3; A Vi-riation orthe Tabular Method is used to determine reim-

bursements for LEAs. It appears that the Weighted Points Method is used

for other eligible recipients, but the plan offers no clear explanation.

i) With regard to the distribution of federal funds to LEA's,-we

should note that the number of programs for-which each LEA is eligible

funding was decided a number of years ago othe basis of a survey of needs.

The number of students served as well as other factors were considered in

,

making this
,

determination, (Here "program" refers to a particular type of

vocational education at a. particular LEA.' Consumer and Homemaking instruc-

tion at. a particular LEA is considered one "program.")

262
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Tennessee's formula is used to determine the number of dollars that

, .

an LEA will receive per program, but since the number of programs that)

each LEA is allowed is pre-determined, the formula described probably has

little impact. The number of dollars that an LEA receives depends heavily

on the number of programs for which it is allowed funding, and since this

is not controlled by the formula, our conclusion is that...Tennessee's dis-

, tribution of funds to LEAs is essentially non-formula.

With regard to distribgtion

of
federal funds to "other eligible reel -'

-

pients,"there is a different kind of probldm. The state determines the N.,

composition of each planning region, i.e., it decides which institutions

are in each of the regions. The state also determines the intra-planning-

district distribution of federal funds. These two decisions that can be

. made at the state level would aPPeit;. to allow state officials to control

the 'tow of funds to any particular institution, regardless of the main

state-wide forMula.

O
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TEXAS

In FY79, Texas did not use a formula to distribute federal funds. A

"relative ability ratio" is determined.which indicates how much of the

vocational program cost is to be paid by the district. This amount is

the .district assessed value multiplied by a scaling factor of .0016.

Apparently districts generally receive the remainder of what they 'apply

for. '

The matching requirements for handicapped and disadvantaged set;

asidei are met by special state-funded vocational education programs for

the handicapped and disadvantaged.
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UTAH

1. DATA SELECTED

Secondary

Level of Need:

LIF (Number of students in low-income families, as defined

in tables below).

Ability to Raise Revenue: ,

Level of State assistance for regular education

Effort:

ADM

Postsecondary Institutions

FTE I

2. TRANSFORMATIOti. OF DATA INTO POINT SCORES

Secondary Institutions

Step 1. The low-income factor is determined as each district's

proportion of the total number of K - 12 students.in the state quali-

fying for free or reduced lunch.

Total District Free or Reduced Lunch Students

Low Income Total State Free or Reduced Lunch Students

Eligibility for free or reduced lunch is determined from family

income by.the following tables:

Family Size Income Scale

Scale A

FREE MEALS AND FREE MILK

Family Size Yearly Income

Scale B

REDUCED PRICE MEALS

Yearly Income

One $ 0 - $4,590 $4,591 - $ 7,160

Two O.-. 6,040 6,041 .- 9,420 .

Three 0- 7,49Q 7,491 - 11,680

Four 0 - 8,940 8,941 - 13,940

Five' = 0 - 10,390 - 10,391 - '16,200

-253-
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Family Size Income Scale

Scale A
Scale 8 ,

FREE MEALS AND FREE MILK REDUCED PRICE REM*

Family Size Yearly Income Yearly Income -

-Six oe $ 0 - $11,840 $ 11,841 - $18,470

Seven 0 - 1290 13,291 - 20,730

Eight 0 - 14,740 14,741 - 22,990

Each additional family member Each additional family member

$1,450 $2,250

Step 2. -The Ability to Pay factor ,A1)) is determined as each

district's proportion of the total state 9, 12 enrollment Weighted

by the percentagetof that, district's educational expenditures paid

for by the State.

District 9-12 Enrollment State Assistance to District

AP State 9-12°Enrollment x Total.Disirict Expenditures

Step 3. The Effort factor. is each- district's,proportion'of the

total State 11 - 12 vocatipnal.education enrollment.

District 11-12 Average Daily Membership
Effort Total State 11-12 Average Daily Membership

Postsecondary Instututions

Point Scores are simply each institutions relative FTE

0

Institution FTE
Score Total State postseconda'ry FTE

3. TASFORMATION.OF POINT SCORES INTO- DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

'Secondary Institutions

Eachristrict's.total proportion of the federal funds allocated
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a

to secondary institutions is then calculated as the sum of these

three factors, Low IncOmei AP and Effort, weighted at 60%, 30%.and

10% respectively.

District Allocation = (Low Income)(.60) + (AP)(.30) + (Effort)(.10)

x Funds Available

-
Postsecondary Institutions

- The federal allocation for postsecondary institutions is divided

proportionallyito each institution's enrollment (by FTE).

Irtstitution Institution FTE
Allocation Total State Post-sec FTE

x Funds Available

'COMMENTS ON UTAH'S PROCEDURE

Step 1: No malleable data used.

Step 2: A continuous Proportion of Total method is used.

Step 3: Dollar allocations are determined, by the Weighted-Points

,Method:

. 1. In total, Vocational education funds are distributed as follows:

a) Most of the Su parts 2 and 3 funds are allocated'equally between

Secondary and Posts institutions by the formulas described above.

b) The rest of Subparts 2 and 3 funds-are distributed to various cate-

gorical purposed (such as handicapped, disadvanteged and energy programs)

on a competitive, non-formula basis.

c) Subpart 4 funds all go to two "skill centers" whose, enrollments

are 100% disadvantaged. The money is. divided between the two centers

on the basis of their relative enrollments.
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d) Subpart 5 funds are
distributed to five different

types of

programs on a competitive,
non-formula basis.

Because Utah equalizes
the influence

of abilit
to pay for

general education expenditures,
conventional

measures o \relative

0

we,

financial
ability are not relevant.

268
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VERMONT

I. DATA SELECTED:

DE, E, AFDC, LIF, POP, AV, ADM; UR

2.
TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTQ POINT SCORES:

A "district index,"DNI, is computed from the following components:

Disadvcantaged Pupil Index (DP)

DEd / DEI

d = Ed .Z E.

b) Low Income Family Index (LI)

LId = AFDCd + LIFd
,EAFti,Ci + ZLIFi

POPd

c) Ability to Ray Index (EGL)

EGLd = AVd F AV.

ADM
d

F ADM.

/-

Uneiiployment Index (UN)

UNd =Ud
/E

PQPd EPOPi

EPOPi

3.
TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES, INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

N

'Sections 120, 130, 140, and 150 federal funds are all distribted

under a weighted formula, as follows.

First, compute

DNId,= 0.2 (DPJ + 0.3 (LId) + 0.3 (EGLd) + 0.2 (UNd)

then

-257- 2 6 9
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AL
d

p x
d

I
where'P is a constant equal to.the value required to cause.

= funds 'available.

This is equivlent to the use of the standard formula:

DNId

Ai
d.

(funds available) x
ON1'.

.

COMMENTS ON THE VERMONT PROCEDURE:

Step 1: ''The data appear to .be non-malleable.

Step 2: Vermont employs a continuous Ratio to Average Value method.

Step 3: i) 'The Weighted Points Method is used.

The formula DNId,. 0:2 (DPd) + 0.3 (LId) + 0.3 (EG4d)-+ 0.2 (UNd)

appears to have its weights f&- variables, explicitly presented. However,

each variable is also weighted implicitly, and the values of the implicit

'weights are not shown. For example, consider the variable

DE.
d

EN:
DPd

Ed.

)

.

In effect this is equivalent to the proportion

E

of disadvantaged youth in the schools of the district'weighted by
DE

with the latter expression serving as an implicit weight.' Each of the

other variables can be regai-ded tochave an implicit.weight of a corres-
,

ponding type.

The fact that SectiOn'140 money is dittributed under the formula

described above means that some districts that are trying to establish

special programsfor the disadvantaged do not,get-funded for same because

they are too wealthy. 270
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VIRGINIA

We have been unable to discover a description of Virginia's distri-

bution formula. What follows is a narrative account of distribution proce-

dures, drawn from Virginia Annual Prooram Plan for Vocational Education` 1478-9.

Variables. used in
distributing funds include an ability to pay measure.

This` i's based on assessea valuation per ADM, local personal income per capita,

and state.distributions
of sales tex retipts for education per ADM. A

second main variable is cost of education which is based upon local expen-

ditures for schools per ADM. The third main variable is need for vocational

education; as measured by rate of dropouts, rate of unemployment, and per-

centage of students,completing their
education at high school level.

By means not specified, eligible
recipients are ranked in terms of

these variables and divided into three groups, I, II, and III. The fol-''

lowing statement is made regarding reimbursement rates fin the three g.roups

(Virginia Annual Program Plan for Vocational Education, 1978-79, p.

Lotal school divisions in Group I are eligi e for 60% reim-

bursement of approved costs for categorical ants such as

the extension of contracts, equipment,
adult education pro-

grams, etc., and 50% of tte approved amount of eligible

costs for construction aCtivities. 'Divisions in, Group II

are eligible for 55% reimbursement of approved 'costs for

categorical grants such as ths extension of contracts, equip-

ment, adult education programs, etc., and 45% ofthe approved

amount of eligible costs for construction activities. DiVi-

sions in Group III, are eligible-for 50% reimbursement of

approved, costs for categorical grants such as the extension

of contracts, equipment, adult,education programs, etc.,

and 40% of the approved amooltof
eligible costs for construc=

tion activities. All divisions are
eligible for 50% of ap-

proved-local travel for regular program activities. Work

Study is reimbursed at 80% to Group I divisions, 75% to

Group II divisions, and 70% to Group,III divisions.

*
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COMMENTS ON THE VIRGINIA PROCEDURE:

Too little infdrmation it given, to allow a'discussion of the

procedure.

D

-

,
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WASHINGTON

1. DATA SELECTED

Secondary

Level of Need:
or

LIF, state expenditure/pupil, voc. ed, enrollment, total

enrollment, unemployment

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV per capita, total Mills l'iviedper capita indome $tate,ex-
,

penditures on education, state expenditures for voc. ed:, P,

number of voc. ed. pupils, co-op programs

Quality of Program:

New Program

Vocational Technical Institute (VTI)

Level of Need:

UR, population receiving public assistance, DR

Ability to Raise Revenue:

AV

Community College

Level of Need:

LIF, DR, population receiving public assistance.

Other:::

State population, population of college 'area, statercollege

t enrollment by institution
A )4

. og'

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA INTO POINTSCORES . .,

Secondary

. ,Livel'of Need . _ ... .

glow fridOme (LIT). The LIF* points are calculated from, the

3
1



i

.

following criteria:

LIF* = Percent Low
Income Each

LEA

ExpenditureExpenditure per Pupil

x
w/o Community Ed., Food Ser-

vices.,
Transportation & Adult Ed.

LEA Expenditure per. Pupil w/o

Community Ed., Food Seryices,

Transportation
and Adult Ed.

x
Vocational

FTE's

LEA1-12
FTE's

ii) Unemployment
(UR)

The points for unemployment are
equal to the

unemployment ratet

Ug* = UR-

Ability to Raise Revenue (AP)

Ar.
The AP* is a Composite'of the following factors:

State Average

Assessed Valuation

Per'Capita
LEA Average Asses-

sed Valuation Ar

Capita I .

x

State Average Total

Mills Levie&by all
State per

x
Gov. Units

Capita:Income

LEA Total Mills Levidd " LEA per. Capita

by all Gov. Units 'Iv
....Income -

State
Expenditures per

Pupil w/o Community Ed.,

Food Services, Transporta-

tion and Adult Ed.

LEA Expenditure
per Pupil.

w/o Com. Ed., Food Services

Trans. iend Adult Ed. .

x Inter-district
Co-op.

State Expenditure

for Voc ed per pupil

x LEA.Expenditure
for

Voc ed per Pupil

LEA 2yroca.-

tional FTE's

'x LEA 9-12

FTE's

The value of the Inter-distrajct
Co-op variable is 1,0 for

any district that doei not have i cooperative
pi-ogram that-serves-

.

other school districts,
and l.1 for a' district that does offer such a

.

\,.
.program:

( 274
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Quality 4gf Program

The points alloted for the number of new programs (NP*)

can be determined prom the chart below.

No. of new programs Index IV

0

0

1

2
a

3
4

5 or greater

0

1.02

1.04

1.06

1.08
1.10

A

r

'Vocational. Technical Institute (VTI)

The VTI fulpdingLfactor, R, is computed for each VTI i as

follows:

R. = X(A +
i

+ Ci + Ei )

f

/

X . an adjustment factor chosen such that all available funds are distributed.

area

3

B.

unemployMent rate of state

is assistance"

prOportion of state's population receiving public assistance

t
state average per.capita valuation

C.

. VTIi area per capita valuation

:VT( area, dropout rate.
.

.
EL

State dropout.rSte
t

When.,the area served' by a VTI is mhbllye contained within one coulty,'

. s
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then MTI area data are equivalent to county data. When a VTI

serves more than one county, "a composite of the data from the

counties .served is used.

Community -Colleges

The City CollegofOnding factor C for each city college i,

is computed-es follows-:-

i 1 i i

.

Oel

..1;)

,.

c.=.35(a.-fb.-fc.-i-di) ii.+.6.+.227

college i area's unemployment rate
-a/.

.

state's unemployment rate

college i area's p6cent of families below p6erty line (1970 census)
b

staters percent of families below poverty line

college i area's dropout rate
c. e 4

1

state's dropout rate

0

a

d =
college i area's proportion of population receiving public assistance

.

4

state's proportion of population receiving public assistance

pi = proportio6 ofstite's population that lives in college i ark -

ei proportion of. state's total college FTE at ollege i

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS:

-Secondary
, .

.

.. . I%
"in.determining the district reimbursethedt amounts, every.

. .

variable is weightid by a factor of district enrollment. The
.

.

.

total available funds are divided according to each variable; and

.
. each district receives a bit of,061'.fgd!6sed.op :thilx.oportion

, .
, .

L.264-
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of the district's weighted point total to state total points.

For_exaMpl e.,--the-re-imbursementamount-from-ttve-a-b-i-li ty tcrpay

fund for every district d, is

1

*
AP reimbursementd=

(APd) (enrollmentd)

1 (APT) (enrollments)
all dis-

.

tricts i

dollars available for
istribution on the basis

.of ,AP

A.sinilar calculation determines the distribution

to districts on the---;-1sis of each of the other three point

variables (LIF*, UR*; NP*).

-Vocational .Technical Institute

The funding factor "R" for each VTI is adjuSted by FTE

enrollment of the VTI rel>ative to that of the state total.

This is then multiplied by the state total funds availabler Ciis-

.'tribution to VTIs to determine the allocation. to the partictilar VTI.
a

to VTIi (Ri) 1--TrEr. x (total funkliavailble)
Reimbursement FTC;

all-t

0

Communiiy .Colleoe(
A The funding factor C for each city colLege. i is transformed

into a. dollar allocation merely-by multiplying Ci by the, funds

.avallatile.

-Reimbursement to

City College i
(L) Funds availablev for city colleges)

-265-
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aMMENTS ON THE WASHINGTON PROCEDURE:

Step 1: Secondary i) The value of the numerator of the "state

expenditure/pupil" variable.is constant across all districts. The denomi-
,

nator variesby the expenditure in the given LEA. As defined, those dis-

tricts that spend money for disadvantaged or disabled programs would have

a larger. denominator, end thus a lower variable point value. 1.1) See

the state plan for the source of the data.

Step 2: Secondary :i) At the'setondary level, Washington converts

data to points mainly by the-Ratio to Average'Value Method, which

tinuous. For some variables,.the proportion of,total method is used. For

"Quality oftrogram," the procedural Point Scale Method is used.

VTI and City Colleges. For VII and City College levels, Washington

converts data to points using the Proportion of Total Method, which is
1. .

copnugus.

Step 3: All levels convert the point scores to reimbursement

amounts using the Weighted Points Method.

i) The ,percentoftotal federal funds alloted to each variable

in the secondary formula, for 1'978 and proposed 1970 are.shon

V

1978 Proposed 1979

AP 35% '35 - 40%

LIF 35 35.- 40
UR 10 16

20 10 - 20

If

The percents actually used,in 1975, and the co$putations-used to derive'

these,perants, are ,not explained. -

,,,.

;

The secondary formula is used to distribute Sub'pa t 2 money only.

j
The VTI formula distributes funds under'all subparts. he COrninulPity

- .

,Colleges formula is used to distribute
,

funds from Subpart 2 to all

=266 -' 28



Community Colleges and funds from Subpart 4 and 5 for those that



WEST VIRGINIA
FY 1980

1. DATA SELECTED

E, LI (number of low income,childrp),IR, Number of Local Dollars

district is required to send on education.accordinq to the state's

equalization for.mula, POP

2. TRANSFORMATION OF.DATA.I00.POINT SCORES

S Condary Formula

The .401lowing fdrmuIas_are%used-to compute point scores:'
4

Ability to Pax Score AP*

x

* no. pplls in state
AP

d
xd

where.

d's no. of pdpils

Xd no. of local dollars d is reouired to spend on education

according to the equalization formula;

E x . state total no. of loc1/1 doll rs spent on education.

Low Income S ore LI*
LId

* enrollmentd
'LI ,

fl State total LI

6
state total enrolrment

.

. c
. .

where LI
d

number of low income children

'Dropout late Score DR*

d's. dropout rate
DR

d = state dropout rate

A

e



Total Score TS*

iSd .45AP* +'.450* .110DR*

I

B. Ddsedvantaged and Handicapped Formula

i) LEAs are first arranged in ascending order of their values of TS*.

ii) Then they are assigned values of Y* .on the basis of their position on

ti

the list.

d's Position on

Step i's lit Y*

top 7 .90

next 6 4 .91

next 6 . 92

'next 6 . .93

next 6 .94

next 6 .95

next 6 .96

next 6 .97

next 6 .98

bottom 7 .99

C. Postsecondary Formula
The description of this formula in the 98D State Plan is not in-

-telligible.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT" SCORES INTO DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS

Regular Secondary and Related Programs

r
Values of are transformed to a scale ranging from 1.0.to 1.31

in order to Vine the val)Jes of ATS *. Thep cedure for making thisti,
translation not explained.

1

4

e
ATS x Stude t-Teacher Contact Hours t .,

. .

Allocation to county d = Total Funds

.1 , .
Available Z (ATSi x S udent-Teacher Contact

: . e
a. all j Hours ).

. . i
where, "dc j; it set of all eligible recipient

1,

.
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V

The above formula is also used to distribute funds earmarked for

the following purposes: ''Guidance and Counseling, Administration and

Supervision, and,JobPlacement.

B. Disadvantaged, Handicapped and-R-elated-AlllycatiOns--

Fot each applicktion for federal funds, the state authorities

it.

determine whether the amoun reques, . ell andvlew-Inut-h---ofthat

amount will be covered by state and "local funds. .The iiYocedure fo'r this -

latter step is not shown.

Theh, the allocation of federal funds is determined as follows:

Allocation of federal funds No. of.Dollars

to d for handicapped and Requested by d

disadvantaged programs and approved by,

.
(continuing programs only) State

Na. o
1

f State, :.

& local.dollars
X

*

that will be used Yd

to fund this ap- ,

plication

,If the allocations so
determined add to more than the amount of

federal money available,-then the allocatio.ns are detreised proportionately
. - " 4

until th.e sum equals the amount of federal-funds at 'hand. If there is

Money left over
after'this main allocation is ma e, additionallUms are

.

.4.,

.paid to eligible recipients bli-criteria of economic depression in the region

1

of the LEA,,unemployment rate, and cost-effectiveness oe'programs offered'
..

.

by the LEA: ,

.

.

The above formula is also used to distribute funds in the following

categories:,
Cooperative Programs, Adult Programs (for Adul Programs, Y*

is weighted at 1.2.)

--C-1--eurraumer and Homemaking Programs`

Thisailocation.is based on the formula

:
No. of adults in

.

Value of Yd from disadvan-
ds

- --Allocation to d
d!s Aiitrict

.x

FunX taped and tandicapped formula ,

.i.tate.adult Avai lable.

- _ Populatton .

. -

.1.

282
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except that allocations are not to exceed $9 per instruction hour,
O

,

COMMENTS ON THE WEST VIRGINIA.PROCEDURE

Step.1% No Malleable Data used.

'Step 2: Ratio to Average Value, a continuous method, is used:
4

Step 3: Weighted Points Method Used.

i) At certaim crucial steps in the distribution process, we

unable to fathom the techniques employed,'"even after engaging in'corres-

.

pondence and telephone conversations with West Virginia officials. We

doubt the descriptions of these procedures given in the State Plans serve

to inform the interested Citizensloof the state either.

O

-;11-- "r

N 5;

t

It

. A. : 1")' .
' .0
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I 110.0 0.
. % .
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A .. .

.
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1. DATA SELECTED

WISCONSIN.

Cost of Instruction (Post-Secondary),.

Tax Dates (Post - Secondary), PtI, UR, POP

FTE '(fit- Secondary), LoCal

(age 18 and over), Student

2..

:

Placements; Enrollment Trends, Building Utilization, Program

Characteristics (Secondary):°

TRANSFORMATION OF-DATA INTO POINT SCORES:
.

Postsecondary

o.
Several post-secondary allocations are based on a Multi-Factor

. ,Index Score (MFIS). There are 16 post-secondary institutions and these
,

are divided into quartles'by the criteria, Of efficienty:effort, income;,
. . .

. need, and service. /
. I 4 .I

. d .
1. Efficiency. This ranking is based on cost student, 1975 -76. .,..

The four institutions' with,the lOwest cost perFTE.receive:a.Tfour" end. .

.

the fOur,withthe.highest
4.
cost receive

...'a "one" and-the,other-8.- districts,.o
s.

0f ., .. .. , .
.are likewise distributed in-themiddle'itwe.

1).y.their rabkinTind'
, , ..*. ,.:0 4'

. - .receive either,a "two" or'a.'"4three4.. .4

2. Effort. This 'is bas-ed*on local_tax rite. 'The-f.dur diltricts with.

L

the highest tax rates,receiVe.a'four apd-the other districts are ranked.

idoWnwarj, as in-the'ease of the efNiericy indeinbov.

5.. Income. Th4s renkinyrelates to income: per.cap3ta, 104 dat'a for

.count' of which -the district islOcated. -The districts with the lowest't -

income per,*capitk..reepive an .index valde of'four..

. I

(,

4:'4 Reed, ',Need 'ii measured by,annu04 average, unemployment rate,, 1976,.. .. .. ,.. ,

Kdurf'districts'witk the.-higtigst UnemploYment rateTreceive a four, etc.
, .

.-272- 284
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5. Service. SeAtice is.measured by propOrtion of post - secondary
.i410 c

and adult enrollments in vocational education in the population aged'18

and over, 1974-75 data.

The five separate index scores are cast up for each district.,

The highest total score is 16 and the lowest is 8. Then Pd is computeld

4, as

District Student FTEsq0r.

P
= [Indices Score] x

d 'State Total Student FTEs

4

There is. also computed a "reimbursement percentage rate." This

is an index.score obtained as the simple sank of the index values descrihd .1

. .

just above under the headings of Effort, Inco10 me, and Need. The total index ,

score is translated' into' a Reimbursement Percentage Rate as follows:

'Table 1 .

0

Reimbutiement, -

Index Score Percentage Rate.

10 - 12
6 - '9

0. - 5
°

Next, there is for post-secondary institutions a "COnstruetion .

Q, a.

Federal Funding Reimbursementrndex.. Ft pis derived?, as before, by adding
_ .

. .

'together,as a single sum various separate components. These are inpnie;.'
_

. .

,

unemployment-and effort, all already described.-.There is also an .

.

. -. -,,- i. 4 ,
.

-utilization index: derived .from data on how many7tithes.a week a roi5M-W
,. .

scheduled;,, or and number%of,student stations used per,week,comparpd.,

to the number of stati-cnS'scheduled. In tie colittrystion:indels' there ''

,..\ .
, , ,....._r

.are additional subjectively-der measurevcif theAlistrict's.need,for

,

the new fcility,'placement:sUccess
rate; andenr011Ment trends.

.- , .. - ; ,- '.. Arky ',.' , . , i? .`-. 5,:, a...,,

., . _ _ , - 4.
,

,.

: .

'
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A

400

. 'S

.
For consumer and homemaking education `at the'post-secondary

.

level; there 'is a score developed from a state-administeredassessment

ofthe quali* te'district's program in terms of prO4rass toward.

sex equity, adequacy of supeMsion and coordination, reasonabjenessoof
e

the budget,, existence of local Advisory committee, and annouceMent of

.'measurable objectives. Point scores are translated into reimbUrsemen

rates under the following table:

Table II

0
'Score eimbursement Rate

85-100'
70-84,

55-69
4Q -54

25-39
10-24 A

85%
80

70

50
40

.20
<

Secondary Level

0, 0

r -

One master index is used for distributing federal vocational
,

money at the secondary level. 111/4 omponents and index/Values areshowne,

below:.

Tabie'III

-,

Points

Schools in Econdmically Depressed Areas 0, 2g..A
Schools in an economicallyN&pressed area as defined by

the Department of Industry, Labor, and Human Relations
are those in communities with lower than average per-capita
incomes and .would receive 20 points and thilge schools not

an economically depressed area would.ReqeiVe 0 points.

Relative Ability to PaY*.

Low
Cow Average '

High Average, \
High 2 51 6

-274-
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A icale,is developed lisiingthe property valuation per
student of each school district-ranging "from the most property

valuation to the least. The firstione-sixth of the scale, or

those schools wjth the most property valuation per student (high),

would receive no,points. Ihe next one-third of the scale. would be

the high.average and receive'5 points. The next one-third of the

scale would.be the ldw aJerageand receive 10 points. The remaining

one-sixth of the-stale, orythose.sChooTs with the least property
valuation per student (10144. would receive 20 points.

Role Stereotyping

school must identify the number of males and females in
all funded p'rojec'ts for the last three years and project the . 0

enrollment for the.nekt three years to receive vocational.
education funds.

Points

.. .

A school will receive 5 points for describing procedures to be
used to identify sex role stereotyping problems/concerns within .

totaj..votational program with emphasis on program areas. , 5

A school will receive 10 points for completing the first two
steps and fOr'describing procedures to be used to develop a ' ,10

plan for addressing probdilib stated above. .
,,1..,

-,

A schocil wi4 receive 15 pointt for.describing. pr osed sex

role'stereotping 'in-service program bused .on th need(s)

identified above and completing tyre program by the end of the 15

,fiscal year \ .. .

i
- -

\

SpeciarNeeds ,

,

dew

Spec al target** -- unique, extensive services 15

Special target .group -- normal services' 10

-, Basic programeinclUdin target group students but 'less ,

than 50% of-cias's enrollment 5- .

'Basic capstone program receives 5 points..
Capstone programyin which 50% of the students are either
disadvantaged or handicapped and receiving special services

receive 10 points. -

Capstone prograein which an additional period.for special
'"services for these disadvantaged or handicapped students is

provided receives'15 points.

Special exists

High 11

Average, 9.

Mprmal 7

Low 5

Spetial costs relate to costliness of a given prOSect
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Points are cumulativet.i.e. .a co-op projectith $6,500
in hardware and a summer program would receive 11 points.

Basic capstone program receives 5 points'.
Simulation or cooperative capstone program with approved
coordination time receives an additional two points.
Capstone program with approved hardware totaling $6,000 or
more receives an additional two point's.
Capstone program with approved'summer salary for vocationally
certified teacher receives an additional two points.

Manpower

Employment needs -- surplus to severe need, .

Basic capstone program receives 5. points.
Capstone program in Health Care Occupations and/or
approved cooperative capstone.programs_receives 15 points. .

Additional Points for NewProjects

. First' year prpject
Second year project
Third year.project

High.Dropot

Top one - third above average

Second one-third above average
'First one-third above average
Below average

Points are awarded to those sOlool districtsith.dropout
rates above State average.

Other

I
5,15

12

8
4

10

7

4 -

.0.

.Vocational student Organization opportunities 0, 4, 8
,Demonstration projects, pilot projects, or projects
for new and emerging occupations 0, 10

. A school will receive 8, Points.for vocational student
."'organization oppqrtunities if state and nationally affiliated

and local program of work and end-of-year evaluation is
submitted._ A school will receive 4 points if state and nationally
affiliated and.program of work submitted or local program of work
and end-of-year evaluation submitted. 4, school will receive 0

. points if program-of work and end-of-year evaluation s not
.submitted'and not state and nationally affiliated, or only program

*---, of.work submitted, or pay dues submitted.

a.

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS 136
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3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO'DOLLAR ALLCATIONS

A Secondary (All)

The pbint scores in Table III.are used to
distribute all funds

to secondary institutions.. However, just as in the case of postsecondary

allocations, there are state - determines setasides: :25 percent, of Section

.
120 money is for disadvantaged students and 15 percent is for ttie handi- '

capped.

The
1

points in Table III are used as follows: The total number of
. .

points for allcischools is diyided intothe number of 6011ars available

for the purpose for which funds are. being distributed 'handicapped,

special disadvantaged,
regular prOgrams, or whateve) to yield a dollars

.

point figure. This dollars/point figure is then multlplied by each

district's number-of points to arrive at the number of dollars for which'

it is eligible. Matching ratios are derived and-Used in the same fashion

. as in the case of postsecbndary allocations (see below).
1,

Postsecondary

Sixty percent of Section 120 money is reserved for postsecondary'

institutions; as is sixty percent of Section 140 and 150. Of the

Section 120 postsecondary
distribution, 25 percent is reserved for dis-

advantaged persons and 15 percent for the handicapped.
Additional funds e

(the amounts vary from one year to the next) for previous tdmmitments,,

high priority areas, construction,
state administration, and special

project.

1: Regular Programs

The following
relationship is calculated -

RRd =
P
d

Pi

4 -277-
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The reimbursement rate is,applied to federal funds available to deter-

mine a
,

Tanning Figure" for the given district. Each district receives

75percent of the Planning Figure.

The remaining 25 percent of available funds is handled in the

74'

followingmanner. Districts are.rated by the'state on the same basis,

approximately, as the'state uses in evaluating consumer'and homemaking

education. 'Districts are then ranked from high to low. Starting at

the top of the list, districts are paid at the Reimbursemeht percentage

*Rate (range 55 ',45 percent, see Table I) on those amounts of their

Planning Figure not cbvered by the-initial distribution of 75 'percent

of the money. This process is'carried along'until the federal money

is exhausted.

Districts 'are not restricted to the Planning Figure ds a 'ceiling

for their budgets. A district may, for example, plan programs whose

total cost is 200% of its Planning Figdre. This district will then

receive 75% of its'Planning Figure in federal Money, and assuming it is

sufficiently high on the priority list, it will also receive an amount

e4Ual to its Reimbursement Percentage gate times 125% of.its Planning

Figure (since 200% - 75% = 125%). As-long as the district is Willing

to provide the matching funds its budget Can be as large as it wants.

The Reimbursement Percentage Rate thus has another use: it establishes-

a.local thatching requirement:

where P = Planning Figure, R = Reimbursement Percentage Rate, and

L LOdal Share (matching), each district receives P in federal funds I -

and must'match that money with at least L
.P

x R This is equiWent

to saying ttat the federal funding for a - particular program must never

-

Comprise more than R ( the Reimbursement Pertentage Rate) of the budget.

S
290
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0

The recipient must provide .0-R) of the total budget in order to

receive the'rfederel money.

2. Construction y.

.

For construction the index previously described is used as follows:

RRI=
P
d

P

.

.

where RR'indicates preliminary RR. Then, for each distri.ct, there is

computed -

. RR' x Local C6st of Copstructiorf (LLC) = Sid '

Then one takes the .ratio of

/ .......-.1_

S I
. d

Federal Funds = allocating percentage, AP. .Finally,

Kvail'able

S
d
= S' x AP

d '

3. Postsecondary JLdicapped and Disadvantaged Setaside -

From MIS is derived P
d

(used also'in the distribution of regular

postsecondary funds). The distribution takes the farm

P
d

Sd = x Federal Funds Available

J

4. Postsecondary Section 14O Funds

.4t

These funds are distributed on the basis of.an historical relation-
,

ship.

5. -Postsecondary Section 150 Funds

The reimbursement rates shown -in Table II govern this distribution

subject to a maximum allotment that is established by hiStorical data

6n.economic depression in the area.
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WYOMING

a I

T. DATA SELECTED,

AV, ADM, FTE, LIF, UR, DE,-HE, DR,JLESA , Occupational Enrollment,.

Jgb Openfhgs, Excess Local c0Sts of TeeChers' Salaries'

2. TRANSFORMATION OF DATA.IN 0 PONT SCORES:
49

1.

Ten different scales are used. These are as follows':

1) Relative financial Ability

AVd/A0Md(sec.) r-

AV
s
/ADM

s
(sec.)

,AV
d
/FTE

d
(postsec.)

AV
s'

FTE
s
(postsec.) Points

/1.

0 ,- 0.49 '5 .

.5 -' .99 4

1,00 3

1.01 - 1.49 2

1:50 plus 1

iii Low Income Families

I.Lfd

LIF
s

Points

16.5 - 5.57 % 5

5.56 - 3.57 4

3.56 - 2.57 3

2.56 - 1.57 2

1.56,- .00 .
1

iii) hnpower Needs

292
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4
4,0

UR
d

4.5

3.0

1.5

Points

iv) Diisadvantaged

DE
d

DEs

5

4

3

2

1

Points

Highest Quartile .5

Third, Quartile' 4

State Average 1 3

Second Quartile 2

First Qilartile 1

v) Handicapped

HE
d

HE
s Points

Highest Quartile 5

Third Quartile 4

State- Average 3

Second Quartile-- ,,j 2

irst Quartile 1

- *

vi) Occupational Needs
I

DR
d Points

8%
6

4

2

0

5

4
3

2

1

-281:
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.Enrollment tin Occupational Education

Enrollment Y Points--

M 1700 5

1300 4

1 900
500

3

2

100 1

viii) Limited English

LESA
d

Speaking Ability

Point'sLESA
s

Wighestt Quartile .
5

Third Quartile 4

State Average 3

Second Quartile 2
0.

First Quartile 1

.

ix) Job Opening's

'Job Openingsd.

tob,Openingss

le

. Points

21 % 5

20t- 16 '4

15 - 11 3

10 - 4 2

3 - 0 1

x) Excess Local Costs of "[caching

Average Teacher's:
Salary in LEA Points

Highest Quartile 5

Thirdluartile 4

Stan Average 5

Second Quartile 29

First Quartile 94

'-282-
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3. TRANSFORMATION OF POINT SCORES INTO REIMBURSEMENT RATES:
.11

The point totals from each eligible recipieht are added up and
.

.

.

.

we' Nts are applied. The maximum,point score is 275.. Weights are as

shown in.Table I. k./
.

Table. I

' -7-""-.s

Elements Weight
Estimated,allocatI'on of vveiahl

Total5 4 3 i 2
Relative*Ao4;ty

I. to Pa v 10
.

, ..

i

_

Low Income li'ami-
2, lies or irdividuals 9

" .

.

,

, 4

3.N:anpovver Needs

,

a'

.

.

* -....,

4. Disadvanta2.ed 7

.

5. liandIcapped 6

.
.

.

Occupatzonal n e e 63

6. (Dropouts ) c

.

.

Er.rollmer.:. in
7. f)ccupatior.21 Ed.,

.
.

. .

Erichsh is not :!le

8.dominar.: :ar.:-..::. 3

9. Job availabi:::-.- 2

r

-%..._

.

'10. Excess local_ cos t,s

.

I

r

.
.

'Total

The point totals for .each eligible recipient are translated, into
a

reimbursement rates as in Table II.

Total Points of
Eligible Reqpient

Table II

Reimbursement Rate,

Federal Funds

0

0 - 92 2% Regular Secondary
4% RegGlatr PostsecOndary .
16% Adult, Both Levels

2.9 5
-283-

4r,

a



Total Points of

Table II (Con't.)

Reimbursement Rate,

Eligible Recipient Federal Funds

93 - 184

185 - 275

/8% Regular Secondary-
6% Regular_Ehstsecondary
18% Adplt, Both Levels

10% Regular Secondary
7% Regular Postsecondary, 4*

21% Adult, Both Levels

COMMENTS ON THE WYOMING PROCEDURE:

Step 1: NO,mo1leabie data are employed.

Step 2: Non-continuous Procedural and Non - Procedural Point Scales

.

are used. One point of difference at the secondary levelin total score,

going from 92 to 93,'quadriples the reimbursement rate. This seems

.±
It

arbitrary.

Step 3: A Tabular Method is used to determine a reimbursement rate.

i) .The use of ustate,average".in scoring is not clear. Must a dis-

trict be precisely at state average to r(ceive a "3"? And to how many

decimal places is state average computed? Small differences in the variable

coulelead td rather large differences in tleimbursement rate under thempro-4'

cedure that is apparently in use.

ii) No justification is'given for the selection of the values of

weights (as in Table I).
.

29 6
.

"1-284-
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